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A personal¡zed tour

This issue of World Conseruatíon marks the Unions 50th anniversary. The celebra-

tions in Fontainebleau will be looking ahead, imagining what the world will be like

in the future and discussing what we can do about it.
So we decided to take a look back, at the roots of IUCN in the "parks and species

movements" of mid-century, and at the Union's subsequent evolution and those who
guided it. Instead of recounting facts, we sought impressions, thoughts and images.

We seek to offer a feel for life in IUCN, by having people relate some of their most

vivid memories, including moments of hardship and hilarity. Instead of imposing

our own style and format, we wanted a presentation of, by, and for the members of
the IUCN family, in their or¡m words and, wherever possible, with their or,rm photo-

graphs. It is hoped that this issue will serve as a complement to the monumental

and much more comprehensive history of IUCN by Sir Martin Holdgate to be pub-

lished in the coming months by Earthscan Publications Ltd. - a taste of which may

be found in the summary at the centre of this edition.

We cast our net wide, asking people to tell us what difference IUCN has made in
their lives, and what they remember best about the people and events of the Unions
first 50 years. The following, which cannot possibly be comprehensive, is simply
what we discovered in our net at the end of the process.*

Please keep in mind that memories fade, and are often faulty. Yet impressions can

be more "truthful" than facts, and are certainly less elusive.
The Editor

Cover: IIJCN's Presidents' Left to right
from top: Charles Bernard, 1W-199.
ttJCN; Roger Heim, 19il'1958.
J.L.Charnet; Jean Bae| 1958-1963. Hallé
Studio; François Bourlière, I 963-1966.
UNESCO; Harold J. Coolidge, 1966-
1972. Carnegie Museum; Donald Kuenen,
1972-1978. IUCN; Mohamed Kassas,
1978-19U. WWF; Monkombu
Swami n ath an, 1 984- 1 990. I P PF;
Shridath Ramphal, I 99O-1991. IUCN;
Jay Hair, 19gl-1996. Tim Wright;
Yolanda Kakabadse, I 996-present.
Parks Canada,

* In the end we receiued so many responses that
we had to do some seuere editíng- for which we

apologíze to those uoluntary contributors who

put so much effort into the exercise. Your full
contríbutions will be presented in an anniuer-

sary album and exhibit at Fontainebleøu'
You may find a short history, Iíst of maior

players, and a chronology ofeuents in the"back-
ground" section of the Anniuersary website at:
www.iucn.org/50/

Please note:
a descr¡ption and
index of all
contr¡butors to
this issue can be
found on Page 55'
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Vislon, tena city, and the roots of Union

By Pierre Goeldlin

Faced with the growth in industrialized
countries of the idea that the Earth is at

the service of humanity - a view used to
legitimize the pillaging of ourplanet-the
scientific world began to mobilize dur-
ing the lgth century. By the start of this
century the idea of nature protection was

spreading gradually among sensitive and
educated people. National non-
governmental organizations were being
created, and, here and there,
governmental agencies for the
protection of nature. The need to
coordinate these efforts at supra-
national level was increasingly
recognized, thanks to our visionary
predecessors, the great pioneer
naturalists.

IUCN represented something
like the ttrird attempt to set up a

global organization of its kind. So I
think we owe something of a debt
of gratitude to those hardy souls
who persevered in 1946 during a
somewhat bizane trip around the
national reserves and National Park

of Switzerland. We must bow with
respect to those who gathered at a
hotel in Brunnen just short of a year
later to set in motion the steps that
brought all those people to
Fontainebleau on 30 September
1948 to set up the earliest incarna-
tion of IUCN.

In fact, we need to go back to
1910 to trace the deepest organiza-
tional roots of IUCN. Paul Sarasin-who
with his cousin Fritz had founded the
Swiss League for the Protection of Nature

- first proposed a Committee "charged
to establish an international or world
Commission for the protection of nature
throughout the world, from the North
Pole to the South Pole, and covering both
the continents and the seas."

From that point obstacle after obsta-

cle blocked the dream's fulfilment. The

work of a Consultative Commission was

suspended with the First World War.

Paul Sarasin died in 1929. Pieter
Gerbrand van Tienhoven, a major Dutch
conservationist, set up an organization
in Brussels in 1928 which was to
become International Office forthe Pro-
tection of Nature in 1935. After it moved
to Amsterdam in 1940, its activities
were again severely restricted by
World War IL

PAUI SARASIN .

'1'7 Fdii\1, i.¡iìil

Finally, with the end of hostilities, a

successor ofPaul Sarasin at the head of
the Swiss League, Dr Charles Bernard,
and League Secretary Johann Büttikofer,
organized the famous tour of Swiss
nature reserves, bracketed by sessions
in Basel and Brunnen to discuss the
future development of international
collaboration for the protection of
nature.

I could saythe rest is history, but
history never progresses in a

straight line. The following pages

record some of those meandering
paths of IUCN's early years, when
so much depended on so few
individuals.

Pierre Goeldlin is a Swiss ecologist,
agronomist and entomologist
whose assoc¡at¡on with IUCN dates
from 1975. He has served as a

Councillor representing the Swiss

Confederation and Canton of Vaud

ll97 5-931, a member of the Bureau,

and Acting D¡rector General Il 9821.

ln l9BB he was named a Member
of Honour of IUCN for his service

to conservat¡on.

Paul Sarasin's dreams of a world
commission for the protection of
nature was finally realized with
the creation of IUPN. He is
pictured (standing) rn fhe Swiss
National Park. Pro Natura

Paul Sarasin, the great Swiss pioneeÉ.. was able to create in his own
countfy a genuine movement in favour of the protect¡on of naturel
resources and amenities and was the founder of the Sw¡ss Nat¡onal
Park. A fansighted sc¡ent¡st, he soon realised the uselessness of
scattered effort, and saw how urgent ¡t was to concentrate this by
achieving the ¡nternat¡onal agreement to unify the various existing
taws and coordinate the w¡despread nat¡onal measures taken to
preserve fauna and flora menaced by manS so-called civilization.

- from a foreword to the Fontainebleau proceedings

r Charles Bernard

I
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My dilemmas with IUCN

By Max Nicholson

rr¡y'hat difference has IUCN made in my
life? As a human being now in his mid-
90s, who at the age of 44 was already
caught up in the creation of IUCN, I
thought I should be able to give
some kind of answer to such a simple
question.

Born in the countrybeneath hills and

near the sea in Ireland, but in a purely
English family, I first came to England as

a young stranger to its unfamiliar envir-

onment. I was constantly on the move,

and my frustrated need to belong was

eventually satisfied by an attachment to

birds, which mercifully stayed with me

wherever I went. \tVhile I duly learnt at

school about human affairs and
thoughts, my close bird comPanions,
with their quicker reactions and in some

ways superior capacities, gave me a dif-
ferent perspective.

This detachmentwas reinforced at the

age of 16, when my father's post with the
British Army of the Rhine led me to live
for a period amid a German culture
whose art, opera and forays into the
countryside threw new light on what
could, and could not, be taken for
granted. Going up late to Oxford, mY

habits as aloner gave place to busyteam-
work devoted to exploration of the tropi-
cal rainforest and Arctic tundra, to bird
censuses and founding of national insti-
tutions. World War II plunged me into
global operations and shipping strategy,

afterwhich I rejoined the civil service as

head of the DePutY Prime Minister's
office.

Then, suddenly I found myself in ]uly
1946 beingled round Switzerland among

a strange group of foreigners full of baf-

fling talk about an International Union

for the Protection of Nature' Having had

only a few months of experience with the

subject, in a country where I was kept
busy on the vast tasks ofpost-war recon-
struction, I had some difficulty in getting
mybearings.

My contactwith the leading ecologists
Tansley and Elton taught me that the
fast-unfolding knowledge of the bio-

In 1963 Max Nicholson received the first John c. Phillips Memorial Medal, ruc|\|S
highest award, from President Jean Baer. IUCN

sphere and its living systems called for
vigorous operational development of
the field of nature conservation. As my
new colleagues and I strove to design the
first government agency for modern
nature conservation, I found their ap-
proach too traditionally based on natu-
ral history, too full of missionary zeal,
and too oblivious to the new ecological
disciplines and to the political and
managerial problems that had to be
confronted in an integrated waY.

My old friend Julian Huxley was about

to become the first head of the office of

UNESCO, which he not only involved in

science but single-handedly committed

to the adoPtion and launch of IUPN'

Withouthiml am sure the Unionwould
never have come into effective
existence, nor discovered its onlY
possible role. While he was soon
replaced at UNESCO, I was busY
launching the UK Nature Conservancy,

and added support of IUCN (then IUPN)

to my tasks there. Despite numerous

invitations, however, I never undertook
any official post, preferring to help
wherever possible behind the scenes.

I soon realized that, while we needed

to learn what to conserve and how to
conserve it, our practical success de-
pended on massive and generous pub-
lic voluntary support in addition to that
from government. I therefore joined in
a movement to complement IUCN with
a much more strongly supported and
funded twin, which emerged under my
chairship in 196l as the World Wildlife
Fund. Although at first it progressed as

intended, its twinship proved a more
difficult goal to realize, and the two
bodies eventuallY diverged.

So I am brought back to the Editor's

question, "\dhat difference has IUCN

made in your life?" Even if spelt out to

convey my struggle to reconcile a ¿uu'
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concern for nature with my compulsion
to bring to its aid my gifts and opportu-
nities in the world of human affairs
and management, the answer is still
superficial.

Whatever I have performed as a
thinker and leader, as a manager and
persuade¡ is founded in myplace as one
of those human beings who became im-
printed (as ethologists say) at an early
age with the magic and challenge of the
natural biosphere.

However we each choose to face this
challenge, we become better human
beings as a result. Richly as we profit
from human culture and human
fellowship, our evolutionary stem arises
from our fellow animals and plants.

IUCN is a way to broaden that
fellowship.

Max Nicholson was one of the 'founding

fathers' of IUCN. ln recent years he has

pursued conservation as Chair of the UK

contribut¡on to the World Conservation
Strategy and has extended it to human
affairs as the current President of the New
Renaissance Group. Still quite busy, he
has also brought his ornithology to a

climax by initiating and sharing in editing
the massive nine-volume Oxford standard
work on Birds of the Western Palearctic.

l(ey dates:
founding yeers
1946: lnformal consultations on the Pro-

tection of Nature are held in Basel and
Brunnen.
1947: lnternat¡onal Conference for the
Protection of Nature, in Brunnen,
establishes a provisional international
union for the protection of nature.
I 9 48 : The Fontainebleau Conference of-
ficially creates IUPN.

1949: fhe First lnternational Technical
Conference on the Protect¡on of Nature,
held in Lake Success w¡th¡n the United
Nations Scientific Conference on the Con-

servat¡on and Utilization of Natural Re-

sources, establishes major elements of the
UnionS Programme.
1955: IUPN and the lnternational Office

for the Protection of Nature (IOPN| merge.

1956: IUPN becomes IUCN.

Fifty-one years of IUCN

By Richard Fitter

I was present at the conception rather
than the birth of IUCN. In my capacity
as secretary of theWild Life Conservation
Special Committee (whose report later
led to the creation of the UK Nature Con-
servancy), I took part in the tour of Swit-
zerland in July 1946, during which it was

agreed to launch IUPN.
The people on this tour represented

several European countries but were
mostly British. Very few of them were to
play anyformal part in IUPN once it had
been launched. The exception was Max
Nicholson, who as a British civil servant
had to act behind the scenes. Nor were
they leading figures in their countries'
conservation movements, except for our
Swiss hosts, Max Nicholson and P G. van
Tienhoven. They were mostly people
who happened to be available to accept
the Swiss invitation. Nevertheless, the
first international move towards creat-
ing IUCN took place at an inn atZernez
in the Swiss Engadine, a year before the
Brunnen Conference.

Apart from attending the 1951 tech-
nical meeting at the Hague, I did not
catch up with IUPN again until the
Edinburgh General Assembly in 1956,

after which I attended every GA up to
Costa Rica in 1988.

At the Warsaw/Cracow GA in 1960, I
was concerned with the formation of the
Law Commission, being drafted by Max
Nicholson to helpWolfgang Burhenne in
preparing the necessary paper work to
put to the Council. This was an impor-
tant GA because it agreed to move the
Headquarters from Brussels - capital of
a colonial country- to Morges in neutral
Switzerland. I especially remember the
mid-conference tour, when we sailed
dor¡¡n the rapids of the Dunajec river in
quite small boats to be welcomed on the
Czech side by loudspeakers blaring out
Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony.

In 1969 in NewDelhi I remember how
difficult it proved to persuade people
that the tiger was endangered. ln 1972
at Banff I remember being able to

Left to right, lucN President Dr M. s. swaminathan, Maisie and Richard Fitter, and
Gren Lucas, Chah of SSC. The Fitters had just been made Members of Honour of
SSC af the Costa Rica General Assembly (lgBB). Drake McHugh
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overrule the platform and
persuade the GA to take
whale conservation seri-
ously. Mychiefmemoryof
the 1975 General Assem-
bly at Zaire was again of
the mid-conference tour,
when we travelled in an
exceedingly cold troop-
carrying aircraft (my wife
was kindly offered a warm
woolly by the prescient
Mme Harroy) but still arrived before the
more comfortable aircraft, which had
had to land Íutce en route.

On the way to Ashkhabad in 1978 I
well remember the chagrin of the Ameri-
can delegates, waiting in an hours-long
delay at the airport, at seeing the British,
who had booked through Intourist,
trooping off to a civilized meal, while
they had to make do with the airPort
lounge café. At Moscow airport again, at

the end of that meeting, I saw the North
Korean delegates physically attack the
sole South Korean delegate!

The 1966 Lucerne General AssemblY

was especiallyclose to myheart, because

it was there that the Red Data Books re-

allywent public, with the Mammal vol-
ume edited by Noel Simon.

Those are some of the events I re-
member best. It would take too long to
talk about the people I have kno'urm in
IUCN, since I knew most of the leading
figures. I will just mention two who stand
out especially: Hal Coolidge I first
remember at Nairobi in 1963, typically
bustling along followed by a trail of
acol¡es.

And of course there was the oft-
quoted Col Jack Vincent, Executive
Officer of the SSC from the late 1960s to

the mid-70s1, with his constant cry of
"Yes, butwhat do we d-o DO?"

Richard Fitter is a prolific natural history

writer espec¡ally of field guides. His works

include The Pen¡tent Butchers (Collins,

1978), a history of the first 75 years of the
Fauna Preservat¡on Soc¡ety (an IUCN mem-

ber), and Vildlife for Man (Collins, 198ó),

part-edited and part-written for the ssc.
He was a member of SSC from 1963 on-
wards, and latterly served as Chair of its

Steering Committee funt¡l l98B).

The Union's first logo,
199-77.

From top: reading room housing the original
van Tienhoven library and archives in the
lnternational Office for the Protection of
Nature rn Brussels (founded in 1935); the library
at "Les lJttins" in Morges (1960); a meeting in
the new library, inaugurated at HQ in 1992,
Ambassador Boddens-Hosang and Sir Martin
Holdgate with the portrait of van Tienhoven.
IUCN

P. G. VAN TIENHOI/EN .

P¡eter van Tienhoven lt 875-1953f was a man with a mission in life:
establishing an ¡nternat¡onal nature conservation organ¡zation. Fon
mally tra¡ned as a biologist and lawye4 van Tienhoven had been
act¡vely involved in ¡nternat¡onal Protection of birds and numerous
other ¡nternat¡onal nature conservat¡on issues at the turn of the
century and maintained the Pressure for such en organizat¡on
throughout t'r|e lg2qsand t 93Os. At Fontainebleau' van Tienhoven

was nominated honorary Member of IUPN' He can honestly be called

one of the first pioneers for international cooperation in nature Gon'

servat¡on, Van Tienhoven3 legacy lives on not only in the l¡brãry he

donated to IUCN, Þut also ¡n IUC¡l's objectives to safeguard ou¡

natural her¡tage through international Gollaþorat¡on'

Joanna Boddens-Hosang

.:i
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I remembef,..
By Miriam Rothschifd

On my way to the conference at
Fontainebleau I crossed the chan-
nel in a violent rainstorm and
landed at Calais. Although the war
was well and truly over, the tor,rm

was stillflat. Itlookedlike amoon-
scape except for a solitary inn,
standing like a forlorn surrealist
dream amidst the sea of concrete
rubble. Calais had first been
bombed bythe Germans and sub-
sequently by the British Air Force.

Reconstruction had not begun.
At Fontainebleau, in beaming

autumn sunshine, I walked to-
wards the Galerie des Colonnes, abuild-
ing set aside for the conference.
Alongside the path was a row of conven-
tional flowerbeds planted with dahlias
and Gloxinia, ablaze with bright colours.
The contrast between the concrete
chaos of Calais and sunny, smiling
Fontainebleau filled one with strange,
conflicting emotions of doubt and opti-
mism. I required alittle encouragement
since I had originally been excited at the
thought of the rebirth of a plan for inter-
national conservation but had found no
corresponding enthusiasm in England.
Before our first conference at Brunnen,
I had tried in vain to persuade various
scientific organizations to send repre-
sentatives to the meeting. They were
clearly uninterested. Even the Society
for the Promotion of Nature Reserves
(SPNR), whom I represented, appeared
indifferent. Cyril Dive¡ the first Direc-
tor Genêral of the Nature Conservancy,
was frank. "For me," he said, "conserva-

tion stops at the channel." There was

also a rather pathetic feeling among the
British contingent that, despite the many
years that had elapsed since the Berne
conference (atwhich Charles Rothschild
represented the UK Government in
1913), theyhadnothad time to "gettheir
national nature conservation straight-
ened out" and could notyet contemplate
a Sovernment-sponsored, grandiose
international organization. It is interest-

ing, however, that at the Berne Confer-

Hon. Miriam Rothschild and friends.

ence Rothschild had urged the delegates
to press for the protection of the Arctic
fauna, but this apparently was not raised
by IUCN until the technical conference
arranged in Copenhagen 40 years later.

Henry Maurice, appointed a Vice
President of the first Executive Board,
was an English representative at both
Brunnen and Fontainebleau who disre-
garded the bickering politicians arguing
about the future location of our head-
quarters, and talked of the major threats
to the world's fauna and flora. I learned
a lot from him, and we found a subject
of mutual angst in the inexorable waste
of surface water in the UK! Maurice cou-
rageously ignored the fact he was mor-
tally ill. "My doctors say I will recover,"
he remarked, "I choose to believe them."

Among the throng at the reception I
recognised Roger Heim, subsequently
President of the IUPN and IUCN, un-
doubtedly one of the most remarkable
men of his day. He was director of the
Natural History Museum in Paris at the
time of the fall of France inWorldWar II.
Being a Jew he was arrested by the Ger-

mans and sent to the Buchenwald death
camp. He was one of the very few survi-
vors. A-ûter his release Heim went straight
back to his desk at the museum. Some-
one asked him a question about
Buchenwald; he replied "Death was our
only friend."

Despite the sheer horror of his
experience, Roger Heim still
retained his old intuitive skill as a

field naturalist and his infectious
enthusiasm for the natural world

- especially for mushrooms
and their chemical secrets. I
wondered what he thought of
the duties of the energetic, lively
Miss [Eleen] Sam (assistant to
Julian Huxley) who claimed it
had taken her "a day of hard
talking" to smooth over one of
the squabbles between rival
enthusiasts!

George Brewer andWilliamVogt, im-
pressive American delegates, not only
thought internationally but were ideal-
istic and optimistic. Talking to them one
felt the future of the rhinoceros and the
sþlark depended on energetic visionar-
ies, not reasonable men who discussed
the basic question of our meagre re-
sources. Like the poet we must listen to
"the silver chain of sound".

Surprisingly I left France in a sanguine
mood. lulian Huxley, in his opening ad-
dress, had put into words what the 150

delegates present all felt in their bones -
the love and fascination of life other than
our own, which must be protected.
Maybe the necessary flow of energy
would come from the NewWorld?

Despite the unmarked graves of
Calais and the dark shadow of the
Holocaust - yes, there had been some-
thing magical about the Conference at
Fontainebleau.

Miriam Rothschild, daughter of the Hon
Charles Rothschild, is a Fellow of the Royal

Society ancl recipient of the Victorian
Medal of Honour. She has published over

300 scientific papers and twelve books
specializing ¡n the study of fleas, their his-

tology, the mechanism of theirjump and
dependence for reproduction on their
hosts'sex hormones. During the last ten
years, Miriam Rothsch¡ld has concen-
trated on conservation, in particular the
cult¡vat¡on of the nat¡ve flora of the UK.
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After their 1916 tour of the SwÍss
National Park, members of the
expedition had lunch in the Hotel
Storchen in Schönenwerd where they
signed the postcard, marking the birth
ot the idea of IUPN.

Ihe Brussels -based I ntern ation al
Office for the Protection of Nature
(IOPN) was created by Pieter van
Tienhoven in 1935. Address:9, rue
d'Egmont. IOPN

Left: IOPN documentation section, managed by
Mme T. Grain and Mlle L. Johanknegt. IOPN
Below: IOPN reading room. IOPN

Left: ln 1961 IIJCN headquarters tralsf.grre! from Bn'sse's

to'iitä riii "tes lJttins" in Morges' switzerland' tucN

Ãoài., ¡n 1980 1IJCN and tVÈ moved to the World

Conservation Centre in Gland' WWF-Canon

Á
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Above: IUCN at last got a spacious Headquarters building in
1992. lt was inaugurated by (below left to right) IUCN
President Sir Shridath Ramphal; René Felbe4 President of
the Sø.ss Confederation; and State Councillor Jacques
Martin, among ofhers. IUCN/Nikki Meith

ln Morges, some of the staff overflow was housed in the
lovely villa "Floréa|," painted by Herbert Girardet, then Head
of Personnel. IUCN/Nikki Meith (courtesy of Anette Hertofth)

The new building faces a field of varying crops' but has its own protected area in
the form of a 'natural garden'. IUCN/J|n Thorsell

l(ey dates: HO sites
1935: lnternational Office for Protection
of Nature is established in Brussels.

l9ó0: The Operations lntelligence Centre

¡s created at the IUCN Headquarters in

Brussels.

l96l: April, IUCN headquarters is trans-
ferred from Brussels to the v¡lla "Les Uttins"
in Morges, Switzerland.
1975: IUCN moves part of its staff from
Les Uttins to the villa "Floréa!".

1980: The Vlorld Conservat¡on Centre is

formally opened in Gland, Switzerland,
by HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh,
newly elected President of WVIF
1992: IUCN staff move into the new
Headquarters in Gland, formally opened
on 3 November by the President of the
Swiss Confederat¡on, René Felber.

¡¡lIllH-il l'trlr.at: ililtEt ililt ¡t¡E
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Partnership
By Michel Batisse

Cooperation between IUCN and
UNESCO is alive and well. So that the
question today is how it may develop in
the uncertain future that all international
organizations are facing. Everybody
claims concern for biodiversity and sup-
ports sustainable development but we
can see that in reality, irreversible pres-

sures on land, waters and forests keep

mounting and there is little change in
previous wasteful practices of natural
resources use.

Biodiversity is under threat every-
where. Its conservation has to rely upon
a variety of local and global measures. It
will nowhere succeed if it is not accepted

by all stakeholders concerned, accom-
modating in particular the legitimate
claims of local peoples. This implies
major efforts in environmental educa-
tion and in ensuring a fair share of ben-
efits. It will not succeed if it if not
integratedwithin a coherent approach to
ecosystem management. This requires
political will and institutional changes

for effective regional planning.
In this context, it is clear that all rel-

evant organizations, including IUCN and
UNESCO, must strengthen and pool
their efforts. IUCN should see to it that
its basic mission of mobilizing the com-
munity of conservation managers and
scientists is maintained in the fore-
ground. UNESCO should Promote
environmental education and research

vigorously and develop further a fully
functional Biosphere Reserve Network.

Much has been achieved in the last
fiftyyears and we seem to be on the right
track. But neither UNESCO nor IUCN,
nor indeed anyone else has an other 50

years ahead to succeed in conserwing our
biolo gical resources and life-supporting
systems. We have to move faster. We

have to act strongly.

Michel Bat¡sse is Senior Environmental
Adviser at UNESCO and President of the
Med¡terranean Blue Plan. He was Assist-

ant Director-General (Science) at UNESCO

until I 984. He isa recipientof IUCNS high-
est award, the John C. Phillips Memorial
Medal (l 998), and a member of WCPA.

l(ey dates: UNESCO
l94B: IUPN is founded in Fontainebleau,

under thejoint auspices of UNESCO and
the French Government

1950: Survival Service Comm¡ttee ¡s es-

tablished aided by a grant from UNESCO.

1954 Joint UNESCO,/IUCN mission goes

to Galápagos.

1959 Charles Darwin Foundation is cre-

ated in Brussels, under thejo¡nt auspices

of IUCN and UNESCO.

1964 The Darwin Stat¡on is founded on

one of the Galápagos lslands.

1972: Convent¡on Concerning the Pro-

tect¡on of the Vlorld Cultural and Natu-
ral Heritage is adopted. IUCN helps draw
up the World Heritage List.

1979: 'Parks' magazine is init¡ated by
CNPPA with UNESCO supporr.
1983: UNESCOS F¡rst lnternational Bio-
sphere Reserves Congress is held in
Byelorussia; IUCN contributes a cr¡tical

analysis of the status of the worlds Bio-

sphere Reserves.

199ó: IUCN and UNESCOS World Heri-

tage Centre sign a Memorandum of
Understanding to consolidate ¿¡¿
expand their working relationship'

September f968.' sx screntr.sts from six countries met at UNESCO House in Paris
to obserue the 2Oth anniversary of the founding of IUCN. Left to right: Professor
Reino Kalliola (Finland); H. Flon (France); IUCN President Dr Harold J' Coolidge
(USA); Dr E Fraser DarlinS UK); Johann Goudwaard (Netherlands); and Professor
J. P, Harroy (Belgium), former IIJCN Secretary-General and Chair of WCPA.
UNESCO

SIR JUTIAN HUXTEY

The t¡es between lucN and UNESCO afe as old as the un¡on itself-

Soon after World Wa¡ ll, when UNESCO was still very young' ¡ts f¡rst

D¡rector General Julian Huxley - who had already been active in
wildlife conservation in the United Kingdom - was ¡ndeed well pre'
pared to revive Paul Sarasins pioneer efforts toward the Great¡on of
an ¡nternational commission for nature protection. His personal
commitmenL thrcughout a rather complicated to'and-frc negot¡at¡on,
invotving a number of strong-minded people from various countries,
eventually led to the founding of the new body in Fontainebleau,
under the joint ausp¡ces of UNESCO and the French Government.
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ln the late fifties, UNESCO began to
mobilize external funds for concrete
field operations for which the Union
was the appropr¡ate scientif¡c adviser.
Two examples are the early missions
to Galápagos and Ethiopia.

Sudden insight

By lrenäus Eibl-Eibesfeldt

"...I had bylanuary 1954 raised and ob-
served a great variety of amphibians,
reptiles and mammals, and of course
was familiarwith bird behaviour. But it
was on Galápagos, during the first IUCN-
UNESCO mission to the Islands, that I
suddenly realized the profound differ-
ences in the behaviour of reptiles on the
one hand and of birds and mammals on
the other. It was what we call an Aha-
Erlebnis, a sudden insight; and it initi-
ated a train of thoughts about the origins
and prospects of individual bonding and
prosocial behaviours, the result of which
amongst others was the book Loue and
Hate which came out in 1970 and has
continued to sell since then.

The following weeks deepened my
fascination with the Galápagos Islands,
above and under water - the large aggre-
gations of marine iguanas on Fernan-
dina, the flightless cormorants and the
ever-present finches of the family
Geospízidøe, which convinced Charles
Darwin that species can change in the
course of evolution-forme, itwas like a
great seminar in evolutionary history...

What are the prospects todaY? The

situation may sound grim, but the
positive achievements of the last four
decades certainly surpass the negative

Clockuise from above: Life magazine
photographer Alfred Eisenstaedt with
sea /ions; local fisherman lboatman
Miguel Castro determining the sex of
a giant tortoise (male); Dr lrenäus
Eibl - Eibesfeldt with exception al ly
tame redfooted boobies; and (left to
right) Dr Robert Bowman of UNESCO
and Dr Anthony Balinsky, President
of the Republic of Ecuador, with the
expedition team Dr Camilo Ponce
Enriquez, Dr Eibl-Eibesfeldt, Rudi
Freund and Alfred Eisenstaedt.
I. Eibl-Eibesfeldt

developments. To sustain any human
population, the animal and plant life on
Galápagos must be preserved. The other
natural resources of the Galápagos
Islands are limited. There is not much
fertile land for agriculture and with the
modern techniques of fishing the marine
resources could be rapidly depleted. It
is the uniqueness of the animal and plant
life which attracts the visitor. This could
provide a lasting income from tourism,
provided it is managed in responsible
ways. The Government clearly agrees: in
March 1998 the Ecuadorian Congress

passed a Special Law to promote local
development and conserve biodiversity
in the Islands, including ways to reduce
the risk from alien invasive species."

lrenäus Eibl-Eibesfeldt was in charge of
the original IUCN/UNESCO mission to
Galápagos. He was responsible for stimu-
lating renewed interest in Galápagos con-
servation in the 1950s and the subse-
quent founding of the Charles Darwin Re
search Station. This text is an excerpt from
"Galápagos - the past and the present",
l99B (unpublished).
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Sir Julian Huxley and the Lion of Judah

ByAlain Gille

In 1963 Emperor Hailé Selassie, known
as the Lion ofludah, cabled a request to
UNESCO for assistance in developing its
national parks and reserves. The Direc-
tor General of UNESCO responded bY

asking me, attending the 1963 Nairobi
General Assembly in my twin capacity at
as UNESCO's liaison officer to IUCN and
Science Officer forAfrica, to put together
a mission immediately. Sir ]ulian Hufey,
former Director General of UNESCO,

agreed to lead the mission.
Five of us flew to Addis Ababa on 25

September 1963 and started to work. On
the third daywe were scheduled to be re-
ceived bythe Emperor in his office, after
which we were invited to join him for a

luncheon. But first - in a rare honour -
we were to visit the Emperor's pet lion
and be permitted to caress the anima-I.

rvVhen the moment arrived to pay
homage to this national s)¡mbol, which
figures prominently on Ethiopia's flag, I
felt a certain apprehension. We were led
to a square courtyard in the castle's inte-
rior where a large figure stretched out in
the shade: the Emperor's lion, attached
to a tree by an impressively thick metal
chain linked to an enormous iron collar.

Sir Julian was at the head of the line of
visitors. I was at the rear. Sir Julian, at
the head of the group, was invited to ap-

proach the cat, a splendid 200-kg mass

of muscle whose head was encircled by

a black fringe (ah, the spoils of office!)
and to pet it.

Perhaps his courage came from his
years priorto joiningUNESCO, when Sir

Julian had been director of the London
Zoo. Ican still see him as he walked to-
wards the animal with what looked like
a confident gait. His pace became more
tentativewhen, athis approach, the lion
raised itself on all fours.

Sir Iulian paused, but quickly sup-
pressed his hesitation. Was he not the
leader of the mission? Bravely, he ex-

tended his right arm, and gently rubbed
the lion's back, from its spine towards its
rear legs. But he had apparently forgot-
ten that a lion is nothing more than an
enormous cat.

Left: The mission team
birdwatching at Lake
Langana. Alain Gille

Below: Sir Julian Huxley
and a West African
Delegate atthe IUCN
General Assembly in
Nairobi (t!ß3).
Hallé Studio

In any case, transported by this atten-
tion, the animal decided to act like any
feline and roll on its back so that we
could rub its tummy. Unfortunately, Sir

Julian was so close to the lion that he re-

ceived the force of all 200 kg ofleonine
muscle against his legs. He staggered

and threwup his arms. Butwith twist of
his body, he managed to regain his bal-
ance, and honour was saved!

Benefiting from this lesson, we each
approached in turn to caress the belly of
tlre Emperor's favourite pet, which made
no secret of its enjoyment.

Thirty-five years afte¡ while I still feel
regret that the photos I took (surrepti-
tiously) were a failure, I am eternally
grateful that the Emperor kept his lion
well-fed.

Alain Gille was UNESCO Liaison Officer
with IUCN (1949-651, and Director of
UNESCOS Regional Office for Science and

Technology for Africa. S¡nce he retired

from UNESCO he has been the Lia¡son

Officer for IUCN of France Nature

Environnement fFNEl, an IUCN member.

SIR HUGH EIIIOTT

Hugh Elliott was secT€tary-General of lucN l¡om 1963 to 196(t. Hug|n

hed Þeen a British civil officer ¡n East Africa working in agriculturc
and early in his ret¡rement became engaged ¡n the Special Africa

Project. He was a keen ornitlrologist and my keenest memories are

of Hugh, Þinoculars to the rcady, adding to his Personal list of bird
casion ¡n the field'
publications for many years end was e caring
authors'foibles. He was a delightful companion
humour and was atways gentle w¡th PeoPle' I

never saw him angry yet he coutd set out h¡s point of view firmly Þut
w¡thout any harshness. Unfortunetely his sight failed sometime before
he died, cutt¡ng him off fiom some of his gñeatest Pleasures.

Frank Nicholls
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FfiANçOrS BOURT|ERE

The ties Þetween UNESCO and IUCN are well symbolized Þy our late
and regretted friend François Bourlière, a former President of IUCN
1lç163-196(rf and also of the lnternational Biological Programme llBPf .
François was one of those persons you always remember once you
have met him. He was really a Renaissance man, being at the same
time a professor in medicine who made ¡mportant contr¡but¡ons to
gerontology, and a pioneer in the natural h¡story of mammals and in
Antarct¡c and trop¡cal ecology. His curiosity and knowledge extend
to all suÞjects and h¡s cultsre and talent for commun¡cat¡on were
remarkable. He disliked frivolous and costly pþjects, and always
opted for achieving lasting and meaningful results,

Bourlière was President of the 1968 "B,osphere Conference" - the
first such confelence to promote, at the intergovernmental level, what
we would now call sustainable developmenl, and which gave r¡se to
the ¡nnovative concept of Biosphere Reserves, IUCN was well-rcpre.
sented at that UNESCO meet¡ng, with no fewer than 35 sc¡ent¡sts
attend¡ng as memÞers of the IUCN delegation lincluding Harold
Coolidge, Gerardo Budowski, Luc Hoffman, Peter Scott, Russell Tlain,
Jean Dorst, Wollgang Burhenne, Théodore Monod, Jean-Paul Hanoy,
Kai Curry-Lindahl, Lee TalboÇ etc.f You can imagine that th¡s was
not en easy conference, since many partic¡pants had their pet piojects.
But thanks to the authority and leadership of François Bourlière, the
entire IUCN delegat¡on strongly supported the recomrnendation for
a research pnogramme on "Man and the Biosphere", which the Con-
ference accepted unanimously. The programme was launched in l97O
with François again serving as the first Chair of its cooldinat¡ng counc¡|.

Michel Batisse

HAROTD COOTIDGE

Hal Coolidge, IUCNS Pres¡dent l¡om 1966 lo lçr72, was a sc¡on of
the line of US President Coolidge and a hyperactive promoter of
conservat¡on.

I remember him on regular v¡sits to ny office in Bangkok during
the '6Os. He would arrive unannounced, sit down, and start on a
seemingly never ending stream of information aÞout conservat¡on
work throughout the world. From his bulging, battered briefcase he
would pluck one paper after another, insist that I make a photocopy
for later reference and continue his monologue in a gravelly voice,
Then suddenly it would be over and he would pack up and depart.

Hal worked tirelessly looking for funds and he was able to persuade
the Ford Foundation to make a major grant for IUCN to set up e
professional secretariat in 197O. Without his efforts |UCN might
well have fallen by the ways¡de.

Frank Nicholls

E. T, H. BERW|CI(

Joe Berwick, Secretary General Jrom 1966 lo lg7O, was a wonderful
personel¡ty. Under the facade of a reserved British civil servant beat
an adm¡rably kind heart. His deep, unostentatious humanism was
rooted ¡n a b¡tter life experience during World Wa¡ ll, when as a
young specialist in tropical agr¡culture in Borneo he was drawn ¡nto
the wh¡rlpool of warfare. Joe was always excePt¡onally warm and
genefous, especially towards us "Easterners".

François Bourlière at the Biosphere
Conference. UNESCO

C N PPAI WC PA stalwarts: Kenton M i ller,
Hal Coolidge and Bing Lucas in 198O.
Bing Lucas

Jan Cerovsky Joe Berwick and friend. I|JCN
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No park is an island

The Commissions are one of the factors which make IUCN special. Other inter-

national organizations have members and a secretar¡at. But the ex¡stence of the

Commissions - worldwide networks of experts - as part of its structure and

governance gives IUCN a unique potential. ln fact it was the Commissions which

led IUCN's networking and regionalization for many decades. While the Secre

tariat was still a small group nestled in the centre of Europe, providing scientific

and technical advice on request, the Commissions took the messaqe of conser-

vation to the furthest corners of the Earth. ln the realms of species survival,

protected areas and environmental law especially, they have been, and remain,

preeminent.

ByAdrian Phillips

Protected areas have been central to the

work of IUCN from the beginning. The

founding of the Union was inspired, in
part, by a tour of the Swiss National Park

and other reserves. Jean-Paul Harroy, the

Union's first Secretary-General (1 948-56),

was a "parks person" and later chaired
the International Commission on Na-

tional Parks of IUCN (1966-72) (see key
dates). Other leading people in the his-
tory of IUCN, including Hal Coolidge
and Kenton Miller, also came from a pro-
tected areas "stable".

Today the Commission maintains a

global network of 1300 protected area

experts dravrm from nearly every coun-

try. In 1948 there were barely 1000 pro-
tected areas around the world; now some

30,000 places measure up to the defini-
tion of a protected area, and nearlY
13,000 are large enough to be recorded
in rhe uN list.

As the numbers have grown, manY of
the earlier notions have been stood on

their heads. Thus, where once Parks
were planned against people, WCPA now

advocates that they be planned with
Iocal people. Where once the emphasis

was on setting these places aside, now
we look for the many connections which
Iink protected areas to the world around.
Earlier language justified the creation of
parks on aesthetic grounds; we now ad-

vance scientific, economic and cultural
rationales as well. Parkvisitors, engaged

in recreation and tourism, were once

seen as protected areas' principal cus-

tomers; now the local communitY is

often recognised as the key stakeholder.

JEAN-PAUL ÞIARROY
To me the g¡ant of IUCN, the Unionb first Sec'

rctary General and a founding father of what
is now the World Commission on Protected
Ar€as, wasJean-Paul Harroy, the eminent Bel-

gian professorwho recru¡ted me ¡nto the ColÊ
mission in 197 I - an event which changed my
life and continues to Þe a major iniluence 27
years later. Pictures of Jean-Paul flood though
my mind. Our first meeting was when he vis-

ited Aotearcarll qn Zealand in l97l . I arranged
for him to meet and speak to a group of
rangers from all the national parks in New Zea
land by a lovely lake near Rotorua' Harroy was
a very effective leader of conservation who
arranged puÞlication of what became the fore
runner of the IUCN/WCMC United Nations List
of National Parks and Protected Areas.

Bing Lucas

Jean-Paul Harroy, first IIJCN Secretary-General, was later Chair of
MCPA. Here he ß pictured with pari ranger Bob Neal in New Zealand
(1971). Bing Lucas
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Where previously most parks were
strictly protected sites, now they are
complemented by other kinds of pro-
tected areas in which people live and use

resources. Formerly, each protected area
was seen as a unique investment in
conservation; now we seek to develop
networks and systems of protected areas,
planned and managed nationally and
at a bioregional scale. Fifty years ago,
protected areas were almost entirely a

national responsibility; now they are
seen as an international concern. \.Vhere

once the emphasis was on terrestrial
areas, marine parks are now the
highest priority. CNPPA (now WCPA)

has played a central role in bringing
about these shifts in perception and
practice.

Fifty years of experience has taught
us that protected areas cannot survive
and flourish in isolation: they must be
planned and managed in awider social,
economic and physical context.

A geographer and plannel Adrian Phillips

has been Chair of WCPAsince I 994. Be-

fore that he was D¡rector General of the
Countryside Commission (UK) for I I years,

and Programme Director at IUCN Head-
quarters U97B-Bl'1.

l(ey dates: WCPA
l95B: The Athens General Assembly
decides to establish a Commission on
National Park.
l9ó0: The lnternat¡onal Commission on
National Parks is constituted at the Warsaw
GA under chair Harold Coolidge (later to
become the Commission on National Parks

a nd Protected Areas/CN PPA).

1962: The F¡rst Vøorld Conference on
National Parks is held ln Seattle, USA. A
List of national parks and equivalent re-

serves is compiled by IUCN and published

as the UN l¡st.

1972:The Second World Conference on
Nat¡onal Parks is held in Yellowstone and
Grand Teton National Parks, USA.

1972: The World Heritage Convention is

signed.

1977: A two-volume World Directory
of National Parks and other Protected
Areas is completed by CNPPA to com-
plement the UN List.

1982: World Congress on National Parks

is held in Bali, lndonesia, and connects prc
tected areas to the development agenda
of developing countries
1992: The Fourth World Congress on
National Parks and Protected Areas in
Caracas, Venezuela widens the emphasis
from national parks to embrace other pro-

tected area categories.

1994: Parks for Life: Action for Protected
Areas ¡n Europe is launched across 20

countr¡es.
I 994: IUCN publishes Guidelines for Pre
tected Area Management Categories
1995: The Commission publishes propos-
als for a Global Representative System of
Marine Protected Areas.
199ó: CNPPA name is changed to World
Commission on ProtectedAreas (WCpA).

l99B: WCPA launches ¡ts best practice
guideline ser¡es, with National System
Planning for Protected Areas.

Miklos Udvardy demonstrates his concept of biogeographic provinces to CNPPA
members in Garoua, Cameroon (1W). Bing Lucas

MIKTOS UDVARDY

Miklos Udvatdy developed the concept of Biogeograph¡c Provinces
for IUCN which is still being applied around the world. Armed w¡th
th¡s comparat¡ve framework structure, it was possible to assess ¡n a
rational way just how representative was the system of protected
natural areas in New Zealand, and to just¡fy to pol¡t¡c¡ans the es-
taÞl¡shment of new protected e¡eas. I recall Miklos explaining the
Udvardy system ¡n locat¡ons as far epart as Bali in lndonesia and
Garoua in Cameroon, a system which st¡ll forms the bas¡s by which
IUCN compares sites nominated for World Heritage status.

Sadþ Miklos died early in IUCNS 5Oth anniveßaryyeer- Þut his work
goes on. His death and corresPondence from his widow, Maud,
reminded me of Miklos conf¡d¡ng to me on one occasion that one of his
biogeographic regions ¡nAnterct¡ca was named Maudlandia in his wife's
honour, more than for the Oueen Maud Range which lies in that Paft
of the Antarctic Cont¡nent.

Bing Lucas
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Science: the Union3 cornerstone

ByTony Mence

Left: Taking the llnion to China. In 1987 and
1992 Bing Lucas took part in evaluations of
China's nominations of natural sites under the
Wortd Heritage Convention. The lattervisit' to
NoÅhern Sichuan, was well-covered by the
Chinese press and resulted in a great deal of
public exposure for IUCN. IUCN|J\n Thorsell

Below: SÞ Peter Scolt, as painted by his
daughter Dafila in 1989.

encompass manynewfields such as eco-

nomics, social science and trade issues.

But its roots in the natural sciences still
account for much of the authority and

respect it enjoys in conservation circles,

echoed in the resounding success of
SSC and, subsequently, its sister Com-

missions. For this we can thank the
many scientists who dedicated them-
selves to the Union in those first crucial
decades.

Tony Mencejoined IUCN in 1973 as Execu-

tive Officer of SSC, after which he þecame
Senior Execut¡ve in the Director General's
office. He later moved to Cambridge to
head the Species Conservation Mon¡tor¡ng

Unit lthrough 1982f, and served the Union

again in the role of rapporteur for several

General Assemblies and Conferences before

retir¡ng to his home in the UK. This textwas
based on an unpublished manuscript,
"IUCN - how it þegan, how ¡t is growing

up"(1981).

From its inception, IUCN has been firmly
grounded in science, and in the early
days that science was ecology - as we
understood the term then.

In 1949, the joint IUPN-UNESCO
Conference on the Protection of Nature
in Lake Success focused on the role of
ecological research in the conservation
of natural resources, and called on the
Union to establish a "Survival Service" to
provide governments with reliable scien-

tific advice on threatened species.

As a result Hal Coolidge (then aVice-
President, laterPresident) setup the Sur-

vival Service in March 1950 with a grant

from UNESCO. It flourished under the

dynamic leadership of Peter Scott, who
with Noel Simon launched the first Red

Data Book (RDB) on endangered ani-
mals, followed by RDBs on birds by Iack
Vincent of ICBP and plants by Ronald

Melville of Kew Gardens.

In the following Years, science
remained at the heart of the Union's
work, sustained by periodic IUCN-spon-
sored technical meetings to review the
scientific aspects of conservation. Some

of these coincided with GeneralAssem-
blies and are nowknovm as workshops.
These meetings have stimulated both
scientiflc interest and more widespread
popular appreciation of the issues.

Science remained central even when,

toward the end of the 1970s, IUCN be-
gan to change its programme emphasis
from'protectionism' toward an insist-
ence on sound management for rational
and realistic objectives. But the empha-
sis shifted toward consideration of whole
ecosystems, and new attention was paid
to the marine environment and to plant
conservation (up to then rather
neglected). Plant specialists world-wide
provided information for cataloguing
threatened species and communities of
plants. The need to handle this huge

amount of dataled directlyto the estab-

lishment in 1981 at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew (UK) of a comPuterized

data processing facility - now located in

Cambridge as the World Conservation

Monitoring Centre (WCMC).

\,Vhile ecology has evolved from the

observation and documenting of
wild animals and plants to the study
of their relationships and interactions,
the Union's programme has come to
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SSC: leading the world
in species conservation

Red Data Books and the bifth
of conservation mon¡tor¡ng

ByJane Fenton

One of SSC's first major tasks, initiated
by Sir Peter Scott, was the production of
the Red Data Books for all threatened
animals. Dr Ronald Melville firstvolun-
teered to start doing a Red Data Book for
plants. He came to two or three meet-
ings and then at one ofthem in his gen-
tle way said, "I think I need some help
because I am not going to live long
enough to complete this task". It was
then that Grenville Lucas was brought
on boa¡d; the subsequentwork on plants
he oversaw has become one of the big-
gest IUCN success stories.

All the people with different special-
ist interests worked incredibly well to-
gether, and the production of the early
Red Data Books was largely done in vol-
untary time. We located a deserted labo-
ratoryin a buildingin Cambridge which
could accommodate all the workers on
the Red Data books under one roof - this
became the Species Conservation Moni-
toring Unit. Things have changed a lot
since then but there is still a splendid
building there and a great deal of world-
wide conservation work is being
achieved under its roof.

Jane Fenton has worked since I 982 for
ICBP / BirdLife lnternationaf , most recently

fundraising for the Rare Bird Club. ln I 996

she was honoured with the Order of the

Golden Ark from HRH Prince Bernhard of

the Netherlands.

lf the idea for the Union was inspired by a National Park, it was interest in species
conservation which stimulated much of its growth and expansion from I 9ó0
on. This was when the Survival Service Commission helped establish a unit at
IUCN Headquarters in Brussels and began collecting its first ¡ndex of threatened
mammals. When two centres of conseruation ¡n the UK became involved in SSC

work (the Wildfowlliust in Slimbridge and the Royal Botanic Gardens in Kew),
SSC helped the Un¡on to accelerate its transformation from a small intimate group
to a global network.

Left: When PeterScott
considered moving SSC to
C a m b ri d ge, he suggested
that twe can always put
poftakabins on top of each
other and when they get too
high persuade the University
to let us have a permanent
building." This came fo pass,
but portakabins (left) eventu-
ally gave way to more elegant
quañers, Jane Fenton

Below: HRH Prince Philip
(third from right) helps to
inaugurate the new WCMC
building in 1993. WCMC
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SIR PETER SCOTT

SSC was alrcady a major force within IUCN by the late l96Os, largely be-
cause Sir Peter Scott had the art of attracting conservat¡on-m¡nded scien-

t¡sts and naturalists - people who deeply cared about the fate of the ani-
mals and plants they were studying and who were Prepared to devote
much of the¡r t¡me and resources to the¡r cause. ln those early days our
meetings were not large, and if we were in a tropical country Sir Peter
would suggest that we sit outside under the trees, where we would work
to the sound of fluttering paper as he dipped his pa¡ntbrush into a pot of
water! He was fully capable of chairing a meet¡ng wh¡lst pa¡nt¡ng delec-
table stud¡es of birds or other an¡mals, usually from the country in which
the meeting was being held.

Countless people flocked to Slimbridge to meet Sir Peter and to discuss
the¡r concerns with wildlife ¡n the¡r countr¡es. He always listened patiently
and never hesitated to wr¡te a letter of support if he could. Some of these
meetings were held in his swimm¡ng pool, and lwell remember bobbing in
the water with him and Richard Fitter.

Jane Fenton

I grew up with Peter Scott3 nature series on the BBC called 'Look'. Along
with David Attenborough3 programmes they opened up the strange and
fasc¡nating world of nature. My ¡nterest ¡n conservation dates back to
those films. The Scotts - father and son - were legend to me.

I met Peter Scott first at an SSC meeting ¡n Tsavo. This was my f¡rst ever
tr¡p to Africa. lt seemed incredible that here I was in the middle of Kenya
s¡tt¡ng down in the same meet¡ng. Scott said very l¡ttle. Most of the t¡me
he painted h¡s watercolours or snatched up his binoculars to spot some
bird or another,

After the meet¡ng lan and Oria Douglas Hamilton organized a tr¡p to a
g¡ant bat cave on the coast. I remember entering the cave with Scott
et al., peer¡ng up at thousands upon thousands of bats and scrunching
cockroach-heaving dung underfoot. I can still recall that smell as though ¡t
was yesterday. But bats were obviously not S¡r Peters cup of tea. lt was
not long before he was snorkelling offshore with his underwater drawing
pad, making exquisite sketches of the f¡sh on the reef.

I only met the long-serving SSC Chair and founding member of W\VF
once more. I had been asked to write a profile of him ¡n an edition of this
very publicat¡on. ln it I described him as the true Renaissance Man lwriter,
broadcaster pa¡nteL natural¡st, sportsman, etc.l. The descr¡pt¡on stands.
W¡thout Sir Peter, his vision in helping to set up V\IVE and his tremendous
work for IUCN and wildfowl, the world would be a far poorer place.

Robert Lamb

I was pretty junior in SSC when I first encountered Sir Peter Scott ¡n a
meet¡ng at University of Cambridge and raised the question of lack of
attent¡on to the ¡nsects and other invertebrates. He was gracious in his
response. ln later years we had some fine moments jousting over matters
such as the feasibility of keeping blue whales going in a protected and
managed piece of the ocean (he was on the aff¡rmat¡ve side of this debate!).

ln addition to h¡s own fine example of commitment to conservation, he
charmingly engaged others. With Lady Scott3 rePresentat¡on of this com-
m¡tment after his death, the Species Survival Commission came to be the
beneficiary of a S I million grant ¡n Peter3 memory from the Sultan of Oman.
The money specifically supported development and Publ¡cation of
conservation act¡on plans by the SSC specialist groups. lt was an enor-
mous boost to the act¡v¡t¡es of numerous specialist groups, and certainly
made for a product¡ve time by the SSC network during my tenure as chair.

George Rabb

Peter Scottb drawings graced the
pages of the IUCN Bulletin during the
l96Os.
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Key dates: SSC

1949: The Survival Service Committee ¡s

established.
1954: 5SC3 first field m¡ss¡on gathers in-

formation on the status of various threat-
ened mammalían species of the Middle East

and SouthAsia.
I 95ó: The Survival Service Committee be-

comes an approved commission (renamed
Species Survival Commission in I 98 l).
I 958: The first listof 26 endangered mam-
mal species is published by the Survival
Service

l9ó0: The Operations lntelligence Centre
is created at the IUCN Headquarters in Brus-

sels, in which SSC was closely involved; SSC

starts a card index of data for the 34 mam-
malian species considered as threatened.
1962: Adouble volumed, looseleafed Red

Data Book is issued by IUCN for internal
circulation only.

1966: Th.e Red Data Book (a looseleaf
file of endangered species) is published.
197ó: SSC establishes T|iAFFIC to monitor
the trade in wild plants and animals and to
help implement CITES.

l97B:The first Red Data Book on Plants
is published.

I 97 9: fhe Spec¡es Conservation Mon¡tor-
ing Unít, a data unit for 55C, is establ¡shed.

198 I : The Species Conservation Monitor-
ing Unit becomes the IUCN Conservation
Monitoring Centre, based in Cambridge
w¡th units in KeW England.
l98ó: SSCS action planning programme
starts, now conta¡ning almost 50 títles.

1987: 55C prepares the f¡rstAnalyses of
CITES proposals (now in its fifth edition).
1994: The new Red List Categories and Cri-

teria are formally adopted.
199ó: The IUCN Red List of Threatened
Animals is published, using new agreed
categories and criteria. The f¡rst three Plant

Action Plans are published.
I 998: The IUCN Red List ofThreatened
Plants is published.

Small is beautiful
The seventies and early eighties were the years of informality and "smallness" in
organizations like WWF and IUCN, when people had the t¡me to get to know
one another and when bureaucracies were behind-the-scenes instead of in-
your-face. The most last¡ng legacy of those days was the network of friends
which was created, many of these people going on to make s¡gn¡f¡cant contri-
butions to the work of SSC

IUCNS Plant Advisory Group was set up to advise the Director General on
plant conservation ¡ssues and to develop projects under the in¡t¡al leadership of
Peter Raven, D¡rector of the Missouri Botanical Garden.

An especially memorable meet¡ng of the PAG was held in Colombia in 1986.
This included a field trip to La Planada Reserve, which is one of the world3
major hot spots of plant diversity. Such trips were the glue which bonded
people togethef notjust for that meeting, but foryears afterwards. ln the mad
rush of l¡fe in the 1990s we may have lost someth¡ng invaluable - the time to
talk, the time to listen, and the time to really get to know one another.

David Given

Commission
Chairs George

Fabb ISSC),
left, and Partha
Sarathy (CEC)
discuss policy

at a 1991 Council
meeting.

IUCN/Nikki Meith

GREN TUCAS

I met Gren Lucas on my first v¡s¡t to the Royal Botan¡c Gardens at Kew.
Gren told me about IUCN, and especially the Spec¡es Survival Commis-
sion, Gren was the Chair of SSC during the beginning of its transition
from a relatively small, "chummy" group, w¡th few staff and few spe-
cialist groups, to a global movement involving thousands of people and
hundreds of groups.

Gren is one of the most hospitable people I ever met. Another memo-
rable characteristic is his direct sense of humour. We invited h¡m to oul
home in New Zealand one evenin g in l98O when the General Assembly
was held in Churchill. Hewalked ¡nto our living room, swept itwith his
eyes and proclaimed, "l know thet I am in a botanists home - they can't
grow rubber plants". For the next year that plant almost died of over
attent¡on. lf some people3 sensibilities are occasionally ruffled by GrcnS
crustiness, I have alweys found h¡m an inspiration, and have personalty
benefited from his encouragement and his interest in my work.

David Given
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CEC Chair Frits Hesselink addresses participants in a CEC'organized training
programme for government and NGO members in Central Europe. IUCNlWendy
Goldstein

l(ey dates
cEc
1948: Commission on Education ¡s estab-

lished (renamed Commission on Educa-

t¡on and Communication in 1990).

I 953: The Handbook of Conservation
is published, the first by a Commission.

l9óó: IUCN chairs education section at

Biosphere Conference.
1969-73: The first executive officer for the
Commission is appointed; regional com-

m¡ttees are strengthened in NVI Europe,

East Europe, and established in lndia,
North America, Central Africa; the lnter-

national Youth Federat¡on is supported.
l97O: IUCN produces first internationally
agreed def¡n¡tion of environmental edu-

cat¡on and takes its place as a leading
force in the field
197 2-l 997 : CEC contributes to develop-
ment of environmental education defini-

tion for Stockholm Conference (1972l,,

Belgrade charter (1975'1, Tbilisi (19791,

Agenda 2l (l 9921, Thessaloniki (l 997 I.
1994-1998: CEC focuses on capacity
building for the ¡ntegrated and strategic
use of communication and education as

tools for policy.

CEM
1954: The Copenhagen General

Assembly establishes the Commission on
Ecology fbecomes Commission on Eco-

system Management in 1996l.
1996: A Montreal Congress workshop
approves l0 draft principles for EM.

1997:-lhe Steer¡ng Committee meets for
f¡rst time to set pol¡cy and workplan. A
special issue of World Conservat¡on is

devoted to ecosystem management.
1998: The Steer¡ng Committee approves
the regionalizat¡on of CEM and sets target
to establ¡sh regional cEM networks.

CEESP
l9ó9: The New Delhi General Assembly
establishes Commission on Environmen-
tal Plann¡ng (later renamed the
Commission on Sustainable Development
in 1988, Commission on Envíronmental
Strategy and Planning in l99Ol.
1996: At the Montreal Congress CESP is

refocused and renamed the Comm¡ss¡on on
Environmental, Economic and Social Poliqy.

1997: The Commission undertakes stra-

tegic planning and network¡ng, and sets

up working groups.

û O

Putting communication into conservation
Founded in 1948, the Commiss¡on on Education and Communicat¡on is one of
the Union3 oldest Commissions, and since then has played a forceful role in
shaping a global acceptance for environmental educat¡on.

The challenge has been an enormous one - to encourage the Union to accept

that sc¡ent¡fic information alone does not bring about a change ¡n peoPles att¡tudes

and practice toward the environment so they become more willing to take respon-

sib¡l¡ty for ¡ts continued health and productivity. Communication and education are

the best tools we have to bring this about. and notjust in schools but throughout
society - in companies, local communities, governments and social groups. The

only alternat¡ve ¡s to force laws and regulat¡ons on a reluctant populace, a solution

that would be prohibitively costly and probably counter-productive.

Fr¡ts Hessel¡nk

Heady challenge
Application of ecosystem-based management is only partly about sc¡ence. lt is

much more about cultures and societies.. We cannot wait for a perfect
understanding of science of ecosystems - we will never have all the knowledge

we would like as sc¡entists. lnstead scientists and professionals must ass¡st dec¡s¡on-

makers on the basis of best estimates, case h¡stor¡es and sound precaut¡onary

principles to convert the news idea of ecosystem-based management ¡nto real¡ty.

This ¡s the heady challenge to the new CEM.

Ed Maltby

Bridging the globallzation divide
The globalization process has seen the re-emergence of the old conflict between

the North and the South. This involves conflicts over ident¡ties, rights, and

perceptions. IUCN, as a union of northern and southern members, could help

bridge this divide by emphasizing areas of common ¡nterest - for example,

biodiversity, consumpt¡on, community building - and synthesizing the concerns
and perspectives of d¡fferent constituents.

Tariq Banuri
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Law Programme.'a jewel in the crown
Since its founding in l960,lUCNS Law Programme has been instrumentalin a
number of the major international environmental conventions and soft law
instruments, working on stage ¡n negot¡ations and conferences often after long
periods behind-thescenes. ln the following pages, two key players recall some
highlights.

Remembering the early days

An interview with Francoise Burhenne-Guilmin

Q: Howlong have you beenwith IUCN? Harroy, the first Secretary General of
rucN (1948-1956).

After my intervieq Professor Harroy
told me Iwouldprobablynot get the job,
since I hadn't finished my studies. For-
tunately, no one else wanted it, because
a fewweeks later he called again and of-
fered me the post. So it began.

Q: Whathappenednext?

FBG: I turned up in Bonn and went to
the building where today the Environ-
mental Law Centre is still housed. I was
shor,rm to my office, a bare room except
for stacks of thin envelopes - one for

FBG: It's hard to believe, now but I have
been working with IUCN for all of my
professional life. My first contact was in
the early'60s, when I was a law student
in Brussels. I had never heard of IUCN,
and the term "environmental law" did
not yet exist.

I needed a summer job, so I
approached a Professor at another
facultywho was looking for a student to
work for the Council of Europe on
legislation for "natural resources
conservation" - as the field was called
back then. That Professor was Jean-Paul

each country that had sent information
on its natural resources legislation. I was
to assemble all the material I could find
and fill in the gaps. I would be working
withWolfgang Burhenne, who was chair
of the IUCN Committee on Environ-
mental Legislation.

Wolfgang was already a workaholic, as

was Iean-Paul Harroy, splitting their time
between their professional and volun-
teer work for IUCN and others. I sensed
thatWolfgang did not believe that I could
do the job properly. And so I set out to
prove him wrong. This was the start of
the IUCN Environmental Law Informa-
tion System.

Q: What do you remember most about
those fìrst years?

FBG: There is one moment Iwishl could
forget. After I graduated from universiry
I was asked to become the Executive Of-
ficer of the Commission on Legislation.
Soon after I started, IUCN, through lean-
Paul Harroy andWolfgang, was asked to

Above: The first demonstration of the Environmental Law
lnformation System was given at the June 1972 Stockholm
Conference. IUCN/ELC
Right: IIJCN President Hal Coolidge (left) visits Wolfgang and
Françoise Burhenne at the Environmental Law Centre in 1970.

IUCN/ELC

ltì

¡ii
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prepare a draft of the African Conven-
tion on Nature and Natural Resources
for the Organization of African Unity.
This was the first major work that IUCN
was requested to carry out in the field of
law and I was asked to take part in the
negotiations for the convention in
Addis Ababa. I was only22, and this was
my first trip to Ærica. I had absolutely
no experience of international diplo-
macy and no idea of howwe were sup-
posed to behave as observers to the
talks. In response to a remark by an
African delegate, I decided that I must
intervene, and declared that his view-
point was unacceptable to the Union!

Needless to say, this caused a diplo-
matic storm. Delegates immediately
protested that itwas not for an obseryer
to decide what was or was not accept-
able to States, and I was whisked out of
the room by my mentors. Wolfgang had
to return to the meeting and smooth
feathers.

Q: What part of the work did you like
best?

FBG Since then I have come to
thoroughly enjoy negotiations and all
the patient work associated with prepar-
ing international conventions. This has
been the most fascinating and fulfïlling
aspect of myprofessional life - although
I admit it is hard to explain the sense of
excitement to non-lawyers! One of my
happiest memories is our time inWash-
ington working on the draft that estab-
lished the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species. The treaty
was an initiative of Wolfgang's that was

approved by a resolution of the IUCN
General Assembly in 1963.

First we had to convince members of
the Species Survival Commission that an

international agreement was the best
wayto tackle the problem: most of them
thought national legislation was the
answer. Then we had to convince gov-

ernments. \Mhen the US government
convened the diplomatic conference to
adopt CITES, I was "provided" byIUCN
to the US State Department as part of the
technical secretariat. There were many
nights of work. rvVhen exhaustion made
us childish, we played with the mobile
electric carts the State Department

provided for getting around the long
corridors.

Q: Were there many obstacles?

FBG: Yes, and sometimes theywere quite
unexpected. For example, when work-
ing on the French text for CITES, we were
actually prevented by the translator from
using some of the best wording we de-
veloped! According to State Department
rules, if there were three words in the
English text there had to be three words
in French. The governments were free

to change the wording at a later stage, of
course, but we had initially to abide by
the rules - a difficult task.

Q: What is the key to the Law Pro-
gramme's success?

FBG: Our productive team. TheAfrican
Convention and CITES were just the first
ofthe conventions developed by the Law
Programme. These were followed by oth-
ers including the migratory species and
biodiversity conventions. All were really
a product of teamwork. Cyrille de
ICemm of France was often the thinker
ofthe group.

The most recent draft developed - the

draft Internationa-l Covenant on Envir-
onment and Development - is again an
ambitious idea, initiated byWolfgang in
the 'BOs and pursued in the '90s by Parvez

Hassan. Parvez is another person who
managed to contribute amazingly to
IUCN despite having his or,r¡n law prac-
tice. He would set himself some definite
goals and devote himself to achieving
them. For IUCN, he took on the jobs of
revising the Statutes, bringing the
draft Covenant on Environment and
Development to a first conclusion, and
creating a training programme in Singa-
pore for the Asian-Pacific region. He
achieved all three goals, in spite of the
amounts of time and personal sacrifice
they required.

Françoise Burhenne-Guilmin has been
Head of the lucN Environmental Law cen-
tre in Bonn, Germany, since its ¡ncept¡on in

1970, before which she was IUCN Legal

Officer and Executive Officer of the IUCN

Committee on Legislation.

Wolfgang Burhenne was instrumental in
the creat¡on by IUCN of the Commission
on Environmental Law ín the early l9ó0s,
and served as its chair for most of its exist-

ence. He was the Unions LegalAdviser in
the early 1990s.

WOTFGANG AND FÍIANCOISE BURHENNE

IUCNS prsem¡nent position ¡n ¡nternat¡onal environmental law is due
to the singleminded efforts of two people - Wolfgang and Françoise
Burhenne - who have worked together for more than forty years.

They have established the IUCN Environmental Law Centr€ at Bonn,
Germany, now staffed with a team of law¡rers and researrchers able to
ass¡st ¡n develop¡ng environmental law at both country and ¡nterna-
tional level.

Françoise and I worked as a team on the final drafting of many inten
nat¡onal conservat¡on treaties - helping rcsolve stick¡ng po¡nts amongst
the delegations, then harmonizing the texts in English and in French,
This was an exhilarating job, involving long hours working against the
cloclç with accuracy es a prime essent¡al. She was a splendid colleague,
wise in legal matters, meticulous in phrasing, always calm, a sheer de
light to work with.

Burhenne hosp¡tal¡ty ¡s legenddÌy; they have a wonde¡ful manor house
in a village above Bonn which P¡eserves its ancient exter¡or but ¡s uÈtq'
date inside with all the latest technology mixed with beautiful old furni-
ture.

The contribution of this superb team has enriched the UnionS profes-
sional and personal life for decedes, and ¡t ¡s hard to ¡mag¡ne the f¡eld of
environmental law without them.

Frank Nicholls
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CITES and the m¡gratory cactus

By Peter H. Sand

If there is one international treaty for
which IUCN should be recognised, it is
CITES - the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna andFlora. The veryconcept of the
Convention goes back to a 1963 Resolu-
tion of the General Assembly, followed
by draft texts produced at the Environ-
mental Law Centre, and culminating in
a diplomatic conference in Washington,
DC, in February 1973.

CITES pioneered an unprecedented
new approach to cooperation between
governments and non-governmental or-
ganizations. The Convention's NGO par-
ticipation clause ("qualified NGOs will be
admitted as observers unless one-third
of the participating governments ob-
ject") became a standard formula for at
least five subsequent international trea-
ties and for the 1992 Rio Conference for
the first 10 years after entry into force of
the Convention. IUCN provided secre-
tariat services for CITES, under a project
funding agreement with UNEP; and the
IUCN Species Survival Commission
(then the "Survival Service Commission',
chaired by Sir Peter Scott) became the
principal scientific advisory body of the
treaty, mainly for preparation and revi-
sion of its endangered species lists.

Red Riding Hood's
adventures

The most characteristic innovative fea-
ture of CITES, howeveS was its empha-
sis on verification of compliance with the
rules of the treaty. The Secretariat was
empowered to follow up on alleged
infractions, and to draw them to public
attention. It did so in close collabora-
tion with a small IUCN Specialist Group
called "Trade Records Analysis of Flora
and Fauna in Commerce (TRAFFIC) " set
up in 1976, which has since developed
into a world-wide NGO network with
offices in 18 countries co-sponsored by
\MWE As an independent'watchdog', the

network collects information on alleged

infringements of the Convention,

channelling the data to governmental
CITES management authorities and
eventually (via the international Secre-
tariat) to the Conference of the Parties.
In the process, NGO members have un-
dertaken detailed investigations of ille-
gal trade in wildlife and wildlife
products, and exposed many suspicious
commercial transactions, poaching and
smuggling operations.

One of the most effective early ways
of verifying governmental compliance
with CITES was the "cactus test" - origi-
nally thought up bylohn Burton, one of
the co-founders of TRAFFIC. All wild
cactus plants (Cactaceae spp.) are listed
on Appendix II of CITES, and hence re-
quire an export permit to travel abroad,
or suitable proof that they are exempt,
e. g. as artificially propagated specimens.
So we went into a department store in
Morges, and for five Swiss francs ac-
quired a pretty red-topped cactus adver-
tised as "Little Red Riding Hood". From
then on, whenever a CITES staff mem-
ber went on duty travel, he/she had to
take the cactus along. Upon arrival at
any destination airport in a CITES mem-
ber country, he/she would proceed
through the red entry gate - instead of
the green "nothing to declare" entry -
and innocently ask the customs officer
whether and how this plant, purchased
in Switzerland, should be declared for
import.

The reactions at most airports were
amazing, and often hilarious. In those
days, very few customs inspectors had
ever heard of CITES, let alone that their
government had ratified the treaty and
regularþreported that itwas in full com-
pliance with its terms. Their usual reac-
tion was to consult the applicable code

of the Customs Cooperation Council,
define the cactus as non-commercial
import of an ornamental plant, and wave
the nosy passenger on. Vy'hen the pas-
senger insisted on a document, they
would either grab some form and stamp
it - we built up the most peculiar collec-
tion of so-called import documents - or

come up with highly ingenious authori-
tative explanations why no form was
required in this particular case.

Others would proceed to a phyto-
sanitary inspection, including the occa-
sional fumigation - one customs officer
at Copenhagen airport informed me that
he was far more concerned about the
earth in the flowerpot than about the cac-

tus, and returned Little Red Riding Hood
naked, without her pot. Once, when trav-
elling to the GA in Ashkhabad with other
staff members and walking through the
red gate at Moscow airport (even though
the others had implored me not to do it
lest we all end up in a gulag), I was kept
in custody for an hour until the compe-
tent official showed up and allowed me,
exceptionally, to move on with the cac-
tus, in the interest of international eco-
logical cooperation and in order not to
miss my connecting flight.

Cactus-proof customs

In each case, the cactus-bearing staff
member had to write a full report on his/
her experience, for transmission and fol-
low-up action to the national CITES
Management Authority concerned. As

time went by, more and more customs
services did become familiar with the
Convention, and manyinternational air-
ports became cactus-proof or at least
cactus-wise. Yet any customs officer who
then proudly produced a copy of the
treatytext, plus the appropriate form, still
faced the problem of identifying the
specimen before him. He/she would
study the plant intently, ask for her name,
enter "Little Red Riding Hood" in the
column for species, perhaps declare her
exempt as a household item, and mum-
ble something about the new green
bureaucracy.
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One obvious risk was to hit upon the
same embarrassed customs inspector
twice in a row - as happened to me at
my hometoum airport in Munich: what
that Bavarian customs officer asked me
to do with that cactus (in the native Ba-

varian dialect) is unfit for print, and
therefore could not be fully included in
myreportto the national CITES Manage-

mentAuthority.
I don't remember what eventually

became of Little Red Riding Hood. She

probably ended up getting confiscated
somewhere, or suffered an untimelyhe-
roic death owing to excessive fumiga-
tion. But the effects of her globe-trotting
performances, together with other
IUCN/WVVF activities for compliance
control, were quite remarkable.

Some evidence of that impact was an
irate letter addressed to the Director
General of IUCN at the time (David
Munro) from German IUCN Councillor
von Hegel (head ofthe FederaÌ Forest and
Wildlife Department, a direct descend-

ant of the 19th century philosopher, and
an ardent big game hunter). Von Hegel
formally complained about the CITES

Secretariat, whose activities amounted
to harassment of hard-working national
management authorities and unduly
singled out German treaty infringe-
ments.

The letter received a gentle acknowl-
edgment from Dave Munro and resulted
in considerable extra work for the Secre-

tariat - for we now of course, had to
prove our independence and incorrupt-
ibility by finding and publicising at least

as many CITES infringements in
Germany after that letter as during the
previous year-which was not easy, since

the Federal Government had indeed
begun to step up its enforcement efforts,
and infringements actually were on the
decline.

Peter H. Sand was Secretary-General of
CITES from l97B to l98l and Assistant
Director General of IUCN until 1983. He

moved on to become chief of UNEP3

Environmental Law Unit in Nairobi, princi-
pal Legal offcerofthe I 992 Rio Conference,

and environmental legal adviser of the
World Bank in Washington,/Dc. "Retyred",

he now teaches international environmen-
tal law at the University of Munich

The famous "Little Red Riding
Hood" cactus whose travels
are legendary in CITES circles.
IUCN/Nikki Meith

Above: The 9th Conference of the Parties to CITES in Fort Lauderdale (1*)5) was a
proud moment for IUCN, whose team presented the Union's 'Analyses of
Proposals to Amend the CITES Appendices'. These Analyses are now an
indispensable tool for delegates. IUCNlNikki Meith

Below: The IIJCNITRAFFIC delegation held regular strategy sessions during the
Fort Lauderdale Conference. IUCN/Níkkì Meith
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Atthe Rio Earth Summit,
ELC's Eric Howard
demonstratesthe

Environmental Law
lnformation System to

(eft to right) Felix
Jankoviak of IBM,

Maurice Strong,
Wolfgang Burhenne

and Angela Cropper.
J.Seitz

The Prime Minister of Nepal inaugurates the 1992 Kathmandu Conference,
suppofted by CEC, ELC and the Union's office in Nepal. Keynote speaker and CEL
Chair Paruez Hassan is seated in the centre of the table. \IJCN Nepal

WOLFGAI\IG BURHENNE

Wolfgang Burhenne has an image and reputat¡on that reflects the
"larger than life" impression he makes on people. His size, his great
knowledge and his air of authorit¡l can even alarm some people, but I
discovered within an hour of meeting him that behind his assertive
manner l¡es a wealth of rcason, flexibili$1, and warmth.

A new entrant into the IUCN family was generally treated as a 'Jun-
ior senator" who was expected to learn a lot aÞout IUCN Þeforc speak-
ing up on the issues ¡n the Council. Not knowing this practice, ¡n the
very first hour I took issue w¡th what was Þeing said, expressing my
op¡n¡on on an important legal matter introduced byWolfgang. Well,
when Wolfgang spoke, he virtually commanded - such was the qual¡ty
of respect that he enjoyed. So as a noyice I caused quite a stir by
showing the audac¡ty to d¡sagree with him. But I was soon v¡nd¡cated
when Wolfgang revised his opinion and agreed w¡th me! This caused
qu¡te a commotion in the Council, and during the break it was explained
to me that Councillors had learnt not to disagree with Wolfgang. But,
in reality, that moment alone accelerated my accePtance ¡n the IUCN
famiþ and Wolfgang developed into one of my Þetter lifelong friends.

Parvez Hassan

l(ey dates:
Law progremme
l9ó3: The Committee on Legislation be
comes a permanent commission (renamed
Commission on Environmental Policy, Law
and Administration ¡n 1969, and Commis-
sion on Environmental Law in 1990).
I 9 68: The African Convention for the Con-
servation of Nature and Natural Resources

is adopted in Algiers.
197 0: The IUCN Environmental Law Cen-
tre (ELCI is established in Bonn, Germany.
ELC now mainta¡ns one of the world3 larg-
est and most comprehensive databases on
environmental law and policy.

197 I : The Convention on the Protection
of Vletlands of lnternational lmportance
Especially as Vlaterfowl Hab¡tat is adopted
in Ramsaf lran. lts Secretariat is entrusted
to IUCN.

1973: The Convention on lnternat¡onal
Trade in Endangered Species ofFauna and
Flora (CITES) is adopted ¡n Washington fol-
lowing ten years of work and successive

drafts from CEPLA.

197 6: the Convention on the Protection
of Nature in the South Pacific is adopted
in Apia, Western Samoa.
1979: The Convention on the Conserva-
tion of M¡gratory Species of Wild Animals,
drafted by the Environmental L¿w Centre
for the German Government, ¡s adopted
in Bonn.
1982: The World Chafter for Nature, pre
pared with IUCNS assistance, is adopted
by the IUCN General Assembly.
I 985: TheASFAN Agreement for the Con-
servation of Nature and Natural Resources,
prepared by CEL forASEAN, is adopted in
Kuala Lumpur
1990: The IUCN Environmental Law Serv-

ice is established w¡thin the ELC.

1992: The Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD) is adopted in Nairobi,
Kenya, after 12 years of work and prepa-
ration by the Law Programme. With the
UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change, the CBD, prepared in init¡al draft
by ELC, it ¡s opened for signature in Rio de
Janeiro on 5 June 1992.
1994: The Nature Conservation Protocol
under the Conventíon on the Protection
of the Alps, drafted by ELC for the German
Government, ¡s adopted in Bonn.
I 995: The Draft lnternational Covenant on
Environment and Development prepared
by CEL, is launched.
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EVOLUTION

CDC: a d¡eam unfulfilled

By Mike Cockerell

The Conservation for Development
Centre (CDC) was the inspired idea of
Maurice Strong, the first Executive Direc-
tor of the United Nations Environment
Programme. Maurice is one of those
people who has contributed greatly to
IUCN behind-the-scenes, as well as on
centre stage as Chair of the Bureau.

Maurice envisioned CDC as a way to
fill a gap he saw among conservation
organizations: If IUCNwas the scientific,
policy oriented Union, he asked himself,
and UNEP was the coordinator of envi-
ronmental activities within the UN, and

ln I 98 I IUCN and the lnternational lnstitute for Environment and Development
(llED) established a new unit at IUCN Headquarters to support ¡mplementat¡on
of the World Conservation Strategy. The Conservation for Development Centre
(CDCf was an advisoryl service aimed at giving countries technical assistance in
the formulation of national conservation strategies. When IUCN began sett¡ng
up regional and country offices ín the developing world under the auspices of
CDC, it was the f¡rst step in the process of regionahzation and decentralization
of the Secretariat and Commissions.

the young\MWF was the fundraiser, then
where was the professional organization
devoted to the development and imple-
mentation of conservation projects?
Maurice proposed that IUCN should set
up such an organization, and David
Munro, DG at that time, launched a

study. UNEP provided the consultant for
the study, Adrian Phillips, who is now
Chair of WCPA; \MWF provided the
finance; and IUCN provided the desk
and chair.

The study confirmed Maurice's view
andproposed the establishment of anew

Conservation for Development Pro-
gramme, to be nested, at least at the start,
in the IUCN Secretariat.

In most ways the CDC experiment,
which was conducted throughout the
1980s, was a massive success. It brought
operational assistance to many member
organizations in less developed countries
and started the process of decentraliza-
tion ofthe Secretariat to the regions. It also

built up operational reserves, which
staved off bankruptcy for IUCN in the
diffrcultyears ofthe early 1980s.

Ultimately the name CDC was
dropped as the centre became an
integral component of IUCN. \,WVF and
UNEP set up their own operational
programmes. So, it never really fulfilled
Maurice Strong's dream of an indepen-
dent agency, serving IUCN and other
organizations alike.

Mike Cockerell came to f UCN in I 98 I as

the Director of the new Conservation for
Development Centre. ln l9g5 he took
on added duties as Director of Opera-
t¡ons, and in 1987 he became Ass¡stant

DG, Management, and remaíned in that
role until his departure at the end of
1995. He is now Special Ass¡stant to the
D¡rector at the lnst¡tuts of Development

Studies ¡n the UK.

I

SupporÇ friendship, action!
What d¡st¡nguishes IUCN is its immensely broad spectrum of conservation action,
from international advocacy and leadership at forums such as the Earth Summit,
to practical. hands-on conservation action, workíng with villagers and farmers in
often remote places to develop ways of utilizing natural resources wisely and to
conserve biodiversity.

The growth of IUCN3 regional and country offices over the past decade or so

helped the Secretaríat to broaden íts ¡mpact and relevance to todays conserya-

tion issues. But it also created a problem: how could the Secretariat ma¡ntain

coherence between its global policies and priorities and what ¡twanted to accom-

plish on-theground?
Msits by headquarters staff and Council members to field offices and proJects

helped, by introducing them to the Unions members and partners, from senior
government officials to individual farmers in our project areas. ln turn ¡t gave

them a glimpse of the real conservation and economic issues facing local commu-
nities and developing country officials.

Rob Malpas

.oUOTITBl"E

tEE TATBOT

wlren Lee TalÞot carne to IUCN as Director General, he inherited a
Union in a difficult financial state. Council immediately ¡nstructed
h¡m to Þalance the Þudgel and he moved rcpidly to do so - a thank-
less job since it meant greatly rcduc¡ng costs and shedding around a
dozen staff from the small Secretar¡at, So when I arrived in f 98t to
head the new Conservation for Development Centre lCDCl, it was a
time of consideraÞle gloom at Headquarters. ln coming to IUCN, Lee
simply moved downsta¡rs for he had for several years Þeen the direc-
tor of Conservation at lllll¡llF lnternational. Apart fipm his work and
his young lamily, LeeS passion was motor racing, not as an observer
Þut as a very successful driver and his slow gentle speech belied a
very quick and agile mind. He was a very strþng advocate for bringing
the word development into al¡gnment w¡th conservat¡on at a time
when many other conservat¡on¡sts werc resisting. As such, his suppon
for CDC was extremely important and ¡t was an enormous pleasure
working with him through h¡s relet¡vely bt¡ef tenur€,

Mike Cockerelt

Lee Talbot was instrumental in setting
up the Union's early regional
programmes. Before joining IUCN he
was lLlllllF Director of Conseruation,
here drbcussing the situation in Kenya
with Matthew Ogutu, Kenyan Minister
for Tourism and Wildlife. Peter Jackson

Key dates:
regionelization
l9ó I : The Africa Special Project culmi-
nates in the Arusha Conference, marking
a change ín IUCN3 focus toward natural
resource management.
l98 I : The Conservation for Development
Centre, an environmental advisory service
initiated by IUCN and llED, ¡s establ¡shed
at IUCN HO to support ¡mplement¡on of
the Vlorld Conservation Strategy.
1984: IUCN's first Regional Office, for East-

ern Africa, is established in Nairobí under
the auspices of the CDC. IUCN establishes
its Environmental lmpact Assessment
Services to assist developing countr¡es in
the initiation and implementat¡on of a

proposed development procedure. The
Madrid General Assembly passes a
Resolution on the formation of a Sahel
Programme, which four years later is
CDCS largest programme.
198ó: ïhe Conference on Conservation
and Development: lmplementing the World
Conservation Strategy is held in Ottawa.
EARO represents IUCN alone.
1988: IUCN establishes a Regional Office
for Meso-America in San José. Over the
next decade Regional Offices are
established in South Ameríca; Eastern,
West, Southern and Central Africa; and
Europe. An Asian Regional D¡rectorate ¡s

set up, as well as some 20 Country Offices
and a dozen project offices.
1994: The Buenos Aires GA endorses
IUCNS new Strategic Plan and Mission
statement, and d¡rects the Director Gen-
eral to pursue regional¡zat¡on.
1995: HE Pres¡dent Daniel arap Moi in-
augurates the new IUCN Eastern Africa
Regional Off¡ce at the Wasaa Conservation
Centre outside Nairobi.
1996: The First Vøorld Conservat¡on
Congress in Montreal adopts Revised
Statutes which officially recognize IUCNS

members' committees at nat¡onal and
regional level.

Astronauts end music-makers
As one of the longest, possibly even the longest, technical programme person
working for the Union (l started in 1974), I have seen people come and go
and policies and programmes be ¡nvented and re-invented. Most of these ac-
tivities happen at the stratospheric level where our astronauts l¡ve and operate
at HO. Those of us on-the-ground just keep t¡ck¡ng away, limited in our en-
deavours by welldefined contracts with donors (and IUCN). The decentralization
and regionalization policy is the one change that has made us sit up and pay
attent¡on to HO happenings. Suddenly we became part of the larger IUCN
organism, and needed to be more responsive to the tune of its music-makers.

Rod Salm

ouomßtE
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Members meet
IUCN's members now get together regularty
between GeneralAssemblies, both bycountry and
by region.

Members in Southern Africa have been meeting since lgg2.
IUCN/ROSA

Jordan, 1998. Regional Conseruation Forum of the
members of Not'th Africa, West and Central Asia. Left
to right: Dr Abdulaziz Abuzinada, Chair of the Regionat
Advisory Council; IUCN Director General David
McDowell; IUCN Patron HM Queen Noor At-Hussein of
Jordan; Tawfiq Krishan, Jordanb Minister of
Municipality, Rural Affairs and the Environment; and
IUCN Vice-President Mohamed Abroughi.
IUCN

South America's members met for the first time in lgg0.
Pictured: their third meeting in Paraty, Brazil, lgg2. IIJCN|
Marìano Gimenez Dixon

Above: The March 199t8 pan-European
meeting of members was actually pan-
regional, including members from Western
and Eastern Europe plus North and Central
Asia. IUCNlWendy Goldstein

Below: ln 1993 members from Asia attending
a meeting in New Delhi chaired by Regional
Councillor Ashok Khosla (fourth from right).
IUCN

a
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A Summn y 6y gv[ørtin t{o[lgøte

"The Green'w'eb'is a book within a book. It describes how IUCN has
evolved as an institution over the past 50 years, and the people who
made it happen. But it also looks outwards. since 194g, environmental
concerns and bodies demanding environmental action have multiplied
dramatically. Governments have established Environment Departments.
Environmental law has been a growth area. conferences have become
almost incessant. The evolution of IUCN has to be viewed within this
context of surging greenness.

Although conservation has deep roots in many so-
cieties, IUCN is very much a product of European and
North American culture. Concern for nature gathered
momentum there in the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies, stimulated by romantic writers, scientific explor-
ers, and revulsion at the cruel destruction of some wild
species, especially birds. Writers and thinkers likeJean
Jacques Rousseau, Ralph !Øaldo Emerson and Henry
David Thoreau had a profound influence, the latter
arguing that "in wilderness is the preservation of the
world." In 1866 the German scientist Ernst Haeckel
first used the term 'ecology' to describe the web that
linked organisms and their surrounding environment.
National societies to protect various kinds of animal
began to apper in Europe in around 1g20, and the
world's first National Park - Yellowstone - was estab-
lished by the United Srates Congress in 1g72. In rhe
same year the Swiss Federal Council took the first steps
that led to the creation of the International Commit-
tee for Bird Preservation, or ICBP, now Birdlife Inter-
national in1922. In 1909 PresidentTheodore Roosevelt
planned an international conference in Washington
DC, to address the conservation and wise use ofworld
resources.

\Øith his departure from office, the baton passed
back to Europe. It was picked up by Paul Sarasin, who
with his cousin Fritz founded the Ligue Suisse pour la
Protection de la Nature (the 'Swiss League') in 1909.

His initiative led 17 nations to establish a Consulta-
tive Commission for the International protection of
Nature, constituted in I9l4 but rendered inactive by
war. A similar fate overtook the International Office
for the Protection of Nature established by a
Dutchman, Pieter van Tienhoven, in 1935. As W'orld
lØar II drew to its end a new American initiative glim-
mered briefly: President F. D. Roosevelt propoied a
meeting of "the united and associated nations', for.,the
first step towards conservation and use ofnatural re-
sources" commenting that "I am more and more con-
vinced that conservation is a basis ofpermanent peace,,.
But he died before it could happen.

After the war there were two world priorities: na-
tional reconstruction and the creation of the United
Nations as a new international order to maintain peace
and security. From Switzerland, the Chairman ãf the
Swiss League, Charles Bernard, and its Secretary,
Johann Büttikofer, looked outwards at the turmoil of
activity, and felt that the threats to nature had redou-
bled. InJune 1946 they argued the case for new inter-
national action with a group ofBritish, Belgian, Dutch,
Czech, French and Norwegian conseryationists invited
to tour Switzerland and look at the National Park and
nature reseryes. In 1947 they convened a larger
International Conference for the Protection of Nature
at Brunnen.

There were cross-currents of argument, not least with

I
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ultimate harmony. The Brunnen Conference agreed
on the text of a Provisional Constitution for an Inter-
national Union for the Protection of Nature, gave the
Swiss League a mandate to act as its agent, asked the
League to send the Provisional Constitution to
UNESCO for transmission to Governments and re-
quested UNESCO to convene a congress that would
adopt a definitive constitution for the Union.
UNESCO and France cooperated: representatives of
23 governments, 126 national bodies and 8 interna-
tional institutions met at Fontainebleau on 30 Sep-
tember 1948, and IUPN was born.

Some of its features persist today. The General As-
sembly of Members was the su-
preme body determining polic¡
and like that ofthe United Nations,
it was originally supposed to meet
every year. The Executive Board
was to run things between Assem-
bly sessions, and although domi-
nated by Europeans and North
Americans, it did include founder
members from fugentina and Peru.
After some argumentation (because

Huxley and the British wanted an
American) Charles Bernard was
elected as the first President, while
a Belgian,Jean-Paul Harroy became
the first Secretary General. Brus-
sels was chosen as the seat of the
Secretariat. A European and Afri-
can Têchnical Symposium debated
(among other things) action by

Jufiøn Í{uKt"y...
østounlel tfrefírst
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tfrnt tfre enjoynent of

înfitre wøs pørt of
cuffiLre, ønl tfrflt
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scientific futy.
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The Union that emerged from Fontainebleau was a
compromise. \7hile it was constituted as a Govern-
mental and Non-Governmental Organization, a

number of Governments had, quite deliberatel¡ made
sure that the intergovernmental element wouldnot pre-
dominate, and that they were not committed to in-
jecting money into it. The Secretary General was only
employed part-time. Budgeting was almost impossi-
ble because there were no set scales of dues. In its

early years, UNESCO's subven-
tions were IUPN's lifeline. It also

succeeded through the personal eÊ

forts ofJean-Paul Harroy - "a real
bulldozer" - and his tin¡ dedicated
team headed by Marguerite 'Gogo'
Caram.

The fìrst stage of development
lasted from Fontainebleau to the
fifth session of the General Assem-
bly held in Edinburgh in 1956. In
that period the first flush of enthu-
siasm peaked, the first programmes
were set in motion, the first Com-
missions became active, the first
financial crisis shook the Union
when UNESCO's support was in-
terrupted for a while, and the ca-
pacities and limitations of a body
of IUPN's peculiar character be-

Governments to protect nature, the scientific manage-
ment of wild life, the definition of National Parks and
Nature Reserves, fauna conventions and international
legislation. And - years ahead of its time - it called for
alù?'orld Convention "as a basis for future cooperation
for nature protection and to assist in developing na-
tional legislation." Environmental law has deep roots
in IUCN.

IUPN was unique as the world's first'GONGO'-
Governmental and Non- Governmental Organization.
It was conceived as an "international alliance of the
friends ofnature protection" (as Pieter van Tienhoven
put it). It was a network of conservationists "who knew
one another personall¡ who corresponded with one
another, who exchanged documents and who helped
one another', to quote Jean-Paul Harroy. It drew on
the values and concepts of people like John Muir,
prophet of the wilderness, Gifford Pinchot, architect
of sustainable resource use, Aldo Leopold, pioneer of
species management, andJulian Huxley who astounded
the first General Conference of UNESCO by arguing
that the enjoyment of nature was part of culture, and
that conservation was a scientific duty. IUCN's
dominant concern down the years has been the
conseryation of what we now call biological diversiry
in its own right and as an essential resource
for humanity.

came very evident.
The Board set Jean-Paul Harroy three main objec-

tives. First, to make the Union known and accepted.
Second, to weld the tiny embryonic nucleus of Euro-
pean and American naturalists aheady converted to
conservation into a powerful, expanding, worldwide
network. Third, to start promoting information, edu-
cation, local action and coordinated ecological research.
From the outset, the Union was a network, a facilitator,
a catalyst and a synthesizer.

The first achievement was the IUPN-UNESCO
Conference on the Protection of Nature, held in 1949
at Lake Success (the temporary base of the United
Nations, in New Yorþ, in parallel with UNSCCUR -
the UN Scientific Conference on the Conservation and
Utilization of Natural Resources. There was a deliber-
ate emphasis on building nature protection on mod-
ern ecological principles, drawing on the strong
representation ofscientific research centres and natu-
ral history societies in IUPN. The Conference also
proved that an independent and professional non-UN
bod¡ working in partnership with a UN agency such
as UNESCO, could deliver results of real value. The
subsequent programme had six themes: safeguarding

threatened habitats and species; spreading knowledge

of the art and science of nature protection; environ-
mental education; promoting international agreements

l1

on the protection ofnature; encour-
aging new research; and promoting
conservation by disseminating infor-
mation. It is striking that so many
of IUCN's concerns today can be
traced right back to the Union's be-
ginnings.

So can aspects ofits style ofworh
ing. Partnership with other bodies
was important at the outset. And as

early as 1950, an American Vice
President, Hal Coolidge, devised the
Survival Service as a voluntary
network - the first of the,Commis-
sions, and fore-runner of the Spe-
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Russian scientists into the Union,
especially at the Warsaw General
Assembly in 1960. Another major
change was the creation in 1958 of
a Provisional Committee on Na-
tional Parks under Hal Coolidge's
Chairmanship (it became a full
Commission in 1960). Coolidge
lobbied successfully ar UN Head-
quarters for a mandate under which
IUCN was requested, in 1959, to
prepare and publish a UN List of
National Parks and Equivalent Re-
serves: the first list appeared in
196I. In 1960 a Committee on Leg-

cies Survival Commission. By 1954 the Service was
reporting on the status ofseveral endangered species,
and supporting expert symposia. Drawing on the as-
sembled information, IUPN pressed Governments for
action - and most returned favourable answers. The
Union also began to issue publications, including a

major volume on The Position of Natare Protection
Throughout the lWorld. It advanced education by working
closely with UNESCO, and through establishing an
Education Commission. The latter produced a Hand-
book of Conseraation - the first publication attributable
to a Commission - in 1953. There were technical
discussions of the impact of agricultural chemicals on
wildlife (years before Silent Spring),on the management
ofnature reserves and on rural landscape as a habitat
for flora and fauna in densely populated countries. The
dissemination of knowledge was helped by the publi-
cation, starting inJanuary 1952, of the IUPN Bulletin.
The 1950s also saw a first step to the south - with the
holding of the third General Assembly in Caracas, Ven-
ezuela, in 1952: the first major international conser-
vation conference to be held in the Latin America.

islation was formed (with \Øolfgang Burhenne at its
head). Another landmark was the creation in 1959 -
the centenary year of Origin of Species - of the Charles
Darwin Foundation in the Galapagos Islands follow-
ing a joint UNESCO-IUCN initiative.

But the early 1960s were the Era of Africa. The
Africa Special Project was set up in 1960 to convince
the leaders and citizens of newly-independent African
states of the importance of "conservation practices
based on ecological knowledge." It hit a high point at
Arusha in 1961, when Dr Julius Nyerere gave the
keynote speech later known as the Arusha Declaration
and set the tone for African conseryation for years to
come. The ASP and the Conference were in turn the
stimulus for an African Convention on the Conserva-
tion of Nature and Natural Resources (drafted by the
new IUCN Committee on Law at the request of the
Organization ofAfrican Unity), and the establishment
of the College of African \Øildlife Management at
Mweka in Tanzania,where generations ofAfrican parks
directors and wardens have been trained.

As these events rolled on, the Secretariat changed.

Jean-Paul Harroy was succeeded in 1955 by Tracy
Philipps of the UK, and M. C. Bloemers of ttre Neth-
erlands followed in1959 - only to resign in 1960 when
the General Assembly (prompted by the new Swiss
PresidentJean Baer) decided to transfer the seat ofthe
Union to Switzerland. Gerald W'atterson came on se-

condment from FAO to take over in March 196I, to
be followed by Sir Hugh Elliott in 1962. New office
premises were secured in a former small hotel called
'Les Uttins' in Morges, and the Union was registered
as a legal entity in Switzerland.

IUCN arrived in its new home with important ac-
tion in hand, especially in Africa. New opportunities
awaited it, not least in Asia. But the chronic financial
problems that had plagued most of the Union's fiÊ
teen years of existence seemed certain to cripple its
response. Then, in April 1961 the Executive Board

conservation movement." They called it the Vorld
Vildlife Fund, Its prospectus, rhe Morges Manifesto,

Stog2 Scierce to tñ¿ fore

Charles Bernard was succeeded as President in 1954
by the distinguished French scientist, Roger Heim, who
led a phase of increasing scientific activity. The year
brought another landmark - the first IUPN field mis-
sion, by Dr Lee Talbot, to collect information on the
status of various threatened mammals in the Middle
East and Southern Asia. But the most dramatic event
of the period was the alteration of the Union's name
to IUCN - International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources - at the General Assem-
bly held in Edinburgh in 1956.

Ecology, species conservation, protected areas, and
education remained central themes. The ecology pro-
gramme took off under the leadership of a new Com-
mission. The management of ecosystems used by
people, and especially 'rangeland' - pasture for wild
and domestic animals, or mixtures of them - gained
new emphasis, and this practical approach brought

lll



was signed at IUCN Headquarters by Charles Bernard,

Julian Huxle¡ and most of the senior dignitaries of
the Union. The UK, American, Swiss, Dutch, Ger-
man and Austrian campaigns were all up an running
by February 1964.

IUCN, ICBP, the International Waterfowl Research

Bureau, the Charles Darwin Foundation and the
International Youth Foundation (re-

garded at the time as the 'junior arm'
of IUCN)were beneficiaries of the
first five W\ØF projects. From the
beginning the working partnership
was very close. The Secretary Gen-
eral of the new Fund, Fritz Vollmar,
was given an office in the IUCN
Headquarters building. The Coor-
dinating Committee for the Fund
was jointwith IUCN and ICBP. All
project proposals went to the HQ
staff of the two bodies as well as to
two independent referees. ln L962,

WWF made its first major grants to
IUCN - rescuing it from yet another
financial crisis that it might not have
otherwise survived.
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grant from the Ford Foundation, and this permitted
the appointment in 1970 of a scientist - Dr Gerardo
Budowski of Venezuela - as head of a much strength-
ened Secretariat, with a tough administrator, Frank
Nicholls of Australia as Deputy and two senior ecolo-
gists, Ray Dasmann and Duncan Poore, heading the
research group. The IUCN Secretariat became a strong

professional team.
They made a substantial input

to the first intergovernmental
'summit' on global environmental
policy - the UN Conference on the
Human Environment held at
Stockholm in 1.972. Stockholm was

driven by its Secretary-General, a

dynamic 41-year-old Canadian,
Maurice Strong, who went on to
head a new United Nations
Environment Programme, UNEP.
It also gave powerful impetus to
international environmental law,
and IUCN helped to draft and
promote the Ramsar Convention
on the Conservation of W'etlands

As WtùØF gained momentum, IUCN had to get on
with as much active conservation as it could. The
agenda was still dominated by Africa (the General As-
sembly met in Nairobi in September 1963, and elected
the great French biologist, François Bourlière, as Presi-

dent) but an Asian Project, directed by Lee Talbot, fol-
lowed in 1965. The First World Conference on
National Parks, held in Seattle in 1962, raised IUCN's
profile in North America. The Survival Service Com-
mission produced the first Red Data Books in 1962.

But - strangely - IUCN as an institution made very
little contribution to the International Biological Pro-
gramme that began in 7964, although leading IUCN
personalities like Baer and Bourlière were deeply in-
volved, as theywere in the 1968 UNESCO'Biosphere
Conference', from which the Man and Biosphere pro-
gramme (MAB) and the concept ofBiosphere Reserves

both sprang.

of International Importance especially as W'aterfowl
Habitat, the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species and the Convention on the
Conservation of the !Øorld Cultural and Natural
Heritage.

Under Budowski, Dasmann and Nicholls, the
IUCN programme placed considerable emphasis on
'Conservation for Development'. A major book Eco-

logical Principles for Econornic Deuelopmenl was written
by Raymond Dasmann, John Milton and Peter Free-

man. Ecological guidelines were developed for the con-
servation of tropical forests, mountains, arid lands,
coastal regions and islands. A second edition of the
UN List of National Parks and Equivalent Reserves

and five volumes of the Red Data Book - for mam-
mals, birds, amphibia and reptiles, fish and flowering
plants - were published. As the Ford Foundation grant
came to an end, UNEP recognized IUCN as the lead-
ing agency for addressing the consewation element of
the global environmental agenda, and agreed to use it
as its nature conservation arm. The Union's reputa-
tion in the developing world grew fast.

IUCN was well adapted by its structure and culture
to work with bodies like the UN agencies and with
Governments, but its scientific caution and the strength
of its government-sector membership inhibited it from
campaigning with the vigour of many of the new 'green'

bodies of the 1970s. Moreover, its specialist area -
nature and natural resources - was to one side of the
passions that gripped them. As an organization of or-
ganizations it left its members to campaign, support-

ing them with information and helping them with
General Assembly resolutions rather than taking up

collective cudgels. These features kept it out of the

public eye - and helped to make it'the conservation
world's best-kept secret'.

tfre'Union fucorutructel

Between 7965 and 1975 there were immense changes

on the wodd environmental scene. Popular environ-
mentalism was stimulated by widely-publicised disas-

ters and by hard-hitting books like Rachel Carson's

Silent Spring, Paul Ehrlich's The Population Bomb and
Barry Commoner's Tlte ClosingCircle . New, energetic,
bodies like Friends of the Earth and Greenpeace be-

gan campaigning for action. It was clear to Hal
Coolidge when he assumed the Presiden cy in 7966 that
unless IUCN could expand with the new tide of de-
mand, events would sweep past it. He sought a major

lv
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The idea of a W'orld Conservation Strategy took shape

early in the period of partnership with UNEP and
\(/tù(/F. But before it gained momentum there was a

dramatic upheaval within the Secretariat at the IUCN
Twelfth General Assembly in Kinshasa, Zaire,in 1975.

Gerardo Budowski and Frank Nicholls left soon after-
wards, followed by Ray Dasmann, leaving Duncan
Poore as Acting Director General.

IUCN was rescued from bankruptcy by W-SØF (at

the cost of further trauma), and then by a new con-
tract with UNEP. The latter established an Ecosys-
tems Conservation Group to help coordinate the
UNESCO, FAO, IUCN and UNEP programmes. An
Extraordinary General Assembly in Geneva in 7977

agreed to replace the Executive Board by a Council
with two thirds of its members representing regions
which were defined on both political and biogeographi-
cal criteria. That same year, Maurice Strong joined the
IUCN Council and became Chair of a newly-created
Bureau, and Dr David Munro was appointed Director
General.

The General Assembly in Ashkhabad in 1978 marked
a seminal change in the world conservation movement.
It decided to back the W'orld Charter for Nature, to
support the S?'orld Conservation Strategy and to switch
IUCN's emphasis decidedly towards the needs of the
Third rù(i'orld. That switch was aided by the election of
the Union's first President from 'the south', the
Egyptian botanist Mohamed Kassas.

The partnership with \ù(/"WF grew

closer, and the two moved in 1979

The final statement speaks strongly for both con-
servation and development. It was the first IUCN prod-
uct to achieve worldwide acclaim, not only among the
nature conservationists who made up the'inner circle',
but among Governments and even in industry. Ac-
cording to David Munro, it "did more to put conser-
vation on the world's agenda than any other event".
Whether they acknowledged it as the source of their
inspiration or not, the world environmental movement
from 1980 right up to 1992 when the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development met
in Rio de Janeiro, was debating the central, develop-
ment-oriented, message of the W'CS.

J
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The message fitted Maurice Strong's vision, and as

Chairman of the Bureau he supported a 'Conserva-
tion for Development' programme which would link
IUCN's expertise to the programmes of the develop-
ment assistance agencies. In April 1981, Michael
Cockerell was appointed to lead it - with funding from
the Ford Foundation. The W'orld Conservation Strat-
egy also attracted new members to IUCN, including
the first from China. The Union also became more
deeply involved in supporting international Conven-
tions. It backed action for conservation in Antarctica,
and on desertification and tropical forests, as well as

'fire-fighting' actions in many regions.
But the ride was bumpy. Soon after Lee Talbot suc-

ceeded David Munro as Director General in 1980 a
massive fìnancial storm broke. An internal audit

showed a deficit of around SFr 2
million, and the accountants
warned that if this continued the

to a new shared headquarters r -.t /. ^. organization would be dissolved
in Gtand. IUCN ;;l-;i;.; Lfre'l'/or[l Cfinrter under swiss law. Heavy stafrcuts
responsibility for rulîiiåjl fOr n{ønfe,,3UøS andanother]ÙøSøFrescuepackage
'WWF's fìeld projects, while 'ùØ\ØF J,- ; followed. The causes of the crisis
took over the management of the impOftønt øS tfr¿ were not evident, but some in

1ï,î;:å1.,".:ï,::Tï1.n.ïrî1 ontygb6ø[ støtem¿nt l."f),ïäÍ.:I.içîi,fäï:l
both organizations. Of frUnnftity'S providing essential information.

."1Ï"ü':'Í.;åïË i: i,ii:: resporßiniritv Ïïi:iJï Ì;; lll¡m::;
Nations b.n.ol Assåmbly on 28 tOWøflS tfre was again in sight. There were
October 1982, was important as the n^tUføf WOfff, frictions, especially arising from
onþ gIobaI statement of humanity's - 

IUCN's economic dependence on
responsibility towards the natural IùØIù7F. There were also confronta-
world. But the \?'orld Conservation Strategy was tions between Directors General and staff. In the midst
arguably IUCN's most important single contribution of such a period of difficulty came Lee Talbot's resig-

in the whole of its history. Its preparation (by Robert nation as Director General. Kenton Miller was chosen

Prescott-Allen) went through two phases, the first a con- to replace him, from 1 July 1983.

sultative process largely internal to IUCN and IüZWF International environmental activity went on grow-

and the second involving the UN partners - and espe- ing between 1982 and 1988. The theme of 'sustain-

cially UNEP and FAO. The latter pushed the balance able development' expounded in the \Øorld
strongly towards the needs of their development Conservation Strategywas seized upon, elaborated and
constrtuency. publicised by the tù(/orld Commission on Environment
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and Development. IUCN resolved
to prepare a new World Conserva-
tion Strategy for the 1990s, with
more of a'human face'. Traditional
conservation programmes contin-
ued, with the Third \Øorld Confer-
ence on National Parks held at Bali,
Indonesia, in 1982 as a highlight.
By the time the General Assembly
met in Madrid in 1984 and
Mohamed Kassas was succeeded as

President by the \Øorld-famous In-
dian plant geneticist, Dr
Monkombu Swaminathan, the
overall programme had become in-

'|ilfr¿reøs mucfi of
I'UCAIs fißtory

frnl 6een
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centreú it rnw
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utor[l-centrel.

from28 November to 5 December
1990, IUCN had nearly 600 mem-
bers and an annual budget of SFr
32 million. The handful of project
offices had grown into a regional
network. The programme had
broadened to place new emphasis
on 'the social sciences', including
economics. In Perth, both the out-
going President, Dr Swaminathan,
and his successor, Sir Shridath
'Sonny' Ramphal, emphasized the
human dimension of conservation,
catering for "the poor as well as the
penguin." But the Assembly de-

tegrated about a central theme - 'partnership in con-
servation: towards a W'orld Conservation Plan' .

The Conservation for Development Centre helped
development assistance agencies to build conservation
into their projects and supported developing countries
with National Conservation Strategies and other ac-

tions. Its growth led inexorably towards regionalization
of the IUCN Secretariat, and by 1984 there were project
offices in Kenya, Zimbabwe, Senegal, Costa fuca and
Pakistan. The Union began to attract support for the-
matic programmes on such iopics as tropical forests
and wetlands, and the Secretariat became more opera-
tional. As the overall programme got bigger, its bal-
ance changed and the Commissions ceased to be the
dominant players - at least in expenditure terms. The
membership demanded that the Union become a truly
supportive network. Members' meetings and newslet-
ters were initiated. Several Commissions set up their
own regional networks. National Committees were
encouraged, and the Bulletin became a key instrument
for nerwork-building.

By 1984 IUCN was managing some 496 projects
supported by l?-\ùØF - mostly in Latin America, the
Caribbean and Africa. But in May 1985 'W!ØF 

de-
cided to take back responsibility for the management
of its field programme, and to 'phase down' core sup-
port for IUCN. Separation became more complete
when the IUCN Treasurer, Leonard Hentsch, led
IUCN to withdraw from the joint financial services.
Ultimatel¡ this separation was healthy - it led, in Prince
Philip's words to 'interdependence without depend-
ence'- but it did not prevent another IUCN financial
crisis in 1986 and 7987, and this raised questions of
the costs of operation in Switzerland. The Nether-
lands State Member responded with the offer of a new,

free, Headquarters: the Union's hosts made a counter-
proposal and in 1988 the General Assembly confirmed
the Council's decision to remain in Switzerland.

In February 1988, after a cheerful and constructive
General Assembly in Costa Rica, Kenton Miller handed
over as Director General to Martin Holdgate of the
UK. That same year, the Fortieth anniversary of the
Union was celebrated in both Switzerland and France.
Growth and expansion resumed. By the time of the
18th General Assembly in Perth, rùV'estern Australia,

manded a balance between sustainable development
and more traditional conservation. Prince Philip, speak-
ing as President of lùØWF and Patron of IUCN, called
on IUCN to "stand up and champion nature".

Støge6 regrnøfízøtío TL

The most remarkable feature of the period between
1990 and 1996was the decentralization of the IUCN
Secretariat, and the emergence of members' groupings
as newfoci ofpower. 'S7hereas much ofIUCN's history
had been headquarters-centred, it now became truly
world-centred. But in the same period IUCN made
three substantial contributions to worldwide thinking
about the environment. The first was the publication
and launch, in 1991, of the second World Conserva-
tion Strategy entitled Cøring For the Eørth. It stressed
the need for a new ethic for sustainable living, set out
nine principles for a sustainable sociery and listed 132
actions and 113 specific targets to be achieved by set
dates. Like the W'CS, it was launched in 65 countries,
worldwide.

The second major contribution was the Fourth
World Congress on National Parks and Protected Ar-
eas, held in Caracas, Venezuela, from 10 to 21 Febru-
ary 1992. It urged that parks and protected areas should
not be seen as 'islands set aside from human use' but
as positive assets to the communities living in and
around them, and to the nations in which they were
situated. Much of its re-thinking of the role of pro-
tected areas was also relevant to the third major contri-
bution - a global campaign for the conservation ofthe
world's biological diversity. The idea of a Convention
in this area was first ventilated at Bali in 1982, and the
Environmental Law Centre and the Commission on
Environmental Law prepared successive draft texts, later
taken into a UNEP-led intergovernmental negotiating
process. In parallel, IUCN and others produced a

Global Biodiaersitl Strategt, published in 1992.

These initiatives flowed into the international envi-
ronmental ocean at the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development - UNCED or'Earth
Summit' - held in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992. For
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IUCN and its members, perhaps the most encouraging
thing was that the area of biological diversity emerged
as one of the most active of the post-Rio initiatives.

The year 7992 was also memorable because a new,
purpose-built IUCN Headquarters generously given
by the Union's Swiss hosts was opened by the Presi-
dent of the Swiss Confederation, René Felber. A Sym-
posium on the Future of IUCN concluded that the
Union must base its work on its mission and be driven
by its membership. It must continue to decentralize,
and link Regional Councillors, Re-
gional and Country Secretariat of-
fices and Commission members at
country and regional level. It must
strengthen the role of regional and
national institutions in its govern-
ance. It should build stronger part-
nerships with its NGO
membership, but must also
reinvigorate its workng links with
the UN agencies, with multilateral
development banks, bilateral ofÍì-
cial development agencies, the busi-
ness community and the scientific

A Council and Secretariat Task Force on
Regionalization and Decentralization made it clear that
the elected Councillors must have a decisive role in
determining the policies of the Union. The Commis-
sions once again emerged as important 'think foun-
tains' (to use Mohamed Kassas' term, with its
suggestions of dynamism and sparkle). A Commis-
sion Summit, led by the President set out 8 principles
"for promoting partnership bet'øeen the 3 pillars of
IUCN - the Commissions, Members and the Secre-

tariat". As the years passed, the
Headquarters was slimmed and by
1996 four-fifths of the 820-strong
Secretariat were located in the de-
veloping world and nearly 600/o of
the Union's expenditure was man-
aged by regional or country offices.

The process of growth and
regìonalization was evident at
IUCN's biggest-ever event, the First
World Conservation Congress, held
in Montreal, Canada in October
1996, when over 3000 people par-
ticipated in one part or another of

.,.tfre øreø of
íiobgicøf liaersity
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community. It must greatly improve its communica-
tions and must be an effective advocate for the views
of its members.

'l7hen, inJanuary 1994, the General Assembly met
again in Buenos Aires and Shridath Ramphal was suc-
ceeded as President byDrJay}ìair of the United States,
the composition of the Union had changed. 'Western

Europe remained the region with the most members,
but they now accounted for only 310/o of the total of
788, and Europe and North America together for only
420/o. Central and South America had the second larg-
est regional total by 1994,with Africa third. The scale
of the Union's activities had expanded further, and
the budget had reached SFr 52 million. The Secre-
tariat numbered 464, of whom 339 were based away
from Headquarters, most of them in developing coun-
tries. More and more expenditure was managed from
Regional and Country Offices.

History turned something of a circle when the Strat-
egy and Mission of the Union were debated. The Mis-
sion was re-stated as "to influence, encourage and assist
societies throughout the wodd to conserye the integ-
rity and diversity of nature and to ensure that any use
ofnatural resources is equitable and ecologically sus-
tainable." As fifty years before, it emphasised the fa-
cilitating role, and by stating the conservation ofnature
as the primary aim, it upheld the traditional goals of
the Union. Moreover, while demanding that any use
ofnatural resources be sustainable, the statement makes
clear that there is no obligation to use all such resources.

And the Strategy emphasized that regionalization and
decentralization must continue, and that the member-
ship must have a central role in determining the policies
of the Union. This message ran1 loud and clear in the

ears of David McDowell, who succeeded Martin
Holdgate rn APrrl1994.

an extraordinarily diverse 1O-day programme. It was

really three Conferences linked into one - a formal
business session, rendered abnormal by the devotion
of two days to the approval of new Statutes, Rules of
Procedure for the General Assembly, and Regulations,
a massive programme of 49 \Øorkshops, grouped in
ten thematic'streams', and a series ofpanel discussions
on the big issues of the time. Yolanda Kakabadse, the
fìrst woman and the first Latin American to be Presi-
dent ofthe Union, was in no doubt ofthe challenge to
the future: "to create an awareness of what we are

really talking about. For we are not talking about pro-
tecting a few species or some national protected areas
and reserves. 'We are talking about life and death".

Itt r-
Lfi¿ ßøføn"ce Sfreet

The World Conservation Congress was held fifty years
after the post-war excursion in the Swiss Engadine dis-
cussed the need for international cooperation in con-
servation. What have been the strengths and
weaknesses, successes and failures ofglobal action for
conservation in that period ? How successful has
IUCN been ?

On some evaluations, the world conseryation move-
ment has failed. Greenhouse gas concentrations in
the atmosphere continue to rise. There is still too much
pollution in the world, biodiversity is in decline, and
precious natural resources are being squandered. But
how much worse would all this have been had there
been no global consewation movement ? Surely very
much worse.

It is but difficult to dissect the special contribution
of IUCN out from the intergovernmental efforts of
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UNEP, UNESCO and FAO, the
Conventions and other agreements
of the past fifty years, and the
vast mass of projects supported by
lù(/]üøR IUCN and many other con-
servation bodies. The world envi-
ronmental movement is an
interlocking whole. But I believe
that IUCN has been outstanding
in three broad fields.

First, by meeting a world need
to bring environmental bodies -
State and non-State - and the
world's leading individual conser-
vationists together to debate, pool
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acceptance, and have been used by
all significant conservation bodies in
their own campaigns. Its classifica-
tion of categories of Protected Ar-
eas, the United Nations List of
National Parks and Protected Areas
which it compiles, and the conclu-
sions of the four W'orld Congresses

on Parks and Protected Areas stand
as global authorities. Its many hand-
books, strategies and overviews are

referred to by consewationists eve-

rywhere. No other body - even in
the United Nations system - can
rival IUCN's record as a promoter

knowledge, and cooperate. Its General Assemblies and
Technical Meetings have for fifty years been the un-
challenged global conservation forum, with a broad
agenda, flexible discussions, and tremendous
promotion ofpersonal contact. Its voluntary networks

- especially in the fields of species conservation,
protected areas and environmental law - are the world's
largest, most productive and most authoritative bod-
ies in their fields. If IUCN did not exist, it would
have to be invented, for this purpose at least.

Second, by developing policy. At the highest level,
the Union has made an immense contribution to the
basic concepts ofconservation. It has synthesized new
thinking in ecology, and applied it to the conseryation
of species and habitats and the sustainable manage-
ment of natural resources. The W'orld Conservation
Strategy of 1980 was one of the seminal environmen-
tal statements of the century. Caringfor tbe Earth and
the Global Biodiversity Strategy - also partnership
products - are documents of the first importance. At
a more detailed level, well over a thousand Resolu-
tions and Recommendations adopted in General
Assembly have fed into and influenced a mass of deci-
sions at international, regional, national and sub-
national levels and greatly strengthened the hands of
non-governmental conservation organizations.

Third, by developing reference works, practical
methodology and legal instruments. IUCN's classifi-
cation ofcategories ofthreatened species, and its Red

Data Lists and Action Plans have won universal

and drafter ofnew national and international conser-
vation law.

This comes down to providing knowledge, tech-
niques and support. And the supporting role is really
the fundamental one - and what IUCN was established
for. But its capaciry to support - to provide value added
for its members - stems from its professional credibil-
ity and authority. It has to be able to harness expert
knowledge, provide penetrating analysis, define
concepts, problems and priorities, provide compendia
of information that practitioners of conservation can
use on the ground and advocate actions in terms that
carry conviction because they make sense. As David
Bellamy put it in Montreal, it has be the body the world
actually believes in when it comes to a decision about
conservatlon.

The First World Conservation Congress showed
IUCN on a pinnacle. Its power of convening people
from many ways of life was well established. Its Presi-

dent and Director General had access to Heads ofState
and senior Ministers. Although never wealthy enough
to do half what it wanted, in 1998 the budget for the
total activities of the Union was over SFr 90 million, it
had a worldwide Secretariat, and had made major
strides in balancing north-south interests. The policies
the membership wanted were in place. The direction
of evolution was clear. The founding fathers, stagger-
ing from deficit to deficit, with a handful of people at
their disposal, would (one hopes) have been well satis-
fied. But they might have been astounded, too.

This text is a summary of
The Green Veb: A Unionþr W'oild Conseraation,

by Martin Holdgate, to be published
in December 1,998 by

Earthscan Publishers Ltd, London.
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The greening oI glasnost

By Bing Lucas

From my many years with IUCN, the
most moving moment came in Novem-
ber 1989, when I walked through a gap
in a barbed wire fence - breaching a bar-
rier that had once been part ofthe "Iron
Curtain' but which would soon lie at the
heart of the first East-West transfrontier
park.

One November daytwo faxmessages
came to my desk in Gland - one from
Budapest and one fromVienna - urging
that IUCN send a small mission to ad-
vise the governments of Hungary and of
Austria and Burgenland Province on the
establishment of atransfrontier national
park. The park was to incorporate
Europe's third largest lake and its mag-
nificent surroundings - land knovr¡rr to
Hungarians as Ferto To and to Austrians
as the Nieusiedler See. Both countries
wanted to make sure that their
proposals met IUCN's criteria for
national parks.

At that time, parts of the area on either
side ofthe border had been recognized
as having international significance,

and designated as Biosphere
Reserves by UNESCO and Wet-
lands of International Importance
byRamsar.

Hal Eidsvik (then CNPPAChair)
and I were privileged to be part of
the IUCN mission to evaluate the
site. Our tour lasted several days,
but my most vivid memory
remains the afternoon when,
from the Hungarian side, we
approached and briefly crossed
the barbedwire fence marking the
border. Bottles of champagne appeared,
somewhat miraculously, and with the
Austrian and Hungarian officials who
accompanied us, in the midst of one of
Europe's naturalwonders, we toasted the
proposed park and the new and lasting
friendship it s)¡mbolized.

This was a momentous time in the
history of Europe, as at amazing speed
the barriers that had separated Eastern
and Western Europe for a generation
were breached, and borders that for
years had been guarded from watch-

Border between Czech Republic and
the Federal Republic of Germany, 1986.
Today, IUCN is working to keep such
little-used border areas in Europe and
elsewhere as transfrontier Peace
Parks. IUCN/J\n Thorsell

towers opened once again. Our
'transnational' champagne toast at the
border - between former antagonists,
between a dark past and a bright future

- is a moment that Hal and I will never
forget.

P H. C. "Bing" Lucas has been a member of
CNPPA/VøCPA since 197 I , and Chair from
l990-94. He was tw¡ce an IUCN Council-
lor (1978-84, 1990-941; in 1994 he re-
ceived the CNPPA PackardAward and was
named a Member of Honour of IUCN. Bing
is currently ViceChair of WCPA for Vlorld
Heritage.

The Union's team in Meso-America, 1990. IUCN has been
working in Central America since 1985. Albefto Solar

The Commissions continue to
spearhead much of the lJnion,s

work in the world. I|JCN Nepal
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Adouble anniversary
ByAban Marker Kabrali

It is difficult to pinpoint a be-
ginning for the environmental
movement in Pakistan. Does
one start with independence
and the laws on forestry and
wildlife inherited from the
British? Or from the folklore of
Sassi and Punnoo, of Marvi
and Omer, of the mythical
palla and t}re bhulan (Indus

dolphin)?
A consciousness of our land

and its natural heritage - its
mountains, deserts, waters
and animals - has always per-
vaded Pakistan's culture. How-
ever, it is only when this
consciousness translates into a
realization that all is not well, and urgent
action is needed to stop the mindless
and wasteful destruction of nature, that
an environmental consciousness cataly-
ses into a movement.

Information is, therefore, the key to
this transformation. And IUCN Paki-
stan's journals like The Way Ahead
attempt to provide the tools to mobilize
the movement and give it the grist to
forge direction and focus.

Some of the best sources of informa-
tion on Pakistan's environment before
1947 remain the British gazetteers. After
that, many a Forest andWildlife Depart-
ment library will yield treasure. As one
browses through these, there are three
seminal authors - one American, and
two English - who defined and articu-
lated much that has formed the basis of
Pakistan's subsequent environmental
consciousness. George Schaller's Srones

of Silence, for instance, tells us more
about our country and what we stand to
lose through ignorance and neglect ofits
wild places, than many a subsequent
ponderous tome. Guy Mountfort's
records of his missions that identified
Pakistan's ecosystems are another im-
portant storehouse of knowledge. His
work, and that of Schaller, laid the basis
for our national parks. And then there is
Tom Roberts who painstakingly cata-

Dr Javed Ahmed, Stella Jaffri, Aban
Kabraji and Mohamed Ratiq of IUCN
Pakistan. IUCN Pakistan

logued and gave us, through his books
on mammals and birds of Pakistan, a

compendium of whatwe stand to lose.

We have our Pakistani heroes too. The

first wildlife legislation in Pakistan was
produced in the province of Sindh in
l972byW. A. Kermani, the granddaddy
of conservation. Kermani's foresight and
vision laid the foundations for a pro-
tected areas system and several species
conservation projects, including the
Marine Turtle Conservation Project.
Fehmida Asra! one of our unsung hero-
ines heads that one - as enthusiastic 17

years later as when she started the pio-
neering work.

As conservation moved in Pakistan
from protection to sustainable develop-
ment - guided by the thinking encapsu-

lated in theWorld Conservation Strategy

(WCS) and the Brundtland Report - the

Government of Pakistan invited IUCN to

establish a presence in the country and

implement with them the principles ad-

vocated bytheWCS. Thus it came about
that IUCN began operations in Pakistan

in 1986 and worked to bring about and
support the major beginnings of policy
design, reform and change that started

with the creation of the Paki-

stan National Conservation
Strategy.

Eleven years down the line
one looks back with ambiva-
lence. One can take justifiable
pride inhowfarwe have come.

IUCN nowhas 24 member in-
stitutions in Pakistan that rep-
resent a powerful force for
change and are the backbone
and leadership ofthe environ-
mental movement (both gov-

ernment and NGO) in the
country. Their achievements
are considerable, and the foun-
dations laid over the past dec-

ade are sound. But the edifice
forwhich the foundations have beenlaid
is still to be built. And we do it against
the increasingly daunting odds of pov-
erry debt, demographic pressures and
resource capture by vested interests.

Even as I write this in the year that
Pakistan and IUCN both celebrate their
FiftiethAnniversary the mood of the na-

tion is sombre. We have much to be

thankful for, but there is little to celebrate

as one considers opportunities lost
through mismanagement, opportunism
and sheer greed. The environmental
movement, by its very ethos, defines a

new paradigm: one that takes as its basis

the possibility of renewed hope in
rehabilitation and regeneration, and
builds on foundations of good gover-
nance, participatory planning, demo-
cratic norms, integrity and decency.
These are all as much a part of sustain-
able development as is the nurturing of
an ecosystem or the sighting of snow
leopard cubs near ICraiber.

Aban Marker Kabraji has been Country
Representative for IUCN Pakistan since
I 988. She also currently seryes as Regional

Director for South & SoutheastAsia. This

article was adaPted from The \vay
Ahead, the journal of IUCN Pakistan,

now on-line at the IUCN web site

lwww.¡ucn.o rgl, under "Places".
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Magnificent obsession

By Jan Cerovsky

I am person obsessed by IUCN. rvVhen

IUCN was founded I was a student in
high school, already deeply interested in
nature study and conservation. I read
about the establishment of the Union,
and immediatelywas seizedwith an idea

- fantastic or even absurd in relation to
the time and the country I was living in -
to be allowed, some time in the future,
to work for this organization.

This seemingly crazy desire has been
fulfilled in ways I never dared to dream.
I was delegate of my organization to
IUCN meetings (beginning in 1966 with
the 9th General Assembly in Lucerne,
Switzerland). I then became successively

a Commission member and Vice-Chair,
staff member at headquarters, Regional

Councillor andVice-President, Editor of
a newsletter, and finally Honorary Mem-
ber.

Professor Michel Maldague of Laval

University in Canada, a former member
of the IUCN Commission on Education,
used to say, "IUCN is a unique
organization. They let you work for it in
your free time and foryour own money."
This is true. Working for IUCN requires

a great deal of sacrifice. But the results,

the experience, the friends and
colleagues all over the world are more
than rewarding. I am indebted to the
Union for the greater part of my
knowledge, and for my most exciting
adventures. IUCN has pervaded all my
life. I am an lUCNaholic.

View from the "East"

\¡Vhen I started to work with IUCN, its
East European Region was practically
identical with the "Soviet bloc". In this
regard, I remember a funny story. At an
international conservation congress in
Germany in the mid-1960s, specialists
from Czechoslovakia and Poland were
present for the first time. The German
presiding expressed his particular pleas-

ure in his opening speech at having rep-
resentatives from East Europe.

After this welcome, Professor
Syörinki of Finland took the floor, pulled
out his very small pocket diary and
pointed to its very small map of Europe.

"I just found out," he said, "that I am the
delegate of the easternmost country

here. So let me thank you cordially on
behalf ofthe East Europeans."

Some people from the other regions

looked at us "East Europeans" with a cer-

tain amount of curiosity, perhaps even

suspicion and distrust (or was this our
imagination, a sort of "inferiority com-
plex"?). I am happy now that IUCN is fi-
nally beginning to accept us, the
conservationists from the post-Commu-
nist countries, as equal partners, and to
fully recognize the expertise we are able

to offer. Among other international or-
ganizations involved in conservation,
IUCN is perhaps the most advanced in
this regard. Many people in our region,

however, think of international coopera-

tion mainly in terms of financial support.
Here again it's up to us to tryto mobilize
our own resources more effectively.

The light side

If my years with IUCN brought many
rewarding encounters and experiences,
there were also some very strange and
amusing ones as well.

In 1970 I was on an IUCN mission in
an African country, during which I was

also invited to a high-level state
reception and introduced to several
ministers. \¡Vhen I was shaking hands
with the Minister of Interior, the man
surprised me by saying, "Yes, I very much
admire your country, Czechoslovakia,
and in particular your President Josif
Broz Tito". I hesitated for a moment: am

I to swallowthis error, or shotild I remind
His Excellency that Tito was the
President of Yugoslavia?

Behind the Minister, there stood two
merry chaps, their leather coats
conspicuously swollen at the armpit.
Seeing my embarrassment, one of them
stepped forward, patted my shoulder in
a friendly way, and told me in perfect
Czech with an unmistakable Prague
accent: "That's all right, mate. He's a
blockhead." Both the young Africans
were freshly graduated from a Prague
university.

At the 1996 Montreal Congress, Jan Cerovslcy (right) is named a Member of
Honour of IIICN by President Jay Hair on behalf of Council. IUCNlNikk¡ Meith
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The Union3 importance

The foundingof IUCNwas amomentous
event. If it had not been founded in 1948

or since, we would have to do so now.
Gerardo Budowski, my second IUCN
boss and the first Director General, of-
ten said to us, "Remember, the most im-
portant thing about international
organizations is the fact that they do ex-
ist. If they didnt, theywould have to be
established."

The founding of IUCN had special
importance to those of us in Eastern
Europe: during the first four decades
of the Union's existence, our contacts
with IUCN helped a good deal to
"keep our windows open" to the wider
world. Fortunately, in the last decade
we have been able to open even the
doors.

The opportunities, information and
experience offered by IUCN or mediated
through IUCN have been invaluable for

helping us "Easterners" develop our
careers, our minds, our perspectives,
and our concepts regarding our natural
environment.

Jan Cerovsky, an IUCN Honorary Membeç

was a Vice-Chair of CNPPA,/VØCPA, a Re-

gional Councillor for East Europe, and
IUCN Mce-President (l 990-1994). He was
also the UnionS first Educat¡on Executive
Officer at Headquarters (l 9 69-7 3).

Beltrán generations: nature in their veins

By Gabriela Hernandez

Recognised as one of LatinAmericas top
scientists, author of almost 40 books and
nearly 500 articles, Dr Enrique Beltrán
was Mexico's first professional biologist
and a veritable institution within IUCN.
He died in 1994, but his son and grand-
son are continuing his work and making
his scientific legacy knovrm throughout
the world. Together they represent three
generations of Latin American heritage
for science and nature.

Enrique Beltrán taught biology, phi-
losophy and protozoology for 36 years as

a professor at the UniversidadAutónoma
de México. Beltrán also held posts in the
Secretariats of Agriculture, Education,
and Health for 30 years. Enrique Beltrán,
the son who was closest to his father,
recalls: "His integrity was truly remark-
able. This was his finest legacy, the
standard of honesty he transmitted to
us.t'

Sixteen Mexican and foreign research-
ers expressed their respect and admira-
tion by giving his name to biological
species they discovered. For example,
Hylø beltrani is an amphibian, Plasmo-
dium beltrani a protozoan, and. Trom-
bicula beltrani an arachnid.

How did he achieve so much? "My fa-
ther was a harder worker than practically
anyone I've ever known," explains
Enrique Jr. "He used to get up every day
at five o'clock in the morning, and went
to bed at midnight or 1:00 a.m." Apart
from this, he had an innate sense of sci-
entific rigour, and a incisive intelligence.

Beltrán was invited to join the select
founders group of IUCN in l94B and

from then on was closely connected with
the Union. He wasVice-President for four
years (1954-1958), served as President of
the Parks Commission, and in tg66 re-
ceived the lohn C. Phillips Medal, IUCN'S
most prestigious award.

Economic reasons prevented Dr
Enrique Beltrán from travelling to
Fontainebleau to take his place at IUCN's
founders' table. But 50 years later, when
the Union celebrates its half-century, his
son Enrique will be there at the ceremo-
nies. Architect Enrique Beltrán will be
present in his capacity as IUCN Regional
Councillor for Mesoamerica and South
America, the post he currently holds. But

it will also be a way of representing his
father, continuing his work, and per-
petuating his dreams.

The scientific heritage of the Beltráns
continues to flow in the blood of yet a
third generation: grandson Enrique,
now 30 years age and a computer spe-
cialist, has joined IMERNAR to take
charge of modernizing the institute's
technical capacity.

Gabriela Hernandez Herrera is ajournal¡st
and communications adviser on environ-
mental issues, þased in costa Rica. This

article was translated from the Spanish by
Leslie Simmons.

Environmentalist family: This photo from 1978 shows Dr Enrique Beltrán and his
wife Trini with their sons Hector (left) and Enrique (right). \UCN

1lt¡
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A scientific visionary

A Venezuelan-naturalized German who
left UNESCO to become Director Gen-
eral of IUCN (f 970-1976), Dr Gerardo
Budowski takes pride in having helped
position IUCN as the foremost scientific
authority in the field of conservation.
Under his directorship the organization's
budget increased eight-fold and mem-
bership swelled to include eighty coun-
tries. More important, he encouraged
the new global vision of conservation
that emphasizes its relation to economic,
political, ethical and social aspects -
what today is called "sustainable devel-
opment". He understood quite earþthat
to achieve significant change it is neces-
saryto influence decision-makers in the
countries, so they come to share his deep
belief that, "conservation is an instru-

Director General Gerardo Budowski
speaking in 1972 at the Second World
Conference on National Parks in
Yellowstone National Park IUSAI. US/S

ment for development. It
is not just for protecting
animals, it is a more effi-
cient way of improving hu-
man welfare."

Today Dr Budowski is
Director of Natural Re-
sources at the University
for Peace, an honorary or
active member of three
TUCN Commissions, advi-
sor and member ofhonour
of IvVWE and professor
emeritus of the Center
for Research and Training
in Tropical Agriculture
(CATIE). He is a declared
fan of ecotourism and in
his future envisions serv-
ing as an expert guide for
high-level scientific and
technical expeditions.

Tireless, multifaceted,
polemical, and a skilled
strategist (he wasVenezue-
la's chess champion for
several years), he is above
all a scientist. Drawing on the lessons
he learned at IUCN, he advises his sci-
entist colleagues: "be specialized, but
maintain a generalist vision; take into ac-
count the social, economic and political
aspects of environmental problems, but
never lose your love for science."

Gerardo Budowski's first scientific love
was identifying trees. "Even today,
when I travel, I look at trees. ldentify-
ing one is like finding a friend." IUCN

At 73 he still has a quick step, candid
smile and eyes that seem to light up when
he speaks of the things that inspire him:
his daughters, his work, classical music,
chess, and of course, his soulmates, the
trees.

And he still has new thoughts to offer:
"Catastrophes will help us to attain that
famous sustainability," he says. "Catas-
trophes will make humanity react. It is
not fine words or logic, but catastrophes
that will change us. I want to be an in-
strument for achieving those changes,
and I am optimistic. I believe humanity
will react. I have faith, especially in
young people."

Gabriela Hernandez

{translated by Leslie Simmons}

DUNCAN POORE

After Ge¡ardo Budowski left IUCN in 1979, Duncan Poore served as
Acting Director General. During th¡s per¡od we both attended long-
running meet¡ngs of UNEP in Nairobi. Duncan is a keen observer of
wildlife and its habitat, and is always happ¡est when he is ¡n the f¡eld.

Each morning while in NairoÞi we would rise early to watch and
photograph happenings in Nairobi National Park Þefore Þ¡eakfast and
the start of formal business, always a pleasant start to the day. Our
excursion ovef a weekend toAmbosel¡ turned into an unexpected ad-
ventur€; we strayed ¡nto Tanzan¡a but tecovered w¡thout getting into
trouÞle.

Duncan left IUCN in 1976 to Þecome Professor of Forest Science at
Oxford Universit¡1, end can tegularly be s¡ghted at IUCN meet¡ngs. He
has made outstand¡ng contr¡butions ¡n the dynamics of plant comrnu-
nities and their vital role in achieving effective conservet¡on.

Frank Nicholls
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Our only hope

I have found that the greatest challenge of myjob as Regional

D¡rector for Eastern Africa is to harmonize the different interests

of these many paftners - government agencies, donors, NGOs

and local groups -while somehow accomplishing the specific

aims of each project, assuring the quality of our final product,

and keeping in line with the Union3 global mission. This is a

difficult assignment indeed.

It is hard to imagine that anything will be conseryed
without the active participat¡on of all stakeholders. Pulling

all of them along will inevitably be difficult and slow. lt
will at times present seemingly insurmountable problems

to Regional Directors like myself and those who work with
us. But if this is the real and perhaps only hope for the
future, then ¡t ¡s worth the trouble for IUCN as an inst¡tution
and for all of us as individuals at the coal face.

Eldad Tukahirwa

Running out of options

IUCN in Gland was still a small, cosy, somewhat self-centred

organizat¡on when ljoined it ¡n January I 987. My role was

to take over an expanded plants operation based at the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Kew {UK}. Being outposted at Kew had

many advantages, apart from the superb location. Many

alliances were forged and our effotts helped put plant con-

servat¡on on the world stage.

What of the future? David McDowell admits in his preface

to the spec¡al issue of World Conservation on plants

(2/981 thatthe proportion of effort and resources devoted

to conservation of plant life remains ¡nadequate desp¡te

its recognized importance in terms of global ecological

sustainability and economics.
Itend to share a widely held view that, once again, plants

deserve a separate programme that ¡mpacts across the Un¡on.

I believe that much stronger links should be established w¡th

bodies such as FAO and lPGRl, and nat¡onal and regional

agencies concerned with genetic resources and agriculture,

so that agroecology and the conservat¡on of agrobiodiv-
ers¡ty become areas of
concern and effective
action by IUCN. We have
heard plenty of rhetoric
about the impending fate

of plant diversity, but
we st¡ll lack a coherent
strategy for tackling it.

We are rapidly running
out of options.

Vernon Heywood

Finding our own way

Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of IUCN, and part of
what makes it unique, is that each of the Regional and
Countryr Offices is allowed to discover ¡ts own character. Our
office was created in I 994, afew years after the Union started

work in South America. because of the interest of the
members.

I have been very grat¡fied by our good relat¡ons with our
members - some I 00 in I 0 countries - and the¡r sat¡sfaction

with us. Another sat¡sfiing aspect of my years at IUCN, so

far; has been the wonderful atmosphere of teamwork at
SUR - partly because we have such a good team.

Juanita Castaño

Genuine commitment

IUCN always - perhaps very properly - appears so serious

in everything ¡t does, that one adventure stands out as an

except¡on. lt involved a group of senior contr¡butors to the
deliberations of the I 961 Arusha Conference (see key dates,

page27l.
My companions in the Landrover had arrived hotfoot from

Arusha and we were visiting Murchison Falls Nat¡onal Park

in Uganda. I had been warden of the Park for exactly one
week, and to call me "green behind the ears" would have

been a compliment! Max Nicholson, Ritchie Calder (later Lord

Calder) and a th¡rd partywhose name sounded like "Monsieur

Bouffe" wished to see as much as possible, and lwas driving

them to the top of the spectacular falls. ln the process I got
somewhat engaged with a large group of elephants who
seemed rather upset by our presence and showed it by much

charging about, tearing up of bushes and an incredible
cacophony of rumbling and trumpeting. 'Monsieur Bouffe'
liked to photograph everyth¡ng he saw to the extent that
when each new opportunity presented ¡tself a general cry
would go up, "Monsieur Bouffe en le roof!"

On this part¡cular occasion, howevet he was very much
helping to ma¡ntaín a low centre of gravity for our vehiclel
Ritchie Calder remained very sto¡c, sitting bolt upright in his

seat watching the elephants' display with some awe. Max
Nicholson, on the other hand, held binoculars to h¡s eyes

and exclaimed, "yes, yes, a lesser chanting goshawk, I am
quite certain." lndeed, the bird was coweríng in the bushes

even as the elephants wreaked havoc on the surrounding
vegetation.

I was enormously impressed at the tremendous land
single-mindedj commitment to ornithology that was be¡ng

demonstrated by this senior member of IUCN.

Roger J' ìrl/heatera.e.úL mtd.r.t..t¡.ntit.
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Musiti means forest
An interviewwith BihiniWon VØa Musiti

Q: When did you begin working with
IUCN?

Bihini: I first became closely involved
with the Union in 1983 when I was work-
ing for the Zaïre Institute of Nature Con-
servation, which is responsible for the
management of protected areas of the
Democratic Republic of Congo.

Ourwhite rhino was facing extinction.
From a population of thousands in the
1950s it fell to 200-300 in the 1960s and
by 1982 it was dor,rm to 13, because of
heavy poaching. The northern white
rhino is found only in our country so
the threat was serious.

IUCN and government representa-
tives - that is, our institution - went to
the President (Mobutu Sese Seko) with a
plan for the rhino to be taken away from
Zaire for breeding and to ensure their
survival. The answer came from the
President that it would not be opportune
to let these animals go abroad. But since
then, conservation of the species be-
came his concern and protection meas-
ures got his support. This came about
all because of the intervention of IUCN.

tionalTrade in Endangered Species). He
put me in contact with the specialist
group and I became co-chair. I believe
the specialist groups are some of the best
publicity organs of IUCN, and the Com-
missions bring countless numbers of
people to IUCN, much more than any-
thing that the Secretariat does.

Q: On a more personal front, how has
life changed in your home village over
the past 30 years with regard to conser-
vation?

Bihini: For a long time it changed for the
worse, in myviewbecause of the impact
of the market economy. Many of the
people have to struggle to pay for their
children to attend school. The onlyway
people can earn money is through agri-
culture or fishing - hunting is no longer
possible because ofthe reduction ofspe-
cies in the wild, both in numbers and
diversity. Individual species were
heavilypoached because of the prices
they could fetch. The pressures brought
a great change to our culture. People
started to think only of themselves and

their families. They focused on their
problems instead of being concerned
about the life of the community.

It was a big sociological change: the
community forest had been managed for
a very long time by the villagers, who
planted fruit, useful trees and some veg-
etables there. Everyone abided by the
rules governing harvest time and village
custom barred people from fishing in the
local wetland except once a year. All this
elaborate traditional system of customs
and laws was destroyed.

Q: Are things gettingworse?

Bihini: No, fortunatelythings are begin-
ning to change back again. The tradi-
tional chief, with support from the
government, sent round a notice that
Fridays are to be given over to village
business. People are not supposed to go

to the forest or do any similar work on
Fridays. They sit in the village and deal
with local issues. Nowthey are even talk-
ing about building a school. The district
officers support the system because it is
their responsibility to decide how many

Q: Was the protection effective?

Bihini: Today we have more than 30

northern white rhino. The project initi-
ated by IUCN has to be considered a

model of species conservation, both for
its flexibility and for its achievements. To

me it proved that IUCN was truly a

global leader in conservation.

Q: Was this your first experience with
the Union?

Bihini: In fact, myvery first contact with
IUCN came even earlier, through the El-
ephant Specialist Group of the Species

Survival Commission. There was a pro-
posal for the country to be allowed to sell

ivory because of our large elephant
population. Rowan Martin from Zimba-
bwe came to conduct a survey on behalf

of CITES (the Convention on Interna-

Rhino rapport
ln I 985 I had the unique privilege to lead a mission to Zaire in response to a GA
resolution about Rhino conservation. lwas to accompany IUCNS founding Secre
tary GeneralJean-Paul Harroy and the em¡nent Swedish Conservationist Kai Curry-
Lindahl to meet President Mobutu of Zaire to persuade hím to take better care of
his rhinos. We waited for five days in our hotel whilst ¡ntermediaries liaised with
the Mobutu minders at his palace. At last we were admitted to his pr¡vate quarters
at the palace and told to wa¡t. F¡nally this ep¡tome of all things wicked and
corrupt breezed into the room in a Hawaiian style shirt - he was relatively slim,

relaxed, totally unpretentious and remarkably well-informed about conservation
and rhinos. We had a highly convivial discussion lasting about an hour and were
served fruitjuice from the Presidents farm. Mobutu did follow up on our discussions
and the rhinos have outlived everyone who was in the room except me. But the
lesson for me was the corrupt¡ng ability of absolute power - and that many of the
evil dictators that we read about in the newspapers were probably people with
considerable qualities and charisma when they assumed power

Jeff Sayer

OUOIiABìLE
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bags ofpeanuts, how many sacks of cas-

sava, will be sent to market to be sold and
how many will be kept for village use.
They have an interest in sustainability.

Q: How has your early experience
affected your work with IUCN?

Bihini: It has had a very big impact be-
cause I am very aware that any ideas I
seek to put forward cannot be simply
theoretical. They have to offer practical
means. And when I go to avillage, I learn
from the people I meet, I learn from what
I see with my own eyes. There are lessons
to be learned, messages to be extracted,
from the way people live and use their
natural resources. The relationship
between conservation and traditional
knowledge must be encouraged. And
learning by doing is the best way.

This is one reason I am glad to be
involvedwith the Sustainable Use Initia-
tive. Sustainabilityof resource use means
managing people rather than resources,
of course, but how can we manage peo-
ple uls à uls resources if poverty is the
overwhelming problem? Solving popu-
lation issues is the golden gate to con-
servation. And land tenure and resource
tenure are the basis for the solution.

Q: What should IUCN do in Central
Africa?

Bihini: Our region provides a good
example of IUCN filling a niche that no-
one else can fill. There is a lot of compe-
tition, even conflict, between NGOs, civil
society and governments with regard to
the environment. What is usually miss-
ing is an intermediary who is not
involved in this competition. The Cen-
tral African Forest Development Forum
was set up on IUCN's initiative precisely
to provide this kind of forum for states
of our region. It is the sort of service
which no other body can offer.

One of IUCNS newest staff members,
Dr Bihini Won wa Musiti speaks nine lan-
guages. A trained vet, he stud¡ed ín his

home country of Democrat¡c Republic of
Congo (Zairel, Belgium and lndia before
joining IUCN3 Central African Programme.
based in Brazzaville, Congo, in 1995.

Villagers in Buba, Guinea-Bissau, place heavy sacks on fish to help dry them.
An IUCN project to promote sustainable management of fishery resources has
greatly benefited and empowered village women. IUCN/Wendy Goldstein

Guinea-Bissau: conflict over resources
On 7 June I 998 the majority of Guínea-Bissau5 mil¡taryjoined a rebellion led by
Brig. Ansumane Mané, the formerArmy Chief of Staff. lnside Guinea-Bissau3 bor-
ders, the f¡rst react¡on was incredulity. Many could not believe the gunshots heard
at the start of fightrng. After that, feelings were divided between fear of a regional

flareup and relative equanimity. This was certainly true of the small IUCN team and
¡ts numerous partners, who see what is at stake beyond the short-term issues of
power

The IUCN programme in Guinea-Bissau, w¡th the support of Coopération Suisse,

¡s try¡ng to find ways to avert conflicts over natural resources. The approach de
pends essentially on flexibility. ln multiplying and diversiling its act¡v¡ties to ¡nvolve

local populations, traditional systems and adm¡nistrat¡ve authorities, the programme

is helping Guinea society to evolve towards sound management of the coastal
environment through applied research, control of access to resources, and proper
commercial explo¡tat¡on of natural resources.

Our route has been plainly marked: the coastal populations of Guinea-B¡ssau do
not have much to be taught about susta¡nable util¡zation of resources. However,
peoples' livelihoods are under extreme pressure as abuses of the environment accel-

erate, from clearcutting of mangroves and forests to destruct¡ve harvest¡ng of sharks

and other commerc¡al fish for export.

Each day of conflict, even if it does not br¡ng death, costs Guinea-Bissau dear. lt
destroys another fragment of the countryS three main assets: ¡ts natural resources,

its trad¡tional systems wh¡ch have conserved those resources, and the energy by
which its burgeoning democracy was expanding further and further to the benefit

of the whole nation.
For the moment we hope that the war will not destroy all that has been achieved

in the ten years of work to strengthen Guinea-Bissaus efforts to manage its natural

resources sustainably, and that it will soon be possible to resume our efforts and to
do even more.

Philippe Tous
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Advocating
alongside
members

ByAntonio M. Claparols

Many IUCN mem-
bers maynot reafize
just how important
membership status
is to some of us, giv-
ing us the authority
and moral support
we need to fight
some of our region's
most forbidding environmental battles:

- in 1983 IUCN supported the effort
of the Environmental Society of the
Philippines (ESP) to stop the operations
of the BNPP-Bataan nuclear power plant
in Morong, Bataan, which lay ominously
on top of an earthquake fault.

- In the same year IUCN supported
ESP and local NGOs in their campaign
to stop construction of the Chico River
dam.

- IUCN, with the help of ESP and the
AnimalWelfare Institute as well as other
US-based NGOs successfully lobbied for
an Amendment to the Black Bass and
Lacey Acts Amendment to include
corals, thereby preventing their ship-
ment from the Philippines to any port in
the USA.

But the battle is far from over. A
number of environmentally destructive
projects have nevertheless received per-
mission to proceed.

Today, as we tackle these issues -
many of which have important regional
and global implications - I am gratified
to serve as an elected Regional Council-
lor. IUCN and ESP are linked more
strongly than ever in the pursuit of the
Union's mission.

It is difficult to imagine where we
would be todaywithout the Union's help,
and without the strength and influence

- and indeed protection - we enjoy as a

result of IUCN membership.

Anton¡o M. Claparols is Pres¡dent of the
Ecological Soc¡ety of the Philippines' and

an IUCN Regional Councillor for South and

EastAsia.

Pierre Goeldlin,
Councillor for the
Swiss Confederation
and Canton de Vaud
(left), presents former
IUCN President
Mohamed Kassas with
the John C. Phillips
Medal (1990).
IUCN/Nikki Meith

MOFIAII'IED I(ASSAS

My recollections of Mohamed Kassas |IUCN President, l97A-841are of
a wonderfully warm, humble, inspiring, intelligent pol¡te and amus-
ing professoË He attracted grcat r€spect and affection fiom everyone
he kneq and IUCN benefited hugely fiom his pÍesence and guidance.
He was aÞle to navigate his way through the most difficult Council
discussions, always with a smile on his face. His manner of chairing
Council was somewhat unique and did occes¡onally lead to confusion -
and even ¡rr¡tat¡on - in that he tended to use the egenda as a rough
guide rather than a rigid plan; th¡ngs could change very quickly!

His one rcgret, as far as I know, was that IUCN refused to bring the
desert ¡nto ¡ts agrced p¡ogramme. lñllrile he agrced that diversity was
¡mportant, he Þelieved that the fragility of the desert biome made it
equal in ¡mportance to the rnore diverse b¡omes that IUCN focused on.
ln fact, his farewell speech at the Madúd General Assembly inspired
those of us at the Consenretion for Development Centre ICDC| to launch
the Sahel Programme.

Mike Cockerell

Riding the rollerlcoester
IUCN-US is unique among the RCOs in that it was originally created in the I 980s as an

NGO to promote US state membership of the Union. This was achieved in I 990, thank
¡n large part to Cameron Saunders, a long-term career service officer in the State De-
partment, who continued to push the ¡ssue ¡n Wash¡ngton year after year.

The Office suffered ftom one major drawback, however: ¡t was not recognized as

having internat¡onal status under US law and therefore d¡d not qualify for exempt¡ons

such as US hiring pract¡ces for foreign nat¡onals. That was remedied by special legis-

lation enacted by Congress in 1994, thanK largely to the efforts of my predecessor

Byron Swift, and confirmed by Executive order of President Cl¡nton. I th¡nk that the Red

Cross is the only similar body that has been accorded this special status.

Scott Hajost

ou.oúlBl"E
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The pursuit of relevance
An interview with Delmar Blasco

Q: How has the Union changed in the
last couple ofdecades?

DB: I first came to IUCN in 1985 to be
the head of the Membership Unit. Since
then the Union has become a much
more multicultural and multi-discipli-
nary organization - and much more in
touch with the'real world'. This makes it
a great deal more relevant today than it
was 15 years ago.

Q: What was the Union's relationship
with members at that time?

DB: In November 1984, when I was
working on a short contract as a consult-
ant with WWF International in Gland,
IUCN invited me to join their team of
volunteers for the Madrid General As-
sembly. My only specific role was to in-
troduce a paper that we had prepared
with Tom Stoel, who at that time was with
the Natural Resources Defense Council
in Washington, about how to make the
Union a membership-driven institution.
We presented the paper, and it stimu-
lated some talk about involving the
members more actively in the work of
the Union. But that was the end of it, at
least for the moment.

Q: Whathappenedthen?

DB: Before I joined the Union, the work
of the membership unit was mainly ad-
ministrative, collecting dues from mem-
bers and keeping the membership and
mailing lists up-to-date. There was little
intention of making the Membership
Unit a real force within the Secretariat.

There was something wrong with this.
On paper and according to the Statutes,
IUCN was a membership institution,
and yet members had very little say in
what the Union was doing. The Secre-
tariat did whatever it thought was right
and expected members to follow. For all
practical purposes, the Union was the
Secretariat. Those who didn't follow or
who disagreed were considered "bad

members" and the Secretariat didn't
worry much about what they thought.

Q: What didyou do aboutit?

DB: Kenton Miller, the Director General
of IUCN at that time, clearly wanted to
change the situation when he hired me.
Nevertheless, for the next five years I
had to struggle to make the Secretariat
understand and accept that the institu-
tion should be membership-driven. We

had some internal discussions, and
there was a special seminar in which all
the staffwere invited to discuss the no-
tion. But a lot of the high-level staff at
that time - with the exception of Kenton

- were very sceptical, and not very
happy with the idea of moving the
Union in that direction.

\iVhen the Costa Rica GeneralAssem-
bly came round in 1987, we renewed our
attempts to give power to the real stake-
holders of the institution. This resulted
in some minor improvements, but no
real change. We went from Costa Rica
to the Perth General Assembly in 1990

in more-or-less the same predicament.
By now the Secretariat had changed its
ideas about membership participation,
but there was no real implementation
ofthese ideas.

Q: Was the Union starting to change in
other ways?

DB: There were several other realities
the Union needed to come to terms with.
As the first LatinAmerican to have a rela-
tively important role in the Secretariat, I
felt that one of these issues was cultural
diversity. The staff at Headquarters at
that time was heavily dominated by
"Anglo-Saxon' culture in all its aspects.

As a LatinAmerican and one of the very
few non Anglo-Saxons to be in a post of
responsibility, I fought really hard for
other cultures to have a say in what the
Union was doing. I also started to estab-
lish stronger links with the Latin Ameri-
can membership, which at that time
were very weak.

I worked with Yolanda Kakabadse,
now the President of the Union, to
organize the first meeting of LatinAmeri-
can members in Ecuador in 1987, just
before the Costa RicaAssembly. It was a
huge success, and I think that was the
beginning of a really strong presence of
Latin American members in the Union
and the beginning of strong push from
the members themselves to really
change things. I also fought to have
Spanish adopted as the third official
language of the institution, a battle

I(ENTON MIttER
The World Congress on Net¡onal Parks end Protected Areas held in
Bali in 1982 was an outstanding success, and Kenton Millers repu-
tation as Chair of CNPPA stood high. He was therefore a naturat
choice to become Director General when Lee Talbot resigned, ln his
period of office between 1983 and t988 the Conservation for
Development Centre became operat¡onal, and the project offices it
established in developing countr¡es became the forerunners of the
worldwide network of Regional and Country Offices that now
dominate the Secretariat. ln t 985, Kenton cr€eted the Headquarters
Membership Unit as a focal point for the exPending membership,
and a means both of supporting them and reallzing their enormous
untapped potent¡al. He himself - as a fluent Spanish speaker - did
much to enhance the UnionS attractiveness to members in Latin
America and to promote Spanish as an official language'

Martin Holdgate
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IUCN President M. S. Swaminathan
addresses the 1986 Conference on
Conseruation and Development:
Implementing the World Conservation
Strategy in Ottawa, Canada. His
wisdom and humanity helped sensitize
the Union to the problems of the
developing world. IUCN

we finally won at the Perth General
Assembly.

Another battle was to recognise that
there were two groups of members in
IUCN, the governmental membership
and the non-governmental membership,
and that the Union had to find a balance
in obtaining, respecting, embracing, and
using the views and contributions of-
fered by each. I sensed in the Secretariat
a certain disdain for the NGO cluster of
members in IUCN. They were, in some
respects, considered a second class of
membership. I thought - and I continue
to think - that NGOs have a very impor-
tant contribution to make. IUCN should
take full account of that contribution,
and balance it with the contributions
that governments can and should make.

Q: Who else, besides Kenton Miller,
were the allies of change?

DB: At the end of the 1980s, IUCN had
the great privilege of having Dr
Swaminathan as President. He displayed
a deep sensitivity that was in many ways
quite uncommon in the Union at that
time. To be frank, I do not think that the
Unionknewhowto take advantage of all

the wisdom that Dr Swaminathan had to

offer. But he was a great President, and
very important at a moment when the
Union did not have very much real sen-
sitivity to ThirdWorld issues and towards
making environment and development
two sides of the same coin - in spite of
the'lip service' it paid to these matters.

A major issue during that period was
how to bring conservation nearer to
development concerns. I think that the
Union had a painful journey towards
accepting that conservation must be
fully integrated into development con-
cerns globally - that is, not only in the
developing world but also with regard to
the t5pe of development that has hap-
pened and is happening in the'North'.
Though IUCN had helped launch the
World Conservation Strategy, the notion
of sustainable development seemedvery
remote from the IUCN that I found at the
end of the 19B0s. Dr Swaminathan
played a large part in sensitizing the
Union to these issues.

Q: How did things develop from there?

DB: I had the pleasure of organizing the
Perth General Assembly with the Aus-
tralians, and it was very successful in
many aspects. But the idea of a real
membership-driven Union was still not
fully accepted.

lVhen I left the Secretariat in early
l99l I felt that although I had had some
success in promoting the issues that I
really care about, it was not enough;
some things had changed, but not suffi-
ciently to my taste.

Maybe I left too soon. Myimpression
is that the real turning point in the cul-
ture of the Union was the Buenos Aires
GeneralAssemblyin 1994. I think it was
then and there that the membership re-
allyimposed on the Union and the Sec-

retariat the notion that IUCN should be
a fully membership-driven institution,
and that the real roots of the Union
should be in the regions, and in the in-
dividual countries.

Q: Has that idea been realized today?

DB: I think that in spite of the mistakes
that may have been committed in the
period since Buenos Aires, overall the
Union has moved in the right direction

and advanced in very significant and im-
portant ways. \^/hat the Union may have
witnessed in the recent past has been
precisely the consequences of a pro-
found and genuine change thatwas long
overdue.

The 50th anniversaryfinds the Union
in a good position. It finds a Union that
is much more in tune with the real world
and with the real expectations and needs
of this world. Institutions always have
room for improvement. Theyhave to be
in a permanent state of change in order
to keep up with the times.

But I think the Union has come to the
very place where it has to be at this point
in time. Consequently, it has a chance
to make a true and significant contribu-
tion to sustainable development on this
planet - possibly a better position than
ever before.

Delmar Blasco is from Argentina. He served
in IUCN as Head of the Membership and
External Relations Unit from 1985 to l99l .

Since I 995 he has been the Secretary Gen-

eral of the Convention on Vletlands
(Ramsar. lran, 197 l), which now has I l2
member countr¡es.

IUCN who?
ln a developing country where the
Union was not very well known, I be-
gan to introduce IUCN to a group of
¡nterested ladies. One of them asked:

"Where is it made? ln lndia?"

"No, it is not made. lt was born in
France..." lsaid.

"No, no. I mean, where can I get
it?," she asked.

"Get what?" I sa¡d.

"This new device," she said.

lgotthe point. "Madam," lsaid, 'That
is called IUCD (intra-uter¡ne contra-
ceptive device). What I am talk¡ng
about is |UCN."

"OK," she said, and lost interest.

M. A. Partha Sarathy
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GeneralAssemblies
For most members of the IUCN family,
General Assemblies are the¡r major
chance to directly influence the UnionS
Programme. Over the years they
changed greatly, from essentially tech-
nical meetings to general conservation
free-for-alls. By the most recent - the
World Conservation Congress in gath-
ering in Montreal - they had evolved
into truly "world" events, where glo-
bal agendas are set and long-term
problems addressed.

Madrid, 1984'. lmagen Fotografos

Christchurch, 19dJ1. Bing Lucas

Buenos Aires, 1991. IUCNlNikki Meith
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High Noon at the Heritage Site

By Peter Hulm

My hotelkeeper said: "If I see any
greenies around here, I'll take my gun to
them." In the restaurant, averyloud and
drunk customer wobbled up to the table
and blurted out what sounded liks "You

know what they're trying to do? Destroy
our way of life. Over my dead body."

The reason for the brovr¡n backlash?

Iim Thorsell was in tonm.

Jim is IUCN'sWorld Heritage advise¡
charged with evaluating natural sites
proposed for theWorld Heritage list.

We were stopping over in one of Aus-
tralia's most amazing natural environ-
ments. Offthe coast, herds of up to 1000

dugongs fed on acres of seagrass, dol-
phins cruised inshore to be fed by hu-
man beings. Dor,r¡n the road were pools
of blue-green algae pre-dating Earth's
oxygen-dependent life forms. Beaches of
tinypink seashells ran nearlyten metres
deep. Iust a few hundred kilometres
away was one of the world's most spec-
tacular coral reefs, and all around we
feasted our eyes on the turquoise and
emerald water of the Indian Ocean.

This was Shark Bay, north of Perth,
Western Australia, a treasure trove of
coastal marine life and home to some of
Australia's most endangered mammals.
By chance, we arrived in 1990 at the same
time as lim, IUCN's scientific adviser to

the World Heritage Committee of
UNESCO (the UN Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization), had turned
up at the town of Denham on an inspec-
tion tour to decide whether to recom-
mend that Shark Bay should become a

World Heritage Site.

It was a good way to learn that con-
servation is apassionate subjectfor peo-
ple on both sides of the fence, and that
whenyou debate the environment, you
may think facts are all that count, but
truth has nothing to do with it - unless
you can communicate the relevance of
your findings. For the truth is that
Denham depends ontourism to survive,
but is already suffering from overload.

The Perth General Assembly a few
days later couldn't have been a greater

contrast: Australian demonstrators who
felt IUCN wasnt green enough gathered

with their banners outside the confer-
ence hall. Butthe'wild greenies' proved
as Parliamentarily sawy as any of their
suited opponents, and won respect for
their willingness and ability to use
democratic techniques.

Peter Hulm went to Perth on behalf of the
Population and Development Programme
of ÍUCN, and shared product¡on credits on
'Caring for the Earth'.

Australia's own natural wonders were
very much on the agenda atthe Perth
General Assembly. Shark Bay (above),
one of the excursion sites, demon-
strated on-the-ground some of the
controversies that erupted in the
Conference hall. IUCNlJim Thorsell

Left: "Ecotourists" yisft Cape Hallett,
Antarctica. The Antarctic Conseruation
Strategy contains a large section on
tourism management. IUCN|J\n Thorsell

Antarctic action
IUCN has been involved in Antarctica
as far back as I 9ó0, when the Vlarsaw
GApassed a resolution urging that pro
tected areas be established there.
Nearly everyAssembly since then has

passed a resolution on Antarctica.
The culmination of all these efforts

came in I 99 I when the then Director
General, Sir Martin Holdgate - a long-
time "Antarctophile"- led the prepara-

tion of 'A Strategy for Antarctic Con-
servation". This landmarkdocument
was provided to the Antarct¡c Treaty

Consultative meet¡ng and remains to-
day the most comprehensive source on
what is needed to conserve the frozen
cont¡nent.

The Antarctic Protocol finally came
into force at the beginning of this yeaç

and now IUCN and other groups are
working to make sure it is imple-
mented' 

Jim Thorsell
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Costa Rica: affirming
a human right
Among General Assemblies, that of
Costa Rica in l9BB looms large in my
mind. lt was a milestone primarily
because of its emphasis on two long-
neglected issues in conservat¡on:
economics and population. Members
were ¡nvited to look at these two
issues in the context of the World
Conservation Strategy, the I 980 docu-
ment that changed the course of
conservation.

The VICS was a suryival plan for
humanity, w¡th a simple message: we
must not destroy the natural resources

on which life immediately depends,
leaving behind a legacy of destitution
and cyclical poverty for future genera-
tions. lts central objective - sustain-
able utilization of nature's resources -
is analogous to mainta¡ning one's capi-

tal reserves while spending the interest.

ïhe WCS was perhaps IUCN's
crowning achíevement. Together with
its successor Caring for the Earth, it
demonstrated the grow¡ng awareness

in the conservation community that
env¡ronmental ¡ssues are "people" is-

sues. Today it remains a strong and
vigorous instrument, and should be
apprec¡ated for what it is: a social and
political document affirming an essen-

tial human right, the r¡ght to survive.

As Costa Rican President Oscar Arias
put ¡t, "We have no author¡ty whatsq
ever to depríve our fellow men of the
r¡ght to live."

Gunavant M. Oza

Resolutions: ready, set, fight!

By George Greene

The General Assembly of IUCN has over
the years been a fairly staid affair, al-
though the Montreal Congress provided
a measure of excitement as a public
event. The elections of IUCN officers
and the various mandatory decisions
which are taken by IUCN members do
provide the necessary programme and
budget guidance essential to the govern-

ance of IUCN, but they are usually not
very dramatic. \fhat does stand out is
the resolutions process, for the emotion
as well as the heartache that it evokes.

I have witnessed and participated in
the resolutions process as an IUCN
member, volunteer and Secretariat
member. I also had the honour and grief
of chairing the Resolutions Committee
at the Buenos Aires General Assembly
and can vouch for the trials and tribula-
tions that members, Secretariat and vol-
unteers go through in ensuring that
IUCN produces a valuable set of policy
directions.

Resolutions are essential to the func-
tioning of the Union. However, at the
same time, they can be a huge source of
dissension. They can be an effective

means for the governmental and non-
governmental houses of IUCN to reach
common ground and influence interna-
tional and national conservation policy.
Or they can lead to sharp divisions, or
what is worse - an opting out by one or
other of IUCN's governing houses.

I remember in Buenos Aires having to
take long but hurried walks before each
session on resolutions to steel myself for
the sometimes raucous behaviour and
often strong views expressed from the
floor by members in dealing with reso-
lutions.

Let's hope that with a streamlined
process, one which has broader support
from members - some of whom are now
saying that the resolutions process is out
of hand - we can regain not only the vig-
our but the import of IUCN resolutions
when they are raised on the international
stage.

George Greene ¡s Ass¡stant Director Gen-
eral of IUCN. An environmental engineer
he was previously Director General of Policy

Developmentat the Canadian lnternational
Development Agency (ClDAl.

Grab the mom€ftt....
Conceived as the restoration of an entire Central American tropical dry forest
ecosystem, and a new kind of user-friendly and society-friendly tropical wildland
admin¡stration, the Area de Conservación Guanacaste (ACG) in northwestern
Costa Rica evolved out of the seeds planted by the classic national parks (Parque

Nacíonal Santa Rosa and Parque Nacional Rincón de la Vieja) and forest reserves

fOrosi Forest Reserve).

Because the 1988 IUCN General Assembly was held in Costa Rica, it had
some unexpected and profound local consequences that led to the endowment
of theACG. By bringing together the worlds conservationists to discuss global
problems, it gave ACG staff a chance to lay out their work and dreams to the
Swedish Government. And today, the 131,000 ha ACG has a Sl2 million
management endowment, I l9 professional staff, most of ¡ts land acquisition
bills paid, and minimal infrastructure, and very peaceful neighbours.

Without the IUCN meet¡ng, would this have happened? Maybe' but more

likely, maybe not.
Dan Janzen

The WCS and its successor, Caring for
the Eafth, are considered by many the
Union's crowning achievements. IUCN
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Waltzing w¡th
Bannikov
The IUCN General Assembly in
Ashkhabad, USSR (19781 was a

memorable one for SSC. ProfessorA.
G. Bannikov organized theAssemþly
and produced a magnifìcent book on
the threatened animals of the USSR

to mark this occas¡on. An IUCN Vice
President, he was an influential figure
¡n conservation, greatly ahead of his

t¡me ¡n terms of "glasnost" and rela-

tionships with the new Russia of to-
day. We were splendidly entertained
w¡th offic¡al opera and ballet and un-
officially with the local opera house,
which put on a different opera every
night for lOp a seat Professor
Bannikov whirled me around the
dance floor at the clos¡ng ceremony,
which must have been impressive as

IUCN staff apparently still talk
about it.

Jane Fenton

Discover¡ng
the Union
Looking at IUCN through NGO eyes, I

was not aware of the complex real¡ty

of the organizat¡on. I saw it as a rather
simple collection of members. Butover

the years, part¡cularly my recent five as

a Councillo[ I began to see ¡t as a hy-

dra-headed being. As soon as one
head become clearly visible, another
appearsjust behind it.

Perhaps my greatest revelation
came at my f¡rst General Assembly,

when the many layers and dimensÍons

of IUCN were.revealed through the
iange and diversit¡r of issues being dis-

cussed, tne amazing richness of the
discourse, the ¡nfinite hair-splitting, the
thoroughly upsetting politics. I saw
how an apparently simple solid object
like an elephant's tusk can symbolize
many different things to many d¡ffer-

ent people.

It has been a journeY of continual
discovery.

Khawar Mumtaz
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lndira Gandhi was closely involved in the launch of Operation Tiger. WWF-lndia

Of pandas, tigers and IUCN in lndia

BySamarSingh

Most people in conservation know that
IUCN andVWVF have enjoyed alonghis-
tory together, including a period of
about twenty years when they shared a
joint headquarters in Switzerland. What
is not so well knovr¡n is the role IUCN
played in the creation of \MWF-India,
coinciding with the launch of a cam-
paign for tiger protection that eventually
led to India's Project Tiger.

The keyfigures in this respectwere Dr
Karan Singh, then Union Minister for
Tourism and Civil Aviation and Chair-
man of the Indian Board forWildlife, and
K. S. Sankhala, who later became the first
Director of Project Tiger. Both spear-
headed the campaign for saving the ti-
ger at the Tenth IUCN GeneralAssembly
in New Delhi in 1969. Earlier, Dr Karan
Singh had persuaded the Government of
India, led by Indira Gandhi, to declare

the Tiger as the National Animal and
then to place a ban on the export ofti-
ger skins. K. S. Sankhala presented the
IUCN Assembly with a detailed paper
titled 'TheVanishing Indian Tiger'. This
received wholehearted support and the
Assembly passed unanimously a resolu-
tion recommending (1) a moratorium on

the killing of tigers pending research into
population trends, (2) that tourism be
shifted from commercial hunting to
tiger-watching in national parks and
sanctuaries, and (3) that legal protec-
tions be better enforced.

Acting on this resolution, which really
represented the force of the world con-
servation community at that time, Indira
Gandhi's Government imposed a mora-
torium on the killing of tigers in the
country and took a series of other steps
which started the Project Tiger in India.
Needless to add that IUCN and \.VVW

played an active role inmoving this proc-
ess forward, andWWF committed con-
siderable financial support to the
initiative.

Samar Singh is Secretary General of the
World V/ide Fund for Nature-lndia IIVWF-
lndia). He has served as Cha¡r of the CITES

Standing Comm¡ttee (1981 -1985), Vice-

Chair of CNPPA for the lndoMalayan Realm

ll98 l-19891, and IUCN Regional Council-
lor for EastAsia ll98l-86). A recipient of
the Order of the Golden Ark, he is the
author of Conserving lndiab Natural
Heritage, (19871.
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A time to remember

We invited contributors to tell us what IUCN means to them, how it has changed
the¡r l¡ves, and what they remember most fondly from their years of association
w¡th the Union.

By Sir Martin Holdgate

Did IUCN change my life, the
Editor asks? Did I change
IUCN? \fhat was the funniest
or most embarrassing or most
memorable event in mytime of
association with the Union?

IUCN certainly changed my
life - indeed our lives, for it was
the first job I had had in which
Lizzie could really share, and
she loved the familyfeeling that
was so evident in Gland (even

when parts of the family were
squabbling).

I had knor¡tm IUCN for a long
time. In 1966, as DeputyDirec-
tor of the UK Nature Conserv-
ancy, I attended the General
Assembly in Lucerne (bringing
a letter from Max Nicholson
that confirmed British State
Membership). I knew Hal
Coolidge, Iean Baer and
François Bourlière, partly
because I was also very much
involved in the International
Biological Programme in which
the two latter figured promi-
nently. Hugh EIIiott and Frank
Fraser Darlingwere old friends. But I was
never deeply involved in IUCN affairs
until one day by the pool at the Norfolk
Hotel in Nairobi in May 1987.

Rapid recru¡tment

It was during the Governing Council of
UNEf; and I was there as Head of the UK
Delegation. WolfgangBurhenne tookme
aside during one of the interminable
rounds of evening parties and recep-
tions. "Kenton Miller is leaving IUCN,"

Sir Martin Holdgate addresses the
General Assembly in Perth, Western
Australia. IUCN

he said. "Would you be interested in be-
coming Director General?"

It fitted with family and career and we
sent a cautious message of interest.
Embarrassing Moment Number I soon
followed. A telegramme arrived in the

UK Department of the
Environment con gratulating
me on my appointment.
Signed TIUCN Presidentl
Swaminathan. I hadnt told
anyone in the Department
I was even considering
changing jobs. We hadn't
been to Gland to see whatwe
would be letting ourselves in
for. Swift footwork followed,
and we came.

Getting to know
you...

The GA in Costa Ricawas our
first real exposure. Politics
began on the 'plane, where
RaJ.nnond Junod of the Can-
ton de Vaud expressed puz-
zlement at why he had to go

to San ]osé to confirm the
Swiss offer of a new Head-
quarters when the Council
had already accepted it... But
the GAhas all the ingredients
I now know to be typical of
IUCN. A warm feeling as

conservationists from almost every-
where renewed old friendships. Lively
and highly professional workshops.
Excursions - for those who werent tied
up in politicking. And agonies over the
budget as Mike Cockerell presented a
scenario of doom and demanded a ten
percent cut...

And some splendid light touches, like
the walk through the streets from the
Opening Ceremonyto the Host Country
Reception, led by PresidentA¡ias, Presi-

dent Swaminathan and Prince Philip.
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Changing course

We arrived in Gland in February f 9BB. I
had told Lizzie rlnat after running a big
slice of a big Government Department
(and taking responsibility for steering
privatization of the national water indus-
try as well) leading IUCN, tiny and rather
amateurish as it seemed, would be "as

easy as falling off a log." There should
be time for some science - maybe even
to research and write a book or two.

In October 19BB frustrations erupted.
I wrote a memo to senior staff entitled
'Six months of Glandular fever' (as col-
leagues know, I am prone to weakpuns).
In it I castigated them for excessive indi-
vidualism, refusal to work as a team, and
a poor sense of priorities. I like to think
that by the time we left, six years later,
some of these problems had been at-
tended to. Certainly the Union was a lot
bigger, we did have a new Mission State-
ment and Strategy, had spread our Sec-

retariat around the world, were getting
closer to our members, and had made a

real effort to blend conservation and sus-

tainable development in newways.

On the move

But IUCN was fun. One attraction was
the diversity of people and places it took
you to - often with dramatic juxtaposi-
tions: Ministerial meetings in dark suits
in capital cities today, bumpy tracks
rising to the mountain mists or winding
through the savannah tomorrow

Perhaps themostmemorable of many
'days out' was with Aban Kabraji and
Mark Halle, when we flew by helicopter
from Islamabad northwards past the tan-
gled glaciers and soaringridges ofNanga
Parbat to see villages near Gilgit and
Hunza, where we were workingwith the
Aga I(tran Rural Support Programme led
by that dynamic and inspiring man,
Shoaib Sultan I(tran.

The idea was simple. The villages
needed a sustainable source of income.
The secret was to tap the rivulets that
trickled dovrm from the snows to the arid
valley floors, and irrigate gardens and

fruit orchards. AI(RSP provided the start-

up finance. The villages provided the la-

bour. IUCN provided the ecological

know-how. Meetings explained to village

men and women (separately, of course,
in that society) what was in it for them.
Enthusiasm and energy transformed
productivity: profits went to repay the
start-up loan and fund newprojects, and
the snowball rolled. And - hopefully -
overgrazing ofthe high pastures and de-
struction of the natural forests on the
mountains would slow and cease. It was
too soon to be sure, but development
and conservation clearly had to go hand
in hand in that marvellous world amid
the Earth's highest mountains, and we
felt that IUCN was really helping that
process.

Such moments were jewels on a string
of paperwork. Wrestling with the text of
Caringfor the Earth. Watching the new
Headquarters slowly emerging from a

hole in a cornfield. Preparing for two
GeneralAssemblies in Perth and Buenos
Aires. Trying to balance conflicting val-
ues passionately held by members, not
least on the legitimacy of sustainable
wildlife use (an argument that had rum-
bled since the days of lohn Muir and
Gifford Pinchot, a century ago). Perhaps
the most satisfring administrative task

was watching the Union's programme
and worldwide range of activities ex-
pand steadily, thanks to the support of
governments and their bilateral aid
agencies - especiallyin the Nordic coun-
tries, the Netherlands and our host
country Switzerland.

The Union3 folk

People were real highlights. It is clear
from my study of history that they have
been the key to IUCN's very survival in
times of crisis and have been spearheads
for its achievements. Iean Paul Harroy,
builder of the infant Union, was in tre-
mendous form and voice in 19BB at our
40th anniversary. We had a visit from
Max Nicholson, participant in the origi-
nal tour in Switzerland that led via
Brunnen to Fontainebleau. Maurice
Strong - who, as Executive Director of
UNEP and then Chair of the Bureau, res-

cued IUCN on at least two occasions -
drew us into the 'Rio Process' where
Yolanda Kakabadse, now President,
wrestledwith the almost impossible task
of keeping the non-governmental

Diverse, democratic end diverting
lf ¡t d¡d not ex¡st it would have to be ¡nvented but o'what a strugglel

For those who have got the IUCN bug it is a constant trial of strength. lt was in
197 6 thatl first walked into the chåteau in Morges and caught it. lt was to sell an
Antarct¡ca agenda to the ever sympathetic pipesmoking David Munro.

I can see all the potentialyet also all the reasons why ¡t is so rarely fully realized.
For IUCN ¡s one of those inst¡tut¡ons that ¡s perhaps a shade too diverse, demo-
cratic and diverting. ln order to arrive at truly representative programmes and
policies ¡t gets t¡ed up in process, endless paper and debate. At times I crave the
autocratic opt¡on, the situation work. The union of members - the family - would
not be interested in such a top down approach. The Union would no longer be a

unton.
But I must not despair. Just thínk - we would not have a biodiversity con-

vent¡on without the Un¡on. Endless protected areas would be unprotected,
indeed we would not even know what was in need of protect¡on in many
parts of the world.

Nor would we have so many other local, national or ¡nternat¡onal initiatives
and work in furtherance of conservat¡on.

How lucN has changed since 197 6! But the need for an ¡nternat¡onal fam¡ly
with deep sincerity. comm¡tment and expertise ¡n the furtherance of conservation
is as constant as ever.

Richard Sandbrook
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community happy despite myriad frus-
trations. Wolfgang Burhenne, Gren Lucas,

George Rabb, Hal Eidsvik and Bing Lucas

stood out as leaders of the Commissions
which, in different ways, have forged the
most powerfirl conceptual implements for
world conservation. Past Directors Gen-
eral - Gerardo Budowski, Duncan Poore,

David Munro, Lee Talbot and Kenton
Miller - continued to serve the Union long
after their departure. Presidents, Coun-
cillors, partners, even critics - the web of
interactions has been what had made
IUCN the exciting experience it is.

Comic rel¡ef

Funny moments? you ask. Certainly
some odd ones. Like receiving two invi-
tatÍons for a GeneralAssembly, from two
Heads of State (President Menem of Ar-
gentina and President Salinas of Mexico)
within two hours in Rio. Like sitting at
Iunch with President Bush in Rio and lis-
tening as a whole series of NGO leaders

- including Ashok I(trosla and facques
Cousteau - told him howwrong he and
the United States were to abdicate the
position ofleadership they had enjoyed
at the time of the Stockholm Conference
twenty years before. Like setting out to
fly from Nairobi to Garamba with Hugh
Lamprey, Ian Grimwood and Rob Malpas

- only to find that Hugh's chart locker for
Zaire contained nothing more naviga-
tional than an Esso road map - not all
that useful in a region of nearly continu-
ous forest. "It's OK," said Hugh, as he

skirted a thunderstorm. "We just head
north, and where the forest gives way to
grassland, that's Garamba- we just have

to scout about a bit to find the right land-
ing place!" Like finding, six months into
the job, that I had to make a speech in
French in front of a thousand people
(headed by the Foreign Minister of
France) at the 40thAnniversary celebra-

tion gala at UNESCO, where Barbara
Hendricks and Iose Carreras sang for us.

Thanks to Frédéric Briand, the grammar
was impeccable and the delivery pass-

able. "I didntknowyou spoke such good
French," said Charles de Haes (then
Director- General oflVWF International).
Well done, Frédéric!

The memories are like a Persian car-
pet. An intricate pattern ofhappenings,

SIR MAI?TIN HOLDGATE

To exalt, enthrone, establ¡sh and defend,
To welcome home mankind3 mysterious friend

To anyone in Gland between 1988 and lgg4 llnose opening lines of
Hilaire Belloc3 Heroic Poem ln Praise of Vine immed¡ately identify
Mart¡n Holdgate. Working for IUCN ¡n that period guaranteed you an
educat¡on in minor Victor¡an verse, a fund of hilarious tales aÞout the
rich and famous or not-scr¡ch but notor¡ous, and an appreciative audi-
ence for the qu¡rks of human as well as the rest of nature. I don't
know anyone better at mak¡ng conservat¡on a joyous act¡v¡ty.

For serious students of chairmanship, it was an edifying experience
to watch a mandarin of the British civil service at worlÇ summarizing a
rambling discussion ¡nto a neatly balanced paragraph and showing
almost visible sat¡sfaction at the result, An ignorant remark would
tease h¡m into revealing the breadth and depth of his own reading in
environmental ¡ssues, wrapped up in a commentary that ti€ated your
remark as if it was as well-informed as his. lt was also refresh¡ng to
hear a leading conservat¡onist who could talk the political language of
the UN at ¡nternat¡onal meetings,

ln most th¡ngs l¡terary Mart¡n Holdgate set standards for IUCN that
have not been excelled. But in one category he has to accept second
place. The best DG3 Chr¡stmas party speech was given by his wife
Lizzie, when once she was persuaded to stand in for him.

Peter Hulm

many richly coloured, bounded by a
frame of time. The memories are vivid
because IUCN is a unique organization.
Unique as a GONGO (Governmental and
Non-Governmental Organization).
Unique for its voluntary networks, the
Commissions. Unique in the way it
blends science and social sensitivity, to
create conservation that is tailored to the
needs of communities around the world.
And especially unique in the people it
attracts to its service.

Six years of feverish activity in Gland
passed all too quickly - but as other
Directors General have found, you never
really leave the IUCN family, and we
have been happy that "retirement" has

still given its opportunities to contribute
to the work of a truly wonderful family
business...

5ir Martin Holdgate was Director General

of IUCN from I 988 to early I 994, before
which he was Chief Scientist and Deputy
Secretary (Environment Protect¡on) ¡n the
British Department of the Environment.
"The Green Web" is his title for his major
History of IUCN, to be published later this
year lsee the summary in this issue).

Key dates
1980: The World Conservation Strategy,
prepared by IUCN in paftnersh¡p with WWF

and the UN Environment Programme, is

launched in 35 countries.
1982: UN General Assembly adopts The

World Charter for Nature, prepared with
IUCN's assistance.
I 991 : ÍUCN launches w¡th WWF and UNEP

the second World Conservation Strategy,

Caring for the Earth: A Strategy for
Susta¡nable Living, in ó5 countr¡es.
I 992: Global Biodiversity Strategy, prepared

by IUCN, the World Resources lnstitute and
UNEP is launched.
I 99ó: First Vlorld Conservation Congress
in Montreal adopts Revised Statutes, off¡-
cially recognizing IUCN's members' com-
mittees at national and regional level. The
Green Accounting lnitiative, Biodiversity
Conservation lnformation System (BCIS)

Sustainable Use ln¡t¡ative (SUlf are launched;
the lnternational Centre on liade and Sus-

h¡nable Development (ICTSD) is established

with IUCN cooperation and fundraising.

1997:The Vlorld Commission on Dams is

established at a workshop held by IUCN

and the World Bank GrouP.
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IUCN'S best kept secnets

By Jay D. Hair

I have losttrack of the number of times I
have heard someone say that "IUCN is
the best kept secret in the world of con-
servation" and I am no longer surprised
when I hear it. My or,rm experience has
given me an idea of why that impression
is so prevalent.

\¡Vhile I was President of the National
Wildlife Federation (USA) from l98l to
1995, I had numerous interactions with
IUCN. As a member I participated in
General Assemblies, served on Commis-
sions and, in 1990 at the Perth GA, was
elected to the IUCN Council. During my
three years on Council I learned a great
deal more about the Union - this time
from the Gland perspective. But it was
only during my tenure as President of
IUCN from 1994-95 that I truly began to
appreciate the impressive breath and
depth of the grassroots contributions
being made by this remarkable organi-
zation.

In retrospect, my experiences as an
IUCN member were only small slices of
the Union's overall rich and complex or-
ganizational culture. It was not until I
took my first field mission as President
that I began to realize the importance
and extent of IUCN's impact at the grass-

roots level of conservation. Over the in-
tervening years I learned a great deal
about our programme activities on-the-
ground. Those experiences helped to
peel back the tedium of IUCN's organi-
zational complexity and to reveal inter-
nal secrets which had eluded me for
years.

East Usambaras:
hope end empowerment

In March 1994 I visited Eastern Africa
where many of the field projects are
prime examples of IUCN's best kept
secrets. One of these was in the East

Usambaras where IUCN has been work-
ing with the Tanzanian Government and

the EEC to curb the illegal cutting of tim-
ber while promoting nature conserva-

tion and sustainable development'

The aspect of the Usambaras project
which impressedme mostwas the estab-
lishment of awomen's sugar cooperative.
While that may not sound like a big deal

- or particularly conservation-oriented

- it was in fact a profound achievement.
Sustainably harvested sugar cane was

being pressed, boiled and rendered into
raw sugar. This sugar was transported
offthe mountain and sold at a local mar-
ket. \.A/hy was this so important? Quite
simply, not only did it support an edu-
cation programme which helped reduce
the illegal cutting of trees, but this also
was the first time in the history of that
village that women had participated, at
any level, in the cash economy. This
proj ect fostered community-building by
bringing together the women in a coop-
erative effort, it provided cash through
which the women were enhancing the
quality of life for themselves and their
families, and it raised the status of the
women in the village. Clearly, poverty al-
leviation and the empowerment of

women are inextricably linked with
IUCN's conservation and sustainable
development goals.

Our visit to this remote village was an
occasion of great celebration. The
women, adorned in beautiful traditiona-l
dresses, demonstrated - with my wife
Leah as a full participant - all stages of
the sugar making process. I suspect most
of the folks were not quite sure what an
"IUCN President" was, but they clearþ
were appreciative of the success of this
project and the excellent support re-
ceived from the IUCN staff. Before our
departure theyhostedus with "sweet tea'
made fromthe same potwhichhadbeen
used to boil the sugarcane syrup. It was
a welcome and delicious treat!

To have witnessed the happiness and
sense of pride on their faces was a gift
that I shall always treasure. Itwas at that
point that I really started to "get it". I
began to understand the essence of
IUCN's mission of assisting others to
resolve on-the-ground conservation

Convenor par excellence
Getting the part¡es to a conflict around the same table may not be easy, and few
¡nst¡tutions are permitted to play the role of convenor. lt is a position that has to
earned, based on a credible track record of promises kept.

ln the case of IUCN partnership with the World Bank in sett¡ng up the World
Commission on Dams fsee Vorld Conservation 4/97-l/981, IUCN proved that
its mission and institut¡onal credibility lend themselves to such a role. ln fact it
has proven its capacity in this domain t¡me and again (e.9., Biodiversity
Convention; CITES; African Elephant Range States Dialogue). The convening
power of IUCN as a Union, as a scientific body and as a voice for conservation in
sustainable development makes it one of the few international bodies with a
capacity to assist the global community ¡n addressing both emerging and rampant
conflicts over natural resources management.

Responding to a continuously evolving mandate has allowed IUCN to develop a

track record and profile few would have believed possible when its founding mem-
bers first met ín Fontainebleau in 1948. As the Union plans for its next fiftyyears, its
greatest challenge may lie in reconciling its two identities: one as a scientific author-
ity ¡n conservat¡on and the other as a union with a unique, worldwide const¡tuency,
demanding that their, and the w¡der IUCN, voice be heard.

Achim Steiner
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conflicts while developing culturally ap-
propriate ways to improve the quality of
the human condition. At the IUCN
macro level, where most members ac-
quire their perception of the Union, we
get the big picture but we often do not
develop an understanding of the impor-
tance of this kind of basic, on-the-
ground conservation assistance.

Celebrating the Union

As Sir Martin Holdgate has so eloquently
documented in his forthcoming book,
IUCNhas evolved a colourful- and com-
plex - history over the past 50 years.
IUCN is a fascinating organization and
has established a remarkable record of
achievement. And, of course, the best
kept secrets I noted here were not really
secrets. No one at IUCN had purposely
hidden them from me or anyone else.

But even as someone who has had an
active volunteer presence with IUCN, I
was surprised that many of our unique
organizational and grassroots conserva-
tion achievements had eluded me - as I
suspect theyhave for many of our mem-
bers - for years.

lVhy was this the case and what can
we do about it?

Perhaps it is because IUCN is a com-
plex organization whose full story is not
easily told or experienced. We are a
uniquely complicated international con-
servation organization whose members
include sovereign states, government
agencies, non-governmental organiza-
tions, and thousands of Commission
volunteers. Perhaps all ofus associated
with IUCN have not done an adequate
job telling our own members - let alone

the public - about the Union's important
conservation achievements throughout
the world. Perhaps we have just been too
busy doing the important work of
conservation to focus on the need to
communicate those achievements to
others.

\.Vhat I do knowis IUCNwill continue
to be referred to as the "best kept secret
intheworld of conservation'if we do not
take a more proactive and creative
approach to shining light on these so-
called conservation secrets. We do a
pretty good job of communicating the
"big picture" of IUCN but we need to be

far more aggressive in com-municating
our on-the-ground conservation
achievements. It is important to cel-
ebrate our success and to learn from our
failures. It is essential to let our mem-
bers knowwhatthe IUCN teamis achiev-
ing for them, with them and on their
behalf. It is likewise important to let our
donors and other funders know what
their support has accomplished and to
use this as a basis for encouraging con-
tinued funding in the future.

Finally, as we celebrate our golden
anniversary in 1998, and envision an
even greater leadership role for the

Union in the future, I strongly encourage
IUCN to place communicating the Un-
ion's story at the top of its organizational
priorities. We must take every
opportunity to use advances in
communication and information tech-
nologies to turn these "best kept secrets"
into the "best knolrm stories of conser-
vation achievement" throughout the
world. The most important cause on
Earth deserves nothing less!

Jay D. Hair was President of IUCN from
1994 to 1996. and is President Emeritus of
the National Wildlife Federation (USA).

voot Y i

Professor Vo Ouy is known in Viet Nam as 'þiao su voi nu cuoi" or'the
professor with a smile", Director of the Center for Natural Resources
and Environmental Stud¡es at the V¡etnam National University in
Hanoi, fluent in five languages, discoverer of new species, teacher,
renowned scientist and active IUCN membe¡, Vo Ouy is one of the
worldS truly remarkable educators and conservat¡on leaders, From
promot¡ng the designation of Ha Long Bay as a World Heritage site,
to organ¡z¡ng the planting of millions of trees throughout Viet Nam
in areas destroyed during the wa4 to promot¡ng the establishment
of the Tlam Chim Nat¡onal Reserve and inspiring the restoration of
the populations of the Eastern Sarus cranes, his positive influence
has touched the lives of countless individuals.

I shall always treasure the friendship of this wonderful man and
remain eternally grateful that our lives crossed paths because of IUCN,

Left to right: Jay Hair; Jacques Lecup, former Head of the IUCN Viet Nam office in
Hanoi; ILICN Regionat Councillor Dr Le Quy An; Dr Vo Quy and Leah Hair visit
Ha Long Bay. Jay Hair
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Oualíityt, if not quantity
By Rachel Kyte

As is so often the case, behind everygreat
organization there are great women. In
IUCN's history they have ranged from
Marguerite Caram, whose leadership of
the Secretariat in Brussels was pivotal in
the critical earþyears, to the firstwoman
President, Yolanda Kakabadse, elected at
Montreal in 1996 by the first World
Conservation Congress. The history and
development of IUCN is diamond-
studded with women.

However, aswe celebrate ourhalf cen-
tury our growth seems stunted in one
regard: throughout the organization
there are precious few women in posi-
tions of responsibility. If our mission is
to influence societies, then missing out
on the resources, the talent, the perspec-
tive and the wisdom of over 50% of the
world's population seems self-defeating.
So is our temerity in coming to grips
withwhy.

Of course the situation is improving,
slowly. But why is it that women find it
hard in the Secretariat to stay the course
at senior levels, that we have only a smat-
tering of women on the Council, that
there are no women as Commission
Chairs? More importantly, what do we
want to do about it?

Is it that we are saying that the stew-
ardship of nature, of natural resources

Marguerite Caram. At the time of her
death in 1961, IUCN wrote in the
Bulletin that it had lost "the most
devoted member of its staff"- She
worked for the lJnion since r'fs
founding, as Secretary to Jean-Paul
Harrov ãnd tater as Editor and
Assrsíanf Secretary General' IUCN

IUCN women contributed to "Women weaving the World Together", an interna-
tional initiative at the 1995 World Conference on Women in Beijing.
IUCN's banner combined fabric from all the field offices and Headquarters.
IUCN/Nikki Meith

and their sustainable use is a male do-
main, evenwhen in realþacross cultures
and communities world-wide, the re-
verse is true? Is it that we are saying that
the policy arena is the male domain,
when if we look at the brilliant policy
makers and advocates ofrecent years, it
is women who stand out in one's mind.
Are we saying that IUCN, which has
pushed back the boundaries of under-
standing on our relationships with eco-
systems and pushed biodiversity to the
front of decision makers' minds, finds the
lack of women in the organization some-
thing too complicated, difficult or irrel-
evant to turn its mind towards?

And what should we think about the
old chestnut - that one cannot enforce
one's or¡¡n cultural proclMties (this time
those of the liberal West) on the rest of
the world. Well, women have news for
you. Equality and equity are not concepts
invented or defined by Western liberal
men, or women. They are universal and
embraced bywomen and men the world
over. Their most recent expression is in
the new ways in which human rights are
and seen to be fundamental to sustain-
able development and in acceptance of

the view that human rights means wom-
en's human rights too. For IUCN, social,
economic and cultural rights are some-
thing we deal with every day. And then
there was Beijing, the FourthWorld Con-
ference on Women: a women's confer-
ence on peace, equality and justice
which was transformed into a global
conference on women with a Platform
for Action relevant to all.

In writing this short piece and show-
ing drafts around, some colleagues have
winced - too strong or too close to the
bone?- I amnot sure. ButI amleftwon-
dering: in IUCN who will have the last
laugh? Those who know where energy,
ideas and solutions are shared - in com-
munities of women and men, or the or-
ganizations that presume to preach
diversiry yet are afraid to embrace it?
That is our millennium challenge and it
is to meeting that challenge that I raise
my glass to the extraordinary women in
IUCN today and together with them,
remember and thank those who have
gone before - they are truly pioneers.

Rachel Kyte is IUCN3 representat¡ve to the
European Union.
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The best of tim€s...
An interviewwith David McDowell

Nikki Meith: When did you fìrst hear
about IUCN?

David McDowelt I drew on some of its
publications when I was restructuring
the Department of Conservation (DOC)

in Wellington in 1988-89, but I did not
begin focusing on the nature ofthe beast
until a bunch of NewZealand NGO peo-
ple who had worked with me in the past
rang me inToþo in early 1993 and sug-
gested I apply for the DG's job. I said no

- I was only one year into a four-year
term as Ambassador. They rang me back
a month later and my wife and I agreed
to think about it.

The rest is history (as they say) but
unlike virtually all of my predecessors I
was not an old IUCN hand. Nor was I a
scientist.

NM: So why did the Council appoint
you?

McD: You had better ask them. I think
that theywere lookingfor a different sort
of profile. Perhaps they wanted some-
one who had no IUCN baggage from the
past. The Union was becoming a big
business to manage and there were de-
mands for change. Theywanted some-
one who would respond to the emerging
pressures to loosen the grip of Gland on
the institution andwho would drive the
regionalization process through. And
they wanted someone who knew
the international development scene -
I had run a national development coop-
eration agency, worked in the develop-
ing world and been on the UNDP
Governing Council, as well as the stint
headingup DOC.

NM: What was your fìrst impression?

McD: I got to the Buenos Aires Assem-
bly before taking over from Martin
Holdgate and was amazed - and to be
frank, somewhat appalled - at the huge
range of interest groups there seemed to
be floating around the Sheraton. That
remains the Union's biggest challenge -
getting hundreds of interest groups to
move in more or less the same direction
at around the same time. It's a full-time
conflict resolution and motivational job.

But I loved the informality in Buenos
Aires and the good humour and the ex-

pertise and the passion for the cause.

NM: What pressures did you come
under as DG-elect?

McD: I was heavily lobbied by the de-
veloping country delegations. They
wanted more of the Union's resources
and more decision-making power and
they wanted to break dovrm what they
saw as the excessive power of the West
Europeani North American elements in
the Union. As a New Zealander I felt
some synpathy for all that.

NM: So what happened when you got
to Gland?

McD: It took me a while to get the meas-

ure ofthe place and the people. Used to
a national public service where change

was the expected constant, I found the
resistance to change fascinating. The
role and place of the volunteer Commis-
sions baffled me for alongtime-though
I came eventually to recognize them for
the actual or potential powerhouses of
talent they are. Two long field trips to
regions where DGs had not often been
before - LatinAmerica andWestAfrica-
helped me get things in perspective.

Gland - and the Union as a whole - look
a lot different from La Paz or Mopti. I
commend the perspective to all.

NM: What were the surprises, both
pleasant and unpleasant?

McD: I guess the slenderness of the re-
sources to do the job was both a surprise
and a disappointment. The global Sec-

retariat at the time numbered a third of
the staff I had had at the national level
in DOC. And twentyyears before I had
had a development cooperation budget
three times as big (in constantvalues) as

that part of the Union budget which the
DG oversees. The Nordics and the Dutch
and the Swiss are very generous con-
tributors to the Union but they could not
meet the needs alone.

NM: Was this inhibiting?

McD: The problem was that with such
modest resources the Buenos Aires
mandate to regionalize and decentralize
could only be achieved by shifting
resources as well as decision-making
powers from the centre to the regions.

As was only natural, people at the cen-
tre did not adjust easily to giving up
funds or power. They had to be con-
vinced. Most of them did so graciously
once they understood why. Those who
did not had to be moved on. So there
were ructions. And some of the people
in the field had to be shifted too because
there were new demands on field repre-
sentatives. All in all it was by far the most
demanding time I have had as a chief
executive.

Another disapPointment in a way
were the gaps in our global coverage. To

someone coming out of Toþo the Asian

David McDowell, former New Zealand diplomat and conservationist. has been
Director Generalof the Union sinceApril 1994. Having completed the fiveyears
he promised, he will move on in early 1999. He has overseen the period of
regionalization and rap¡d expansion. Here he reminisces with the editor of
World Conservation about his five years with IUCN.
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SIR SHRIDATH ÍIAMPFTAI

"Sonny" Ramphal, President of IUCN from t 99O lo 1994, was well-
known ¡nternat¡onally well before then. A former Commonwealth
Secrctary4eneral, he was able to speak the language of ministers and
political leaders, and I think he was very useful for IUCN in securing
credibilit¡r w¡th Þoth politicians and development planners.

As a person, he was extrcmely erud¡te, and always very focused and
d¡rect ¡n promot¡ng his two main causes, which he had adopted well
before becoming associated with IUCN. These were equitable use of
resources, including the ¡ns¡stence that any permanent process of de-
velopment had to open ¡ts doors to the poof, and a wider recogn¡t¡on
that conservat¡on has to go hand-in-hand with the use of resourres for
development. However, he was not the kind of person to take a narL
row view of these concepts, or to cons¡der how individual members
might benefit from IUCN by adopt¡ng such policies. He was more con-
cerned with making IUCN a global force to speak on such issues, and
he warned several times of the dangers of fragmentation in the Union.
I think that today he would suggest his fears are st¡ll as relevant, and
that IUCN must be careful not to lose its global effectiveness while it
pursues its process of regionalization.

Angela Cropper*
* from an interuiew.

Sir Shridath Ramphal bestowed IUCN's
John C. Phiilips Memorial Medal on
Professor Vo Quy of Viet Nam at the
Buenos Aires General Assembly.
IUCN/Nikki Meith

membership was far from comprehen-
sive and the programme was minuscule
for such a vast and biodiversity-rich
region (or set of regions as it really is).

Japan and China have joined since as

State members and Aban Kabraji and the
countryrepresentatives have done avery
good job in bringing some coherence to
a programme which was just a series of
project activities in most places. But In-
donesia and India are still largely gaps

and in other regions there are gaps too -
the Union's contribution in Brazil, for
example, is negligible. So we have away
to go sti[.

NM: What was the most exciting thing
that has happened during your tenure?

McD: Realizing in a tiny mangrove com-
munity on the Pacific coast of Costa Rica
one day that what we talked about in
Gland (being catalytic, conserving natu-
ral resources, creating the nexus between
conservation and development, working
with communities, addressing gender
issues - the whole equity and "sound sci-

ence, socially delivered" bit) actually
happens on-the-ground on occasion.

That was uplifting.

NM: And the most "fun"?

McD: One was the look on Patrick
Dugan's face when we announced later
that same evening - dovrm on the banks
of the Niger again - that our answer to
Dogon dancingwas Dugan dancing and
that he would nowput on a solo display.
The resulting Highland fling entranced
the audience even if it did not quite fit
the drum beat.

NM: And the most memorable?

McD: Sitting around a campfire at night
on the edge of a National Park in south-
ern Zimbabwe talking through with
India Musokotwane and others the

McD: Lots of them. But one was a hot
day (40"C plus) in a spectacular cliff-
dwelling community on the Dogon pla-
teau in Mali when what had been a
semi-academic interest for many years
for me (collecting Dogon carvings) and
my son Tim (studying Dogon architec-
ture) all came together in a feast of dance
and talk and interaction - and made
sense for the first time. RegrettablyTim
was not there but there was a congenial
group of IUCN colleagues to share it
with.

NM: Andthefunniest?

implications of the day's discussions for
the Union's doctrine of "sustainable
use". We had been talking to villagers
who had switched in ayear or two from
being poachers to being guardians of the
Park's wildlife - because they had been
given a stake in the enterprise. Thatwas
a special time because it was the last
evening I had with beloved India before
he died later that year.

NM: The most dangerous moment?

McD: Thumping into the rear of a pre-
ceding Ministerial car, crashing dor,vn a
roadside bank and careering across a
ploughed field for fifry metres in an (ul-

timately suçcessful) attempt to honour
an appointment with the President of
Malawi. The driver of my car asked if I
was hurt. I had hit the roof twice but was
fine. "Thank the Lord", he said. I did.
With fervour.

NM: Most chastening?

McD: Learning that the intricate pattern
of shallowwater channels being exposed
and used for the first time in two
thousand years or so near Lake Titicaca
in Bolivia had not been irrigation
channels at all but were a sort of
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thermal regulator to enable some of the
region's sixty species of potato to be
grornm in frost-free conditions close to
twelve thousand feet (4000m) up. \Mhat
progress have we made in two millennia?

NM: Most thought-provoking?

McD: Realizing after a ninety kilometre
drive through the countryside to a model
Chinese city with wide, rubbish-free
streets and clean water that I had not
seen a single bird since leaving Shang-
hai's pigeons behind.

NM: Most rewarding moments?

McD: Having the gift of access to people
who have real expertise in the natural
sciences and communicate their
enthusiasms - people likeWendy Strahm
who can interpret a small upland
meadowin the Iura so that it is seen as a

haven for a host of exciting plant species,

an ecosystem of its or,rm. Or Simon Stuart

who can tell you that the strange look-
ingbror,rrn birdwith a crestwhich has just
flovun by is a rare sighting of a hoopoe.

NM: Who ¿rmong the IUCN people you
have met while here has most impressed
you?

McD: That's a difficult choice to make.

India Musokotvvane in southern Ærica
understood instinctively that a pro-
gramme based on working with and
through the members was the way to go

- and he was a charismatic personality
in the best sense of the word. He had a
droll sense of humour and an utterly dis-
arming way of conveying some hard
truths to an audience. Then there is

George Rabb, the former Chair of the
SSC. For me he is the epitome of the best
of our volunteers - well informed, wise,
passionate about the work, generous
with his own time, wry and articulate
and committed. And a warm and nice
person with it.

NM: Who among the peopleyou met on
your IUCN travels most inspired you?

McD: NelsonMandelafor one. Herewas
a man creating a new country from the
ruins of the old yet he found time to talk
to India and me about his well-formed
views on community involvement in
conservation and the need to raise con-
servation awareness among the black
communities in South Africa. He is so

forgiving: he took us out onto the ter-
race of the Presidential residence to
point out the Voortrekker Monument.

I was also very impressed by the
Presidents I met in so-called Franco-
phone West Africa - they were highly
articulate, well-briefed and had some
stimulating views on when not to build
big dams, for example. People like
President Diouf of Senegal understood
only too well that the preservation of
wetland ecosystems is often more
important to his people - let alone to
biodiversity - than intervening in these

In his audience with a team from tlJCN, Senegalese President Abdou Diouf confirmed the Government's political support for
the work of IUCN and his understanding of the impo¡tance of preseruing traditionat mefhods of wetland management. IIJCN
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systems by building showy dams. Some
had learned this by bitter experience.

I was always impressed too by State

Councillor Song Iian who used to chair
the China Council for International Co-
operation on Environment and Develop-
ment. I admired the way he listened to
the opinions of the foreign experts, as-
sessed and used what was relevant and
valuable for China and sent us away feel-
ing that we had made a contributioñ. He
was a good operator - and a person it was
easy to relate to.

NM: Who impressed you among those
you met in the field?

McD: Well of course the community
Ieader in the mangrove community in
Costa Rica I referred to earlier. His name
is Urías Porras. The fact is that outside
agencies like the Union cannot achieve
much on the development side unless
there is good local leadership. Urías
Porras was one of those leaders - confi-
dent, willing to learn, willing to take a

risk, trusted byhis people.
Two people I rememberwell represent

that isolated but courageous group of
environmentalists who struggled for the
cause against the odds in eastern Europe
in Soviet times. One was our ornm Jan
Cerovsþ in what is now the Czech Re-

public (see page 3l).
Another is Janis Viksne, who is a sort

of Latvian Peter Scott. For forty years

Janis worked away with a small band of
colleagues, developing on Lake Engure

by themselves a set of practices and prin-
ciples relating to migratory bird and wet-
land management which paralleled in
many ways what was going on in
Slimbridge under more propitious cir-
cumstances. Lake Engure was in a secu-
rity zone close to the shores of the Baltic
so the human pressures on it were mini-
mal for many years - a curious but not
uncommon twist where conflict some-
times seems to work in nature's favour.
(Think of the cranes and other species
flourishing in the DMZ between the two
Koreas.) Professor Viksne sent me his
bookThe bird lake - Engure - it's worth
reading.

NM: What do You think will be Your

legacy?

David McDowell, Ricardo Bayon (gesturing) and Regional Representative for
Meso-America Enrique Lahmann talk to leaders of the mangrove community in
Costa Rica. IUCN

McD: That question reminds me a bit of
Chou En Lai's often quoted answer to a
question about the significance of the
French Revolution in world history: "It is
too soon to tell," he is said to have replied.
Ask me five years dor,rm the trackwhen we
knowwhat has survived. Or ask others.

And anlway I do not see legacies in
terms of the contributions of individu-
als. Awhole bunch of good people were
in this with me. For good conservation
reasons we drove the regionalization
process remorselessly against some
heavy resistance. It is now irreversible
and that is a good thing, because we now
have a truly global team working on how
to give effect to the mission.

I like to think that we also helped
modernize the Secretariat and began the
process of sensitizing it to gender and
other social perspectives which had been

lacking, though there is still a long way
to go on these fronts. Personally I take
some credit for helping bring through a
whole new breed of bright young field
managers like Yemi Katerere, Enrique
Lahmann, Juanita Castaño, Ambika
Adhikari and IbrahimThiaw- and some
new and creative thinkers like Ricardo
Bayón, Iaved Ahmad and Rachel K¡e.
The future lies with them and their peers.
I leave feeling assured of that.

NM: What do you think lies ahead
for the Secretariat and for the Union as

awhole?

McD: Well, every new phase like region-
alization and decentralization brings
with it new problems which call for new
solutions.

We have to guard against the growth
of parochialism in the regions - or worse,
against fragmentation. The role of the
centre in the Union has now changed -
it needs to adapt and be enriched. The
temptation to reassert central controls
has to be resisted at the same time as we
develop newways of working collabora-
tively across what can now be called a

global Union.
I am optimistic about the future: we

say it ritualistically but I also believe
strongly that the Union with its GONGO
structure (government and non-
government members), its teams of
volunteers, its new openings to com-
munities, the private sector and the
multilateral bodies like theWorld Bank,
and its increasingly global spread is the
wave of the future for international
organizations.

Those people who began it all fifty
years ago in Fontainebleau were an in-
spired lot. I take myhat off to them.
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Participating in the Union3 future
ByYolanda Kakabadse

\^/hen IUCN was created, the whole per-
ception of what membership wanted
was completely different from today. In
the beginning, being an IUCN member
was important for providing credibility
to individual organizations.

On the other hand, IUCN itself
needed to maintain a list of strong, pow-
erful, important members from around
the world. Now at the end of the cen-
tury, this has changed. Members want
to be active, to participate, to play a part
in the construction of IUCN's future, and
the Union needs this active role.

Therefore, I see the future of IUCN as

a decentralized body where those

members who want to have a say in
defining our priorities will be called on
to contribute their time and effort to
the Union.

Developments in technology are a
basic factor in the change that has taken
place. Fiftyyears ago - even twenty-we
did not have the technology to give
members in a split-second all the infor-
mation they need for active participa-
tion.

Today electronic communications
make you want to be part of the deci-
sion-making, part of the activity, part of
the global discussion. That implies a
completely different structure for the

Newly-elected President Yolanda
Kakabadse addresses the Montreal
Congress. /UCN

Union. It implies having a more sophis-
ticated set-up at the regional and head-
quarters level to deal with this new
situation, and to "cultivate" that knowl-
edge and information to help IUCN
respond appropriately to those global
issues.

It is also important, however, that we
should not lose our capacity to be at the
forefront ofnew creative thinking for the
next century. It implies devoting
resources, time and capacity toward
building on past experiences, using our
present knowledge and increasing our
ability to foresee the most important
development issues.

One immediate problem to tackle is

that oftrade and finance related to sus-
tainable development, conservation and
biodiversity. This should probably be
one of the priorities of our agenda in this
coming decade. Its relevance to conser-
vation vs. mismanagement of natural
resources shows it should be high on the
agenda.

We need to come up with proposals
for the financialworld and conservation-
ists to act on.

Yolanda Kakabadse was D¡rector of
Fundación Natura in Ecuadorfrom 1979
to l99O At the Montreal Congress ( I 99ó)

she was elected luCN President, and has

recently been aPPointed Ecuador's

Minister of Environment.
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Exceptional people
My f¡rst contact with IUCN was in 1975 when I was sent by UNEP to collect
information in Morges. I was overwhelmed by the convivial atmosphere, the
strong sense of dedicated professionalism and the library crammed with books,

every one of which lwanted to read.

Today the Union remains an remarkable organization with an extraordinary
h¡story, which has had and still continues to benef¡t from the dedicat¡on of exceq
tional people. I know of no other organization in our field that possesses any-
thing close to IUCNS potential, and its mission becomes more relevant w¡th every
day that passes. ln spite of some internal problems, the Union remains robust,
well-respected, and occupies an impoftant niche.

Mark Halle

Mal<ing strides
Since ljoined IUCN in l986 as head of the Species Programme, there have

been dramatic changes. The first contrast between today and l2 years ago is

that much of the technical centre of activity for the ¡nstitution is now in the
regions. When I came to Gland, most of the technical competence, pro-

grammes and activit¡es were focused at headquarters. The regional and country
office system as we know ¡t now was just being born.

The second contrast is that today there is far more awareness of the human
element in our conservation activities. ln I 98ó IUCN in many fields was domi-
nated by the biological and ecological sciences. lt was only a slight exaggeration

to say that human beings tended to be cast in the role of the problem rather than
the solution. Today there is a major difference ¡n the way the Union operates.
Today across the Union everyone - including those with a technical background
or pure scient¡sts - recogn¡ses the important part that people play in the solut¡on
to environmental problems.

Steve Edwards

I

I

I
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-WhoS who and index

Tariq Banuri, Research Advisor at the Sustain-
able Development Policy lnstitute (SDpl), paki-
stan, has been Chair of CEESP since 1996. (20)

Michel Batisse is Senior Environmental Adviser
at UNESCO, a recipient of the John C. Phillips
Memorial Medal, and a member of WCPA. (10,13)

Charles Jean Bernard was the first president of
rucN. (3)

Delmar Blasco is Secretary Generalof the Ramsar
Convention Bureau. (38)

Joanna Boddens-Hosang was IUCN lnformation
Officer (1991-1996) and is now head of commu-
nications at The Tropenbos Foundation (the Neth-
erlands). (6)

Françoise Burhenne-Guilmin is head of the IUCN
Environmental Law Centre in Bonn. (21)

Juanita Castaño is Regional Representative at the
IUCN Regional Office for South America (IUCN-
suR). (34)

Jan Cerovsky, a Member of Honour of IUCN, was
Vice-President from 1990 to 1994. (13,31)

Antonio M. Claparols is President of the Ecologi-
cal Society of the Philippines and an IUCN
Regional Councillor for South and East Asia. (37)

Mike Cockerell came to IUCN as Director of the
CDC, and was most recently Assistant DG (Man-
agement) until his departure at the end of 1 995.
(26,27,37)

Angela Cropper was the first Excutive Secretary
of the Convention on Biological Diversity, before
which she was IUCN's Head of Governance. (51)

Steve Edwards headed the Species Survival
Programme (1986-1990) and today heads the
Sustainable Use lnitiative. (54)

lrenäus Eibl-Eibesfeldt is Professor of Zoology
at the University of Munich, head of the Film
Archives for Human Ethology at the Max Planck
Society in Andechs, Germany, and Director of the
Ludwig-Boltzmann lnstitute for Urban Ethology in
Vienna. (1 1)

Jane Fenton works for ICBP/BirdLife lnternational.
(17,18,43)

Richard Fitter was a member of SSC from 1963,
and Chair of its Steering Committee. (5)

Alain Gille, IUCN's contact with France Nature
Environnement (FNE), was UNESCO Liaison
Officer with IUCN (1949-65). (12)

David B. Given is Chair of the IUCN/SSC Plant
Conservation Subcommittee. (19)

Pierre Goeldlin, IUCN Member of Honoul is a
former Councillor and Acting Director General. (3)

George Greene is Ass¡stant Director General of
rucN. (42)

Jay D. Hair, President Emer¡tus of the National
Wildlife Federation (US), was President of IUCN
(1994-1996). (47,48)

Scott Hajost is Executive Director of IUCN-US in
Washington, DC. (37)

Mark Halle worked for IUCN from 1980 to 1 988,
most recently as Drrector of Global Policy and
Partnerships. (54)

Parvez Hassan was Chair of the Commission on
Environmental Law (1990-96) and oversaw the
recent revision of the Statutes (25)

Gabriela Hernandez Herrera is a journalist and

communications adviseron environmental issues

based in Costa Rica' (32'33)

Frits Hesselink has been Chair of CEC since

1e94. (20)

Vernon Heywood was a member of the IUCN-
WWF Plant Advisory Group; Chief Scientist, Plant
Conservation; and founder Director of the IUCN
Botanic Gardens Conservation Secretariat, later
BGcr. (34)

Sir Madin Holdgate was Director General of IUCN
from 1988 to 1994. (38,44)

Peter Hulm is a journalist and contributing editor
Io World Conservation. (41,46)

Dan Janzen ¡s a Technical Advisor to the Area de
Conservación Guanacaste, and a Professor of
Biology at the University of Pennsylvania. (42)

Aban Marker Kabraji has been Country Repre-
sentative for IUCN Pakistan since 1988. (30)

Yolanda Kakabadse is President of IUCN and
Ecuador's Minister of Environment. (55)

Rachel Kyte is the Union's representative to the
European Union in Brussels. (49)

Robed Paul Lamb, one-time editor of the /UCN
Bulletin, founded the Television Trust for the
Environment [FVE). (18)

P. H. C. "Bing" Lucas is an IUCN Member of
Honourand former Chair of WCPA (1990-94).
(14,15,29)

Rob Malpas was head of the Union's Eastern
Africa Regional Office (EARO) for'13 years. (26)

Ed Maltby is Chair of the Commission in Ecosys-
tem Management. (20)

David McDowell is Director General of IUCN. (50)

Tony Mence was Executive Officer of SSC ('1964-
73). (16)

Khawar Mumtaz was a Regional Councillor and
IUCN Vice-President (1 994-96). (43)

Bihini Won wa Musiti is a Programme Officer with
IUCN's Central Africa Programme. (35)

Frank Nicholls, Deputy Director General of IUCN
from 1970 to 1976, is Managing Director of Trans
Knowledge Associates, the Australian computer
consultancy he founded in 1978. (12,13,22,331

Max Nicholson was a founding father of IUCN and
received the first John C. Phillips Memorial Medal.
(4)

Dr Gunavant M. Oza is General Secretary of the
lnternational Society of Naturalists (INSONA),
based in lndia. (42)

Adrian Phillips has been Chair of WCpA since
1se4. (14)

George-Rabb is President of the Chiicago Zoo_
logical Societyand Directorof the BrookfËld Zoo.
He was was Chair of SSC, 1990_96. (18)

Rod Salm is Coordinator of the Marine and Coastal
Programme at the IUCN Eastern Africa Regional
Of'fice. (27)

Miriam Rothschild, an expert on fleas and a Fel_
low of the Royal Society, was a delegate at the
1948 Fonta¡nebleau Conference. (7) -

peter H. Sand was Secretary-General of CITES
(1978 to 1981). (23)

Richard Sandbrook is an IUCN Regional Council_
lor for Europe, and Director of the lnternat¡onål
tnstitute for Environment and Devetopme"iiilËDi
in London. (45)

M. A. Partha Sarathy is Chair-Emeritus of lUCN,s
Commission on Education anO Commun¡cat¡tìl
(3e)

Jeffrey A. Sayer was Head of the IUCN Forest
Conservat¡on Programme (1985-92); s¡nce thli
he has been Director General of the Center for

lnternational Forestry Research (CIFOR) in
Jakarta, lndonesia. (35)

Samar Singh, Secretary General of WWF-lndia
was an IUCN Regional Councillor for East Asia
(1s81-86). (43)

Achim Steiner is Secretary General of the World
Commission on Dams located in Cape Town,
South Africa. (47)

Jim Thorsell has worked at IUCN Headquarters
for the last 15 years on World Heritage and
WCPA, most recently as Senior Adviser, Natural
Heritage. (41)

Philippe Tous is Technical Assistant with the
Union's Rio Grande de Buba project in Guinea
Bissau (36)

Eldad Tukahirwa has been IUCN Regional
Director for Eastern Africa (Nairobi, Kenya) since
1996, prior to which he was Head of the Union's
country office in Uganda. (34)

Roger Wheater recently retired as Director of The
Royal Zoological Society of Scotland, an IUCN
member since 1988. He ls currently Deputy Chair
of Scottish Natural Heritage. (34)
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